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NHL wish list 2022-23: What gift each team needs most this holiday season 
What’s at the top of your favorite NHL team’s holiday wish 
list? 

Is it a trade to fill a need? Or a new contract for a star 
player? Or, the classic: health in the new year? 

The Athletic asked its writing staff for one last-minute gift 
idea per team. Here’s what they said. 

Anaheim Ducks 

John Klingberg upping his production: I originally thought 
about choosing a Blackhawks winning streak that lost them 
the best lottery odds, but let’s go with something more 
attainable. Klingberg has shown signs of emerging from his 
ragged start. The 30-year-old is trying to earn a longer 
contract had two goals against Montreal and one against 
Edmonton late last week after finding the net only once in his 
first 23 contests. He was brought in to put up points from the 
Anaheim blue line and possibly be a trade chip, but he needs 
to boost that production and his unsightly plus-minus if 
general manager Pat Verbeek is going to be able to use him 
to secure another first-round pick. — Eric Stephens 

Arizona Coyotes 

The winning ticket for the 2023 NHL Draft lottery: The only 
difference between Arizona and the rest of the NHL’s bottom 
feeders is that the Coyotes have already started the process 
of reassembling their next-generation roster, by acquiring 
oodles of draft choices over the past few years. But adding a 
genuine difference maker — someone who could be a 
franchise cornerstone, like a Connor Bedard or an Adam 
Fantilli — in the 2023 entry draft would fast-track the process 
immensely. — Eric Duhatschek 

Boston Bruins 

A signed David Pastrnak contract extension: Pastrnak is 
Boston’s best player. He continues to improve as an 
offensive threat. The fan base loves him. So even if the 
contract will smash the ceiling, the Bruins have no choice but 
to meet his price. Finding another right wing to play behind 
him is a priority, but making sure Pastrnak’s future is in 
Boston is first on the list. — Fluto Shinzawa 

Buffalo Sabres 

Good health: It’s a classic holiday wish, and one that would 
serve the Sabres well, particularly on their blue line. They’ve 
recently been playing without Owen Power and Henri 
Jokiharju after dealing with a stretch of games when Mattias 
Samuelsson, Ilya Lybushkin and Jokiharju were all out of the 
lineup. We know the Sabres can score. If they can stay 
healthy on defense and get decent goaltending, they could 
climb into the playoff race. — Matthew Fairburn 

Calgary Flames 

A scoring winger: The Flames are in the bottom half of the 
league when it comes to scoring, and they have trouble 

finishing chances in all situations. In a perfect world, they 
would land a winger who can drive the net and/or has a 
stellar net-front presence. That winger must also be a viable 
power-play option. Oh, and he must be cheap. General 
manager Brad Treliving doesn’t have much cap space to 
spare. — Julian McKenzie 

Carolina Hurricanes 

An as-advertised Max Pacioretty: Max Pacioretty is getting 
closer to returning to the ice following an Achilles injury 
suffered in August shortly after being acquired by the 
Hurricanes. Before he was hurt, Pacioretty was expected to 
add pop to a lineup that at times — especially in the 
postseason — has seen its scoring going dry. He’ll instead 
join the team as the equivalent of an early trade-deadline 
acquisition. If Pacioretty can score at the 30-goal pace that 
was expected when the Hurricanes traded for him, an 
already deep Carolina roster will get even scarier for the rest 
of the Eastern Conference. — Cory Lavalette 

Chicago Blackhawks 

Decisions from Patrick Kane and Jonathan Toews: 
Blackhawks general manager Kyle Davidson is supposed to 
have a “check-in” with Kane and Toews’ agent, Pat Brisson, 
in January. Kane and Toews largely control their fates this 
season. Both have no-movement clauses and have not said 
so far that they would like Davidson to explore trades. It’s 
possible they give Davidson a better indication of where their 
heads are at next month. It’s obviously going to be a huge 
storyline one way or another up until the deadline. — Scott 
Powers 

Colorado Avalanche 

A second-line center: The Avalanche have an elite core but 
could use one more quality forward to push them over the 
top. Nazem Kadri served that role for Colorado last season, 
putting up 87 regular-season points, but he moved on to 
Calgary in free agency. Bo Horvat is the trendiest name on 
the trade block, and he’d make sense on the Avalanche’s 
roster. The problem: He won’t come cheap. General 
manager Chris MacFarland will have to decide how much of 
the team’s future to cash in for a chance at building a 
juggernaut for the second-consecutive year. — Peter Baugh 

Columbus Blue Jackets 

Health in the new year: The Blue Jackets currently have nine 
rookies in their NHL lineup — at least one on three of their 
four forward lines, one on each of their defensive pairs, and 
a goaltender who is getting the bulk of the work. They were 
designed to be a young team, but not this young. An 
incomprehensible crush of injuries has sapped them of all 
hope this season. Top defenseman Zach Werenski and last 
season’s leading point producer, Jakub Voracek, are both 
out for the season. No. 1 center Boone Jenner just went 
down with a broken thumb and will miss a month. Just when 
you think it can’t get worse, Yegor Chinakhov suffered an 
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ankle injury that will knock him out for multiple weeks. 
Please, St. Nick, make it stop! — Aaron Portzline 

Dallas Stars 

A top-six right winger: The Stars have tried all sorts of things 
to find a solution at right wing on the second line but haven’t 
had any sustainable success. Their top line is elite, the third 
line of Jamie Benn, Ty Dellandrea and Wyatt Johnston has 
clicked and the fourth line has been fine — but nobody has 
emerged as the third piece next to Tyler Seguin and Mason 
Marchment. It has resulted in Seguin and Marchment playing 
out of position, at times, and other players elevated to more 
prominent roles than they should be in. Despite the 
numerous combinations, the search continues. — Saad 
Yousuf 

Detroit Red Wings 

Health in the new year: Injuries have really caught up to the 
Red Wings this season. Early on, Detroit was able to 
withstand injuries to Tyler Bertuzzi, Robby Fabbri, Elmer 
Söderblom and Filip Zadina, along with Jakub Vrana entering 
the player assistance program, because of improved depth. 
But brief recent absences by Olli Määttä (pneumonia) and 
Dylan Larkin (hand injury) showed that the Red Wings can’t 
take many more hits. Larkin is clearly playing hurt right now, 
but Söderblom is back, Vrana looks to be approaching a 
return and Fabbri is slated to come back in the new year as 
well. So good news is on the horizon. The key will be staying 
intact beyond that. — Max Bultman 

Edmonton Oilers 

A left-handed defenseman: The Oilers have a few holes on 
the roster, but none is bigger than the one at left defense. 
No. 1 blueliner Darnell Nurse has struggled of late, Brett 
Kulak has been elevated to the second pair from the third 
this season, and others — Philip Broberg, Ryan Murray and 
Markus Niemelainen — are banged up and/or still learning 
the NHL game. Vladislav Gavrikov and Joel Edmundson are 
targets. Jakob Chychrun and Mattias Ekholm could be, too. 
The Oilers need to upgrade this position before the deadline. 
— Daniel Nugent-Bowman 

Florida Panthers 

An average power play: That would’ve been what the 
Panthers hoped to get for Halloween and both North 
American Thanksgivings, too. Florida’s power play is 
currently 26th in the league, with a success rate just above 
18 percent — and that doesn’t account fully for the 1-for-21 
skid they’re currently riding. For a top-10 five-on-five team, in 
goal percentage both actual and expected, that’s been 
enough to keep them outside the playoff picture. — Sean 
Gentille 

Los Angeles Kings 

Continued stability in net: Who knew that Pheonix Copley, an 
AHL goalie for much of his pro career, would be the one 
providing stability on a team with one of the top American 
netminders of all-time in Jonathan Quick in addition to Cal 
Petersen, who was expected to be the one taking Quick’s 
job? With the Kings battling themselves as much as the 
opposition during a lengthy stretch of wildly inconsistent play 
this season, it’s been the 30-year-old Copley who has been 

sound and brought calm to the club as it put together its first 
winning streak since a four-game run from Nov. 5 to 12. Is 
Copley the long-term answer? Probably not. The Kings need 
Quick and/or Petersen in better form to meet their ambitions 
of making the playoffs again and going one step further. But 
they’re holding down a spot right now because of Copley’s 
successful rescue mission. — Eric Stephens 

Minnesota Wild 

Reverse Retros becoming permanent: No. 1 center has been 
on their holiday wish list for two decades. More scoring, well, 
every team wants that. Wishing to advance past the first 
round, that’s a tired, cliched wish in Minnesota. What the 
Wild could use is a dispensation from the NHL to allow them 
to use their new green Reverse Retro jerseys for years to 
come. It would be stupid not to, because the North Stars-
themed unis are a money-making machine. It feels like 
teams like the Blues have a gazillion shades and versions of 
their sweaters, so while the Wild aren’t about to rebrand, it 
would make a lot of sense for them to petition the league so 
they can enter these current Reverse Retros into their 
rotation of jerseys for years to come. It’d drive revenue, 
which would be a holiday wish for everyone. — Michael 
Russo 

Montreal Canadiens 

A third first-round pick: Canadiens general manager Kent 
Hughes has openly hoped he will be able to acquire a third 
first-round pick in the talent-rich 2023 draft, but the chances 
of him doing so appear slim. Sean Monahan is generating 
interest as a top-six center rental option, but he’s not likely to 
generate that kind of a return. Hughes’ best hope might be 
that Joel Edmundson — with one year left on his contract — 
will entice a contending team needing playoff experience on 
defense to meet that steep price. — Arpon Basu 

Nashville Predators 

An improved power play: The Preds have gotten some things 
together with their five-on-five game, and Juuse Saros is 
looking more and more like Juuse Saros. But Matt 
Duchene’s power-play goal in Monday’s much-needed win 
over Edmonton snapped an 0-for-21 streak. Special teams 
have been killing the Preds. One of the league’s best power 
plays last season has become one of the worst, with the 
same key players. Get it back to middling and this team 
could back to winning. — Joe Rexrode 

New Jersey Devils 

Good vibes: The Devils didn’t suddenly become a bad team 
in losing six straight games before snapping the skid 
Wednesday. There have been breakdowns and costly 
mistakes, but they don’t need an overhaul. What they need 
are for some key players to bounce back — like Jonas 
Siegenthaler and Dougie Hamilton, who have trended down, 
and Nico Hischier. Some puck luck to help finish their 
chances and a bit more stability in net wouldn’t hurt either. In 
other words, the Devils need to get back their good vibes. — 
Shayna Goldman 

New York Islanders 

Consistency: The Islanders have showed the ability to get up 
for some of the better teams in the league this season, but 
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they seem to falter when they face a team that’s not in 
playoff position. Of their 13 regulation losses through 
Wednesday, nine were against teams with a lower points 
percentages, including a pair of defeats by the lowly 
Coyotes. Yes, every NHL team is always seeking more 
consistency, but the Islanders have been up and down with 
their play more than most. — Kevin Kurz 

New York Rangers 

MVP goaltending: Igor Shesterkin’s otherworldly 2021-22 
made the Rangers a force — and an Eastern Conference 
finalist. He’s been good this season, sometimes very good, 
this season, but until his recent hot streak, the Rangers 
hadn’t started to excel. Even with a better-running offense 
and more time controlling play this season than last, it seems 
clear that the Rangers need Shesterkin at his highest level to 
compete consistently. — Arthur Staple 

Ottawa Senators 

Health and good fortune: Senators fans already got the No. 1 
item on their Christmas wish list when Artem Zub signed a 
four-year contract extension earlier this week. But if they’re 
allowed to be greedy, they would probably ask for health and 
good fortune under the tree. The Senators always seem to 
have the worst luck with injuries, and this month they’ve 
played games without the likes of Zub (broken jaw), Josh 
Norris (shoulder) and Tim Stützle (shoulder). If they could get 
a run of six or eight weeks with a fully healthy lineup to start 
2023, it would probably be the best gift Ottawa fans could 
receive. — Ian Mendes 

Philadelphia Flyers 

Hope (or at least a top-three pick via the lottery): Hope, in 
short, is nonexistent surrounding the Flyers right now. They 
have one of the worst records in the NHL, three players 
combining for nearly $20 million against the cap on injured 
reserve with potentially career-threatening injuries and a 
front office/ownership group that has yet to fully accept that 
the situation has devolved to the point that an overarching 
rebuild mentality is now necessary. Sure, coach John 
Tortorella has the team playing more competitive hockey, but 
in a way, that only plays into the lack of hope for the future, 
because his infusion of structure and accountability probably 
will keep the Flyers from being bad enough to have the best 
odds for one of the top few picks in the 2023 draft. What this 
organization needs is something resembling real good news: 
a positive injury report on a key player, a front office 
restructuring, a surprise breakout of the Tage Thompson 
variety. The best gift, though, would be a draft lottery win this 
summer, guaranteeing the Flyers a player like Connor 
Bedard or Adam Fantilli to give the fans hope that, just 
maybe, there might be light at the end of this dark and dismal 
tunnel. — Charlie O’Connor 

Pittsburgh Penguins 

A Kasperi Kapanen trade: The Penguins need salary-cap 
space if they’re to improve upon their current roster. 
Kapanen, who has played better recently, would be their 
preferred player to trade in any situation — but especially so 
if a deal could provide the Penguins a little bit of cap relief to 
allow them to at least be on the fringe of buyers at the trade 
deadline. Kapanen doesn’t really fit with this team, and the 

Penguins’ third line could certainly maintain without him. 
— Rob Rossi 

San Jose Sharks 

Mental toughness and player development: For the team, the 
answer is mental toughness. The Sharks need to make 
better decisions with the puck, and they are going to need to 
fight the urge to let down because of so many frustrating 
losses. But for the organization, the best gift would be a big 
second half of the season by as many of their top prospects 
as possible. — Corey Masisak 

Seattle Kraken 

More pop on the power play: The Kraken are rolling and 
proving themselves to be a much different team than last 
season. But one thing that would help them extend this 
success is a bit more offensive creation on the power play. 
Through Wednesday, Seattle had scored at a rate of 7.57 
goals per 60 minutes, which ranked 19th in the league. It’s 
not because of a lowly shooting percentage but because 
their expected goal generation isn’t where it should be. If 
Seattle can create more from the slot, it’d be a lot more 
dangerous in power-play situations. — Shayna Goldman 

St. Louis Blues 

Good luck for general manager Doug Armstrong: When it 
comes to Armstrong’s ability, I abide by this: If you can get 
Brayden Schenn in a trade for Jori Lehtera, you can do 
anything. No one needs me to remind you about Armstrong’s 
track record, keeping the Blues near the top of the NHL 
every year with trades, signings, etc. However, he’s got his 
work cut out for him now. What to do with Ryan O’Reilly? Will 
a team take Vladimir Tarasenko? Does Armstrong retool? He 
could use some luck for the holidays if he’s going to match 
his own high standard. — Jeremy Rutherford 

Tampa Bay Lightning 

A Bruins slump: The Lightning don’t have much on their 
internal wish list, as they have been playing their best hockey 
of the season recently. Their stars have been stars. Their 
special teams are each in the top 10. Brandon Hagel has 
filled in for Ondrej Palat. A key for them — other than health 
— will be getting contributions from the bottom six and 
consistency from their re-made blueline. But what they really 
need is for Boston to slow down, because at its current pace, 
there’s no way for the Lightning to catch up in the Atlantic. — 
Joe Smith 

Toronto Maple Leafs 

A top-six forward or top-four defenseman: The Leafs have 
two prominent holes to address, potentially. One is a forward 
to play with John Tavares on their second line. The other is a 
defenceman to replace Jake Muzzin, who may not return this 
season. They have been able to get by OK so far without 
Muzzin, but his absence might be felt in the playoffs 
especially — if he’s unable to return. The Leafs have been 
searching for a winger to play with Tavares (and one of Mitch 
Marner or William Nylander) all season meanwhile. Both feel 
like needs. Which is greater is a matter of opinion. — Jonas 
Siegel 
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Vancouver Canucks 

A home-run trade package for Bo Horvat: Vancouver’s wish 
list is long and depends on who you ask. Management might 
want a new coach. The fan base is probably asking for a 
long-term vision. Ownership might want a miracle second-
half run to make the playoffs. One thing everyone can agree 
on is that the Canucks need a massive trade haul for Bo 
Horvat if his days in Vancouver are truly numbered. — 
Harman Dayal 

Vegas Golden Knights 

Good health: The Golden Knights are once again decimated 
by injuries. Alex Pietrangelo is back in the lineup after 
missing three weeks as he dealt with a scary illness in the 
family, but Vegas is without Jack Eichel, Shea Theodore, 
Zach Whitecloud, Brett Howden and Paul Cotter. After a hot 
start, the Golden Knights have leveled off quite a bit, going 
10-9-1 in their last 20 games, and the absences of key 
players have certainly played a role in that. — Jesse Granger 

Washington Capitals 

A healthy T.J. Oshie: With the exception of Alex Ovechkin, 
I’m not sure there’s a player who means as much to the 

success or failure of the Capitals as Oshie, who suffered 
another injury Dec. 17 and isn’t expected to return until after 
the three-day holiday break — at the earliest. Off the ice, 
Oshie is a spark plug in the room and on the bench. On the 
ice — and this is a cliche, but it’s true — he drags his 
teammates into the fight with his tenacious play. He’s also a 
critical part of the power play; in fact, he’s second on the 
team in power-play goals, with four, despite having missed a 
dozen games due to injury. Washington was 3-6-3 without 
Oshie this season entering Thursday night’s game. — Tarik 
El-Bashir 

Winnipeg Jets 

Good tidings of health: Winnipeg is missing its top right 
winger, Nikolaj Ehlers, to a sports hernia surgery. It’s missing 
its second-line right winger, Blake Wheeler, to the procedural 
aftermath of a shot block to the jock, and its third-line right 
winger, Mason Appleton to wrist surgery. On the blue line, 
Logan Stanley and Nate Schmidt are both hurt. Workhorse 
Connor Hellebuyck even missed a game due to illness. The 
Jets are playing well and getting good results, but they need 
to maintain good health if the good times are meant to last. 
— Murat Ates 

 
 
 
 

 

Slavin’s OT winner extends Hurricanes’ point streak to 13 
Carolina tied the game on Jordan Staal’s late goal 

PITTSBURGH — Jaccob Slavin scored 23 seconds into 
overtime to give the Carolina Hurricanes a 4-3 victory over 
the Pittsburgh Penguins on Thursday night. 

Carolina won its seventh straight game and has points in 13 
consecutive contests to match the franchise record. 

“We’ve been resilient, for sure,” captain Jordan Staal said. “A 
lot of the guys have stepped up and played some great 
hockey in big minutes and big roles. We’ve been staying with 
it and trusting our game.” 

In overtime, Brent Burns started a pretty passing sequence 
with his 800th NHL point and Slavin ended the play when he 
beat goalie Tristan Jarry at the top of the crease. Burns is the 
18th defenseman in NHL history with 800 points. 

“Hockey is weird,” Burns said. “You keep grinding every day, 
you enjoy it for a couple minutes and then push for the next 
thing.” 

Martin Necas scored his 14th goal, Staal his 10th and Jalen 
Chatfield added his first NHL goal for the red-hot Hurricanes. 
Antti Raanta stopped 24 shots for Carolina, which has points 
in 18 of its last 20 games overall. The Hurricanes, who also 
have an 11-game road points streak, haven’t lost in 
regulation since Nov. 23 against Arizona at home. 

Sidney Crosby scored his 19th goal, Bryan Rust his ninth 
and Brock McGinn added a shorthanded goal for the 
Penguins. They lost to the Hurricanes for the second time in 
five days. 

Pittsburgh has lost to the Hurricanes three times in the last 
three weeks, all by one goal. But the Penguins still have 
points in 18 of their last 21 games overall. 

Jarry made 32 saves. He has points in 14 consecutive 
games, which is tied with Marc-Andre Fleury for the second-
longest streak in team history. 

“We’ve won a lot of games, but our expectations are high 
and I think there’s another level to this group,” Penguins 
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coach Mike Sullivan said. “We’re in the mix, but there’s a lot 
of hockey left and we have to push to get to that next level.” 

Carolina rallied from a third-period deficit to continue its 
streak. 

Rust gave Pittsburgh a 3-2 lead at 12:55 of the third period. 
He worked around Jordan Martinook, cut in front of the 
crease and tucked the puck inside the post. But Staal tied 
the game at 3-3 with a wraparound at 15:34. Staal scored 
the winner against Pittsburgh on Dec. 18. 

Staal played 431 games and won a Stanley Cup with 
Pittsburgh. He tied Rod Brind’Amour for fifth-most games 
played in Carolina history and equaled Blaine Stoughton for 
ninth in points with the goal, his third in as many games. 

“I was behind the net, and I wasn’t sure where the goalie was 
at the time, but I knew he’d have trouble getting back,” Staal 
said. “I just kind of got it to the net as quick as I could.” 

The teams scored three goals during a 32-second span in 
the first period. 

Crosby opened the scoring with a power-play goal at 17:28 
and Necas tied the game 15 seconds later. Chatfield gave 
Carolina a 2-1 lead two minutes left when he beat Jarry to 
the glove-hand side with a shot from the point. Jesperi 
Kotkaniemi assisted on the goal for his 100th NHL point. 

The Penguins scored a power-play goal for the 10th straight 
game, their longest streak since a 12-game run in 2013. 
Pittsburgh has 14 power-play goals in the last 10 games. 

Pittsburgh tied it with a short-handed goal in the final minute 
of the second period. McGinn converted Teddy Blueger’s 
rebound for his 10th of the season and second goal this 
week against his former team.

 

 

 

 

Recap: Canes Win Seventh Straight & Extend Point Streak To 13 
Slavin scores the deciding goal in overtime as Burns earns 
800th career point 

By Walt Ruff 

PITTSBURGH, PA. - The Carolina Hurricanes kept their win 
and point streaks moving forward Thursday, taking a 4-3 
overtime win from the Pittsburgh Penguins. 

The Story 

After a somewhat sleepy 17 minutes to start the night, the 
two sides turned the action up to ten for the final 2:32 of the 
opening frame. 

With Jalen Chatfield in the penalty box for cross-checking 
Sidney Crosby, the Penguins converted to start the evening's 
scoring. Crosby made good on the infraction himself, stuffing 
one home at the glove side of Antti Raanta. 

However, just 15 seconds after the home side got on the 
board, Martin Necas had a response. Calvin de Haan's shot 
from the point was intended to be tipped by Paul Stastny, but 
instead, it hit the end wall behind Tristan Jarry and bounced 
right to an unmarked #88 at the edge of the net. 

Necas' 14th goal of the season was then supplemented by 
the very first of Chatfield's NHL career just 17 seconds later. 

A won offensive zone faceoff by Jesperi Kotkaniemi allowed 
the right-handed defenseman to walk the blue line and fire a 
shot through traffic to quickly give his team their first lead of 
the night. 

Entering the second period at 2-1, penalties then became the 
star of the show for the next 20 minutes. 

Pittsburgh was called for five infractions and Carolina 
provided the home team three power play chances of their 
own, and when all was said and done it was a shorthanded 
goal for the Penguins that was the lone goal of the frame. 

Inside the final minute of the period, Brock McGinn scored 
against his former team for the second time this week, 
sending the contest to the third all tied up. 

As the two went to the final 20 minutes of regulation locked 
at 2-2, a highlight reel goal from Bryan Rust inside the final 
eight minutes looked as if it was going to serve as the game-
winner. However, just like McGinn, Jordan Staal found a way 
to beat his former team late in the third period for the second 
time in five days. 
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This time it was a Dylan Coghlan shot from the point that 
was blocked and left behind Jarry, one that was scooped up 
by the Captain to force overtime. 

Advancing their point streak to match the franchise record of 
13 regardless of the end result by getting the game to three-
on-three, the Canes then decided to extend their win streak 
to seven as well. 

It took just 23 seconds into the extra frame to find a winner, 
as Jaccob Slavin went end-to-end and then put home a feed 
from Brent Burns. 

 They Said It 

Rod Brind'Amour offering thoughts immediately after the final 
horn... 

"First, what a great group we've got. They just work so hard. 
They don't get flustered. The way that second period went, 
where our power play basically gave the game back to 
them... (exhales). We were going great and then they just 
kept playing.  I think we had really good third period but all of 
a sudden we're down. They just keep playing. Obviously 
Jordo leads the way and he's been solid all year. It's just a 
real pleasure to sit behind the bench and watch these guys 
work." 

Jaccob Slavin laughing as he describes the game-winner... 

"I just tried to skate it as fast as I could up the ice. Jarvy hit 
me right on the tape and I don't know, I kind of blacked out 
there. It's a huge 800th point for Burnzie and I'm glad it 
wasn't offside this time." 

Slavin describing his thoughts on what's allowed the team to 
move their point streak to 13... 

"A lot of resiliency. Guys have stuck with it. There have been 
some games where it might not have been looking so good, 
but we've stuck with it and stuck with our game plan. It's a 
great story tonight. We stuck with it." 

Bonus Notes 

 Brady Skjei did not play tonight for Carolina due to 
personal reasons. 

 With Skjei out, Dylan Coghlan played in his first 
game since November 9. He produced his first two 
points as a Hurricane tonight with assists on Necas' 
and Staal's goals. 

 Carolina wore red helmets as opposed to the 
normal white on the road with their white sweaters 
tonight. It is the third time in the last eight months 
that the team has tried unique uniform 
combinations. 

 The first period goals by Necas and Chatfield - 15 
seconds apart - were the two fastest goals this 
season for Carolina. The previous best was 21 
seconds, set on December 1 in St. Louis. 

 Burns' assist on the overtime winner was the 800th 
of his NHL career, becoming just the 17th 
defenseman in NHL history to reach the milestone. 

 Tonight was also the 11th consecutive road game 
that the Canes have earned a point in. They have 
now earned at least one point in the standings in 
every road game since November 14. 

 Antti Raanta stopped 24 out of 27, moving to 6-2-2 
with the win. 

 The Canes move to 21-6-6 with the win. 

What's Next? 

The Canes will return home immediately post-game and host 
the Flyers on Friday before entering the holiday break.
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Hurricanes defeat Penguins in OT for 7th victory in row 
Carolina ties franchise record with 13-game point streak; 
Burns gets 800th NHL point 

By Wes Crosby 

Recap: CAR 4, PIT 3 - F/OT 

Jaccob Slavin netted the winning goal 23 seconds into 
overtime to lift the Hurricanes to a 4-3 win against the 
Penguins 

PITTSBURGH -- Jaccob Slavin scored 23 seconds into 
overtime, and the Carolina Hurricanes tied a franchise record 
13-game point streak with their seventh straight win, 4-3 
against the Pittsburgh Penguins at PPG Paints Arena on 
Thursday. 

Slavin took a pass from Seth Jarvis before going backhand 
to forehand around Tristan Jarry. Brent Burns set up the play 
with an initial pass to Jarvis for the secondary assist and his 
800th NHL point (231 goals, 569 assists) in 1,284 games. 

"You know you're getting close, guys are just texting you," 
Burns said. "I think it's nicer that it was a big goal. To see 
[Slavin] put that in, you don't realize it at the time, but it was 
nice to get that one. … Try not to think about it. I don't know, 
it's nice. It's always nice to contribute. It doesn't matter what 
it is, it's nice if you're doing that and you're contributing." 

Jordan Staal scored the tying goal late in the third period, 
and Antti Raanta made 24 saves for the Hurricanes (21-6-6), 
who are 11-0-2 in their past 13. 

Sidney Crosby and Bryan Rust scored, and Jarry made 32 
saves for the Penguins (19-9-5), who had won eight of nine. 
They've lost by one goal three times against the Hurricanes, 
including 3-2 in overtime at home on Nov. 29 and 3-2 at 
Carolina on Sunday. 

"It's a hard game against this team," said Pittsburgh forward 
Evgeni Malkin, whose nine-game point streak ended (three 
goals, 10 assists). "We've played like three times and scored 
almost like even because they play hard. … We expect that. 
Just one mistake in overtime and they score. It's a little bit 
tough." 

Rust gave the Penguins a 3-2 lead at 12:55 of the third 
period, driving to the crease around Hurricanes forward 
Jordan Martinook and tucking a shot around the left pad of 
Raanta. 

"We've got to learn to hold onto those leads," Rust said. 
"Obviously, we've done some really good things as of late. 

But there's always areas to clean up and get better. Tonight 
was a good example." 

Staal tied it 3-3 at 15:34 with a wraparound under the stick of 
Penguins defenseman Brian Dumoulin. He has scored in 
three straight games. 

"We've been resilient, for sure," Staal said. "Like I've said 
before, the depth on this team, for sure, is really shining 
through. I think a lot of guys have really stepped up and 
played great hockey and bigger minutes, and bigger roles. 
We've just kind of been staying with it and trusting our 
game." 

Crosby put Pittsburgh in front 1-0 at 17:28 of the first period 
on a power play after deflecting a shot from Kris Letang. 
Rickard Rakell drew Raanta to slide right in the crease by 
swiping at the rebound, allowing Crosby to tap in the loose 
puck. 

Martin Necas tied it 1-1 at 17:43, scoring on a wrist shot from 
near the left post after Calvin de Haan shot off the end 
boards, and Jalen Chatfield put Carolina ahead 17 seconds 
later at 18:00 with a slap shot from the point to make it 2-1. It 
was his first NHL goal in 67 games across three seasons. 

"What a great group we've got," Hurricanes coach Rod 
Brind'Amour said. "They just work so hard. They don't get 
flustered. ... They just kept going. They don't get down." 

Brock McGinn tied it 2-2 with a short-handed goal at 19:15 of 
the second period, scoring on a wrist shot from the left circle 
off a rebound. 

"I just think it's two good teams competing hard," Penguins 
coach Mike Sullivan said. "There's a fine line between 
winning and losing. … I think we can be better in overtime. 
That's an important element." 

NOTES: Pittsburgh forward Jeff Carter became the 10th 
active player to play 1,200 NHL games. He has 821 points 
(422 goals, 399 assists) over 18 seasons with the Penguins, 
Philadelphia Flyers, Columbus Blue Jackets and Los 
Angeles Kings. … Hurricanes defenseman Brady Skjei did 
not play for personal reasons. … The goals scored by Necas 
and Chatfield 17 seconds apart were the fastest pair by 
Carolina this season; Burns and Martinook scored in 21 
seconds against the St. Louis Blues on Dec. 1. … Pittsburgh 
has scored at least one power-play goal in 10 consecutive 
games, its longest streak since scoring in 12 straight from 
Feb. 3-26, 2013. … Jarry is 11-0-3 in his past 14 games, 
trailing just Tom Barrasso (14-0-1 from March 9-April 14, 
1993) for the longest run by a goalie in Penguins history.
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Slavin scores in OT, streaking Hurricanes beat Penguins 4-3 
By Dan Scifo 

PITTSBURGH (AP) — Jaccob Slavin scored 23 seconds into 
overtime to give the Carolina Hurricanes a 4-3 victory over 
the Pittsburgh Penguins on Thursday night. 

Carolina won its seventh straight game and has points in 13 
consecutive contests to match the franchise record. 

“We’ve been resilient, for sure,” captain Jordan Staal said. “A 
lot of the guys have stepped up and played some great 
hockey in big minutes and big roles. We’ve been staying with 
it and trusting our game.” 

In overtime, Brent Burns started a pretty passing sequence 
with his 800th NHL point and Slavin ended the play when he 
beat goalie Tristan Jarry at the top of the crease. Burns is the 
18th defenseman in NHL history with 800 points. 

“Hockey is weird,” Burns said. “You keep grinding every day, 
you enjoy it for a couple minutes and then push for the next 
thing.” 

Martin Necas scored his 14th goal, Staal his 10th and Jalen 
Chatfield added his first NHL goal for the red-hot Hurricanes. 
Antti Raanta stopped 24 shots for Carolina, which has points 
in 18 of its last 20 games overall. The Hurricanes, who also 
have an 11-game road points streak, haven’t lost in 
regulation since Nov. 23 against Arizona at home. 

Sidney Crosby scored his 19th goal, Bryan Rust his ninth 
and Brock McGinn added a short-handed goal for the 
Penguins. They lost to the Hurricanes for the second time in 
five days. 

Pittsburgh has lost to the Hurricanes three times in the last 
three weeks, all by one goal. But the Penguins still have 
points in 18 of their last 21 games overall. 

Jarry made 32 saves. He has points in 14 consecutive 
games, which is tied with Marc-Andre Fleury for the second-
longest streak in team history. 

“We’ve won a lot of games, but our expectations are high 
and I think there’s another level to this group,” Penguins 

coach Mike Sullivan said. “We’re in the mix, but there’s a lot 
of hockey left and we have to push to get to that next level.” 

Carolina rallied from a third-period deficit to continue its 
streak. 

Rust gave Pittsburgh a 3-2 lead at 12:55 of the third period. 
He worked around Jordan Martinook, cut in front of the 
crease and tucked the puck inside the post. But Staal tied 
the game, 3-3, with a wraparound at 15:34. Staal scored the 
winner against Pittsburgh on Dec. 18. 

Staal played 431 games and won a Stanley Cup with 
Pittsburgh. He tied Rod Brind’Amour for fifth-most games 
played in Carolina history and equaled Blaine Stoughton for 
ninth in points with the goal, his third in as many games. 

“I was behind the net, and I wasn’t sure where the goalie was 
at the time, but I knew he’d have trouble getting back,” Staal 
said. “I just kind of got it to the net as quick as I could.” 

The teams scored three goals during a 32-second span in 
the first period. 

Crosby opened the scoring with a power-play goal at 17:28 
and Necas tied the game 15 seconds later. Chatfield gave 
Carolina a 2-1 lead two minutes left when he beat Jarry to 
the glove-hand side with a shot from the point. Jesperi 
Kotkaniemi assisted on the goal for his 100th NHL point. 

The Penguins scored a power-play goal for the 10th straight 
game, their longest streak since a 12-game run in 2013. 
Pittsburgh has 14 power-play goals in the last 10 games. 

Pittsburgh tied it with a short-handed goal in the final minute 
of the second period. McGinn converted Teddy Blueger’s 
rebound for his 10th of the season and second goal this 
week against his former team. 

UP NEXT 

Hurricanes: Begin a three-game homestand Friday night 
against Philadelphia. 

Penguins: Host the New York Islanders on Tuesday night. 

 

Hurricanes bring 7-game win streak into matchup with the Flyers 
Philadelphia Flyers (11-16-7, seventh in the Metropolitan 
Division) vs. Carolina Hurricanes (21-6-6, first in the 
Metropolitan Division) 

Raleigh, North Carolina; Friday, 7 p.m. EST 

FANDUEL SPORTSBOOK NHL LINE: Hurricanes -325, 
Flyers +260; over/under is 6.5 

BOTTOM LINE: The Carolina Hurricanes head into a 
matchup with the Philadelphia Flyers as winners of seven 
straight games. 

Carolina has an 8-1-0 record in Metropolitan Division play 
and a 21-6-6 record overall. The Hurricanes have a 10-0-6 
record in games decided by a goal. 
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Philadelphia is 11-16-7 overall and 4-6-4 against the 
Metropolitan Division. The Flyers have a 5-4-6 record in 
games decided by one goal. 

Friday’s game is the sixth meeting between these teams this 
season. The Hurricanes won 4-3 in overtime in the previous 
matchup. 

TOP PERFORMERS: Andrei Svechnikov has 17 goals and 
12 assists for the Hurricanes. Brent Burns has one goal and 
eight assists over the past 10 games. 

Joel Farabee has six goals and 11 assists for the Flyers. 
Travis Konecny has six goals and four assists over the last 
10 games. 

LAST 10 GAMES: Hurricanes: 9-0-1, averaging 3.6 goals, 
5.3 assists, 3.7 penalties and 7.4 penalty minutes while 
giving up 2.2 goals per game. 

Flyers: 3-5-2, averaging 2.8 goals, 4.1 assists, 3.4 penalties 
and 8.5 penalty minutes while giving up three goals per 
game. 

INJURIES: Hurricanes: Ondrej Kase: out (concussion), 
Frederik Andersen: out (undisclosed), Jake Gardiner: out 
(hip/back), Sebastian Aho: day to day (lower body), Max 
Pacioretty: out (achilles). 

Flyers: Bobby Brink: out (hip), Tanner Laczynski: out (lower-
body), Cam Atkinson: out for season (neck), Ryan Ellis: out 
(pelvis), Sean Couturier: out (back), Felix Sandstrom: day to 
day (illness), Max Willman: day to day (upper body). 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

NHL Power Rankings: 1-32 poll, reason for hope for all teams 
The NHL's holiday break can't come soon enough for some 
teams, while other clubs seem to have hit a new stride as 
winter officially begins. How far did the New Jersey Devils fall 
this week? Which Eastern Conference team surged up 
seven spots? 

We rank all 32 teams here, and offer a reason for optimism 
for every fan base. 

How we rank: A panel of ESPN hockey commentators, 
analysts, reporters and editors rates teams against one 
another -- taking into account game results, injuries and 
upcoming schedule -- and those results are tabulated to 
produce the list featured here. 

Note: Previous ranking for each team refers to the most 
recent edition, published Dec. 16. Points paces are through 
Thursday's games. 

1. Boston Bruins 

Previous ranking: 1 
Points percentage: 84.38% 
Next seven days: @ NJ (Dec. 23), @ OTT (Dec. 27), @ NJ 
(Dec. 28) 

The Bruins' unparalleled consistency has had them lording 
over the NHL standings since Week 1. Boston rarely turns in 
a bad performance, and if that continues to be the norm, 
then the only hope these Bruins can have left is of a long 
playoff run. 

2. Carolina Hurricanes 

Previous ranking: 6 
Points percentage: 72.73% 
Next seven days: vs. PHI (Dec. 23), vs. CHI (Dec. 27) 

The Hurricanes are surging lately with an incomparable full-
team attack that shows no signs of slowing. Martin Necas 
and Seth Jarvis appear rejuvenated. Jordan Staal is having a 
moment. Carolina's defense is terrific. When the Hurricanes 
bring it all together like this, it's impossible not to have high 
hopes for what's to come. 

3. Toronto Maple Leafs 

Previous ranking: 3 
Points percentage: 70.59% 
Next seven days: @ STL (Dec. 27), @ ARI (Dec. 29) 

The Leafs lost three of their top four defensemen ... and 
peeled off a 10-game point streak? That's resiliency. Now TJ 
Brodie is back, and Morgan Rielly has resumed skating, 
putting Toronto closer to an ideal lineup. If the Leafs could 
thrive while undermanned, how hopeful is their future with a 
full complement of skaters? 

4. New Jersey Devils 

Previous ranking: 2 
Points percentage: 69.70% 
Next seven days: vs. BOS (Dec. 23), vs. BOS (Dec. 28) 

The Devils have their health (mostly). That hasn't always 
been the case. New Jersey has been slumping in December, 
but as long as their best players remain available there's 
ample hope for a lengthy rebound ahead by a group that 
proved just weeks ago it knows how to win in bunches. 

5. Winnipeg Jets 

Previous ranking: 7 
Points percentage: 65.15% 
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Next seven days: @ WSH (Dec. 23), vs. MIN (Dec. 27), vs. 
VAN (Dec. 29) 

The Jets are newly dealing with some key injuries, so what a 
beacon of hope to know that Nikolaj Ehlers -- out since mid-
October -- is back on the ice following sports hernia surgery, 
and on track to be available early next month. Winnipeg's 
next-man-up mentality just has to hold out a little longer. 

6. Vegas Golden Knights 

Previous ranking: 4 
Points percentage: 67.14% 
Next seven days: vs. STL (Dec. 23), @ LA (Dec. 27), @ 
ANA (Dec. 28) 

The Golden Knights are exceptionally good on the road. As 
in, they've lost two games in regulation all season outside 
the desert. Not only does Vegas have a back-half schedule 
loaded with away opportunities, but there's also hope it can 
channel that same energy into its own building -- and secure 
its place as one of the league's top contenders. 

7. Dallas Stars 

Previous ranking: 9 
Points percentage: 64.71% 
Next seven days: vs. MTL (Dec. 23), @ NSH (Dec. 27), @ 
MIN (Dec. 29) 

The Stars went from relying heavily on goaltender Jake 
Oettinger to being one of the league's most dominant 
offensive squads thanks to a swell of young talents led by 
Jason Robertson. When the Stars can launch a balanced, 
tiered attack, there is hope they'll beat anyone in their path. 

8. Pittsburgh Penguins 

Previous ranking: 5 
Points percentage: 65.15% 
Next seven days: @ NYI (Dec. 27), vs. DET (Dec. 28) 

The Penguins are a better team with Jason Zucker, and they 
were hopeful a recent injury wouldn't hold him out for long. 
Zucker returned even sooner than expected, and was back 
to being a serious offensive factor, elevating Evgeni Malkin's 
line. The healthier Pittsburgh stays, the higher its hopes can 
climb. 

9. Tampa Bay Lightning 

Previous ranking: 8 
Points percentage: 64.06% 
Next seven days: vs. MTL (Dec. 28), s. NYR (Dec. 29) 

The Lightning lacked confidence early this season, but that 
chapter is hopefully closed. Tampa Bay is being led by a red-
hot Nikita Kucherov -- who's fourth in league scoring -- and a 
rejuvenated Andrei Vasilevskiy. When the Lightning's stars 
come out, they're hard to stop. 

10. Seattle Kraken 

Previous ranking: 10 
Points percentage: 62.50% 
Next seven days: vs. CGY (Dec. 28) 

The Kraken don't get enough credit for the top-10 offense 
they've been honing. Seattle's hope of a first-time playoff 

berth rests with the likes of phenom Matty Beniers, 
consistent Jared McCann and multifaceted Jordan Eberle. A 
great run to start this season should hopefully set the Kraken 
up well for more second-half success. 

11. Minnesota Wild 

Previous ranking: 14 
Points percentage: 60.61% 
Next seven days: @ WPG (Dec. 27), vs. DAL (Dec. 29) 

The Wild have depth to spare these days, and it has paid off 
in W's. Whether it's Kirill Kaprizov producing another 
highlight-reel goal, Filip Gustavsson emerging with big 
saves, or Ryan Reaves setting a tone, Minnesota's hopes of 
being a major player in the West look stronger than ever. 

12. New York Rangers 

Previous ranking: 13 
Points percentage: 61.43% 
Next seven days: vs. WSH (Dec. 27), @ TB (Dec. 29) 

New York has regained its mojo, and not a moment too 
soon. The Rangers have to hope the dramatic turnaround of 
late -- which included a seven-game win streak -- means 
their hardest struggle of the season has come and gone. 
Being a dominant Beast of the East is back on the table for 
good. 

13. Colorado Avalanche 

Previous ranking: 11 
Points percentage: 61.29% 
Next seven days: @ NSH (Dec. 23), @ ARI (Dec. 27), vs. LA 
(Dec. 29) 

The Avalanche have Cale Makar, a multihyphenate, award-
winning, top-five NHL defenseman with a heart so pure he 
actually declined a power play this week over a phantom 
hook from Mathew Barzal. What more could you hope for in 
the (now probable) Lady Byng front-runner? 

14. Los Angeles Kings 

Previous ranking: 16 
Points percentage: 59.72% 
Next seven days: @ ARI (Dec. 23), vs. VGK (Dec. 27), @ 
COL (Dec. 29) 

The Kings have good reason to hope Pheonix Copley can 
turn things around in net. While Jonathan Quick is having a 
difficult season, Copley has played well in December (with a 
5-1-0 record so far) and gives L.A. a great chance every 
night. If Copley can support Quick in finding his form post-
holiday break, that's even better. 

15. Washington Capitals 

Previous ranking: 15 
Points percentage: 57.14% 
Next seven days: vs. WPG (Dec. 23), @ NYR (Dec. 27), vs. 
OTT (Dec. 29) 

The Capitals of late look more akin to the Capitals of old, 
with a depth of attack that hopefully keeps giving opponents 
fits. Erik Gustafsson's hat trick, Nic Dowd's career night, 
Charlie Lindgren stepping up and Alex Ovechkin breaking 
records; you name it, Washington has had it going on. 
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16. New York Islanders 

Previous ranking: 12 
Points percentage: 55.88% 
Next seven days: vs. FLA (Dec. 23), vs. PIT (Dec. 27), vs. 
CBJ (Dec. 29) 

The Islanders aren't a prolific scoring bunch, so their best 
hope for long-term success has rested heavily on their 
goaltending. And with good reason. Ilya Sorokin has been 
solid all season. Semyon Varlamov has played well (when 
healthy). If Sorokin can hold the fort now that Varlamov is 
sidelined by an injury, New York will hopefully have time to 
get its offensive support in line. 

17. Edmonton Oilers 

Previous ranking: 17 
Points percentage: 55.88% 
Next seven days: vs. VAN (Dec. 23), @ CGY (Dec. 27) 

The Oilers have Leon Draisaitl and Connor McDavid leading 
the league in offense. Again. Some things rarely change and 
hope will always spring eternal in Edmonton when those two 
turn it up. 

18. Buffalo Sabres 

Previous ranking: 25 
Points percentage: 53.13% 
Next seven days: @ CBJ (Dec. 27), vs. DET (Dec. 29) 

The Sabres just put together their first four-game win streak 
of the season, during which Tage Thompson scored five 
goals and nine points. Buffalo's emerging star is top five in 
league scoring this season, and everything the Sabres could 
hope to build around for years to come. 

19. Calgary Flames 

Previous ranking: 20 
Points percentage: 54.41% 
Next seven days: @ ANA (Dec. 23), vs. EDM (Dec. 27), @ 
SEA (Dec. 28) 

The Flames are benefitting from the best of Elias Lindholm 
lately, as he has kept their offense propped up through a 
challenging stretch. Every team needs that player who can 
lift them out of a funk, and there's hope Lindholm's continued 
excellence can be a catalyst for sustained success. 

20. Florida Panthers 

Previous ranking: 19 
Points percentage: 50.00% 
Next seven days: @ NYI (Dec. 23), vs. MTL (Dec. 29) 

The Panthers swung for the fences in acquiring Matthew 
Tkachuk, and Tkachuk has delivered regular dynamic 
performances. Florida has to believe that the entire team will 
eventually feed off that energy. Speaking of good omens, the 
Panthers got lucky that Aleksander Barkov's recent injury 
won't keep him sidelined for long. 

21. Detroit Red Wings 

Previous ranking: 18 
Points percentage: 54.69% 
Next seven days: @ PIT (Dec. 28), @ BUF (Dec. 29) 

The Red Wings are mired in a rough stretch, but 
reinforcements are on the way via Jakub Vrana and a 
hopefully reignited Dylan Larkin and Filip Hronek. Coach 
Derek Lalonde said Vrana -- who has appeared in two 
games this season -- brings goals, and that's what Detroit 
needs. He'll be the Red Wings' hopeful shot in the arm. 

22. Nashville Predators 

Previous ranking: 21 
Points percentage: 51.61% 
Next seven days: vs. COL (Dec. 23), vs. DAL (Dec. 27) 

The Predators' hopes of a brighter offensive future have 
been bolstered by Cody Glass' line with Nino Niederreiter 
and Tanner Jeannot. That unit (mostly) shut down 
Edmonton's top skaters earlier this week, and earned 
positive reinforcement from coach Jon Hynes. Can the rest 
of Nashville's skaters follow the Glass line's lead? 

23. St. Louis Blues 

Previous ranking: 26 
Points percentage: 50.00% 
Next seven days: @ VGK (Dec. 23), vs. TOR (Dec. 27), vs. 
CHI (Dec. 29) 

The Blues have been waiting for Jordan Kyrou to find a 
rhythm, and there's reason to hope that has finally 
happened. Kyrou netted his first career hat trick this week to 
cap off a four-game, 10-point run that highlighted the best 
aspects of his offensive game. St. Louis needs more of those 
contributions and has to hope Kyrou's upper-body injury 
won't be a long-term issue. 

24. Montreal Canadiens 

Previous ranking: 22 
Points percentage: 50.00% 
Next seven days: @ DAL (Dec. 23), @ TB (Dec. 28), @ FLA 
(Dec. 29) 

The Canadiens are gaining valuable learning experience in a 
season that has gone better than expected. The franchise's 
future hopes hinge on its young stars, and the fact Montreal 
has won important games, and been able to keep up with the 
competition, will hopefully pay dividends now and well into 
the team's future. 

25. Ottawa Senators 

Previous ranking: 23 
Points percentage: 46.97% 
Next seven days: vs. BOS (Dec. 27), @ WSH (Dec. 29) 

The Senators have reason to hope Josh Norris will, in fact, 
return to the lineup this season following a shoulder injury -- 
and maybe sooner than later. Coach DJ Smith said Norris 
will be reevaluated after the holiday break, and if Norris gains 
clearance that's a massive upgrade for the Senators' 
second-half hopes. 

26. Philadelphia Flyers 

Previous ranking: 27 
Points percentage: 42.65% 
Next seven days: @ CAR (Dec. 23), @ SJ (Dec. 29) 
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The Flyers are jam-packed with young talent, from Cutter 
Gauthier to Tyson Foerster to Olle Lycksell and, of course, 
Cam York (who's currently in the NHL lineup). Philadelphia 
will want a good shot at the Connor Bedard/Adam Fantilli 
sweepstakes, too, but there's plenty of hope available 
already in its system. 

27. Vancouver Canucks 

Previous ranking: 24 
Points percentage: 48.44% 
Next seven days: @ EDM (Dec. 23), vs. SJ (Dec. 27), @ 
WPG (Dec. 29) 

The Canucks boast a bona fide star in Elias Pettersson. 
Vancouver on the whole has been through just about every 
scenario -- positive and negative -- this season, and nothing 
should make the team feel more hopeful than how 
Pettersson is breaking through. 

28. Columbus Blue Jackets 

Previous ranking: 28 
Points percentage: 34.38% 
Next seven days: @ CHI (Dec. 23), vs. BUF (Dec. 27), @ 
NYI (Dec. 29) 

The Blue Jackets have lost just about every major player to 
an injury this season except Johnny Gaudreau. As long as 
Gaudreau and his game-changing potential are available, 
Columbus has something about which to feel hopeful. 

29. Arizona Coyotes 

Previous ranking: 29 
Points percentage: 40.32% 
Next seven days: vs. LA (Dec. 23), vs. COL (Dec. 27), vs. 
TOR (Dec. 29) 

The Coyotes could hopefully have a new state-of-the-art 
facility to play in by the time they're ready to really make 

some noise on the ice. Look good, feel good, all good. 
Sometimes patience is a virtue. 

30. San Jose Sharks 

Previous ranking: 31 
Points percentage: 40.00% 
Next seven days: @ VAN (Dec. 27), vs. PHI (Dec. 29) 

The Sharks could have a top-tier trade option in Erik 
Karlsson who could spark a deal netting one or two important 
players or picks in return. That would give San Jose hope for 
a quick turnaround from what has been a frustrating season 
to date. 

31. Chicago Blackhawks 

Previous ranking: 30 
Points percentage: 29.03% 
Next seven days: vs. CBJ (Dec. 23), @ CAR (Dec. 27), @ 
STL (Dec. 29) 

The Blackhawks (and their fans) should be glued to the 
World Junior tournament, as Connor Bedard, Adam Fantilli 
and more make their case to be this year's No. 1 overall pick. 
Chicago has to hope it has the inside track on deciding who 
that will be. 

32. Anaheim Ducks 

Previous ranking: 32 
Points percentage: 30.88% 
Next seven days: vs. CGY (Dec. 23), vs. VGK (Dec. 28) 

The Ducks might hope to be in the mix for that top pick in this 
year's draft, where they can select Connor Bedard and 
potentially pair him with Mason McTavish -- and those two 
can recreate the chemistry they've had internationally with 
Team Canada. Dream big! 
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Slavin, Hurricanes win yet another close game against the Pens 
When the world needed him most, he answered, as some 
late game heroics helped push the Carolina Hurricanes to a 
seventh-straight win and extend their point streak to 13 
games. 

By Ryan Henkel  

Every meeting between the Carolina Hurricanes and 
Pittsburgh Penguins this season have been one-goal games 
and tonight was no different, as for the second time in their 
three meetings, it went to overtime. 

However, yet again, it was Carolina coming out ahead, as 
Jaccob Slavin was the OT hero. 

The win propels the Hurricanes further up the Metropolitan 
Division standings with a seventh-straight win and points in 
13 straight. 

The Penguins jumped out to the initial lead late in the first 
period as Sidney Crosby popped in a loose rebound on the 
power play, but the Hurricanes used that to fuel a quick push 
back. 

First, Martin Necas happened to be in just the right place at 
the right time as a Calvin de Haan shot ricocheted off the 
end board right to Necas with an open look just 15 seconds 
after the Crosby goal. 

And then 17 seconds after that, Jesperi Kotkaniemi — who 
picked up his 100th career point with the assist — won an 
offensive faceoff back to Jalen Chatfeld who fired it through a 
crowd for his first career NHL goal. 

So the Canes managed to flip a potentially deflating late goal 
into a lead after one period of play. 

However, once again, the inability of the Hurricanes’ power 
play to do damage hurt them. The Hurricanes went 0-for-5 
on the power play with four of those coming in the second 
period.  

It’s beyond bizarre that Carolina is so potent and strong at 5-
on-5 play, but yet look so disconnected when on the power 
play. That was none more evident when they surrendered a 
shorthanded goal to the Penguins in the last minute of the 
second period.  

A lackadaisical special teams unit showed little effort as the 
Penguins managed to get down the ice and get off a shot 
and then also beat everyone out to the second chance too as 
former Hurricane Brock McGinn got on the score sheet yet 
again. 

After the referee fest that was the second period, nothing 
was called in the third period. Even a blatant trip on Seth 
Jarvis that led to an injury. 

Then not long after that play, Bryan Rust managed to break 
off for a one-on-one against Jordan Martinook and the 
Penguin proceeded to walk Martinook for a highlight-reel 
goal and the lead. 

But just like McGinn and Jeff Skinner love scoring against 
their old club, so to does Jordan Staal. The Canes’ captain 
always seems to have an extra pep to his step against 
Pittsburgh and tonight was no different.  

In the waning minutes of the third period, Staal barreled 
down low to the puck, glided around the back of the net and 
tucked in the wrap-around to tie the game back up. 

And it didn’t take long to decide a winner in overtime as Seth 
Jarvis found Jaccob Slavin at the net front and the 
defensemen effortlessly deked around Tristan Jarry for the 
win. 

Also picking up an assist on the play was Brent Burns who 
registered his 800th career point, becoming just the 17th 
defenseman in NHL history to reach that milestone. 

The Carolina Hurricanes will be back in action against the 
Philadelphia Flyers tomorrow, Friday, December 22, at PNC 
Arena for their last game before the holiday break.
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Staal’s three-peat, Burns’ 800th point leads Carolina to seventh-straight win  
By Sam Overton  

Defenseman Jaccob Slavin passes the puck up the ice 
during the Hurricanes' home game against the Edmonton 
Oilers on Thursday, Nov. 10, 2022 in PNC Arena. Slavin had 
one assist for one point as the Canes beat the Oilers 7-2. 

After roughly 60 and a half nail-biting minutes of hockey, the 
Carolina Hurricanes upped their win streak to seven with a 4-
3 OT victory over the Pittsburgh Penguins at PPG Arena. 

Although admittedly marked by power play woes, a slow start 
and two crucial scratches, the Hurricanes (21-6-6) pulled 
themselves together to beat the Penguins (19-9-5) for the 
second time in five days. 

“What a great group we got,” said head coach Rod 
Brind’Amour. “They just work so hard, and they don’t get 
flustered, you know. Obviously, the way that second period 
went, when our power play basically gave the game back, 
we were going great and could’ve easily just thrown in the 
towel … and really, we had a really great third period.” 

Thirty minutes before puck drop, Carolina Hurricanes team 
reporter Walt Ruff disclosed that star defenseman Brady 
Skjei would not be playing due to personal reasons. Fellow 
defenseman Dylan Coghlan took Skjei’s spot — big shoes to 
fill for the 24-year-old. 

That being said, the Canes were off to a bit of a slow start. 
All-star Pittsburgh center Sidney Crosby posted the first goal 
of the evening, taking advantage of Carolina’s first penalty. 

Fifteen seconds later, however, the Hurricanes quickly 
turned the tide in their favor. Within 17 seconds, center 
Martin Necas and defenseman Jalen Chatfield nailed a 1-2 
punch to put Carolina up 2-1, much to the chagrin of a 
packed Penguins crowd. In fact, Chatfield’s goal marked his 
first in the NHL. 

“Chatty’s had so many chances to get [goals] this year — 
he’s been in the offense, it just hasn’t happened, so that was 
a big moment,” Brind’Amour said. 

After that 17-second frenzy, the Hurricanes wouldn’t score 
again until late in the third period. In that time, the Penguins 
scored two goals — one shorty from left wing Brock McGinn, 
who spent six seasons with Carolina before moving in 2021, 
and a go-ahead goal from Pittsburgh right wing Bryan Rust. 
With that, the Canes had just around seven minutes to make 
up at least one goal in enemy territory. 

It was center Jordan Staal who saved the day, scoring two 
and a half minutes later to mark his third goal in as many 
games. Captain Staal’s biscuit moved a tired Hurricanes 
squad forward, sparking some vigor to keep the Penguins 
from scoring a game-winning goal in the 4:26 remaining. 

“I just saw [the puck] behind the net, and I wasn’t really sure 
where the goalie was that time, but I knew he’d have trouble 
getting back,” Staal said. “I got to the net as quick as I could.” 

In the end, Pittsburgh never had a chance. Without letting 
the Penguins gain possession of the puck in overtime, 
defenseman Jaccob Slavin netted the winning goal 23 
seconds into the extra frame. Defenseman Brent Burns’ 
assist marked his 800th career point, making him only the 
17th defenseman in NHL history to reach as many. 

“It’s nicer that it was a big goal,” Burns said. “To see Slavo 
put that in — you don’t realize it at the time, but it was nice to 
get that one after they went up [and] Staalsy scored a huge 
goal. He’s been getting big goals at huge times for us. And I 
feel like in overtime, we’ve had some tough luck in some 
games … and it was nice to get one to go in.” 

Carolina will look to continue its winning streak in Raleigh on 
Friday, Dec. 23, as it prepares to face Metropolitan division 
rivals Philadelphia Flyers. Puck drop is set for 7 p.m. 
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Wolves Drop Slugfest to Griffins 8-7 in OT 
ROSEMONT, Ill.—The Chicago Wolves matched a franchise 
record for goals in a single period but it wasn’t enough as 
they fell to the Grand Rapids Griffins 8-7 in overtime 
Thursday night at Allstate Arena. 

The defending Calder Cup champion Wolves lit the lamp six 
times in the opening period before the Griffins rallied to hand 
Chicago its second loss in a row. 

“It’s really frustrating,” Wolves forward Joseph LaBate said. 
“It’s a maturity thing, playing in this league with a lead. It’s 
definitely a certain way that you have to play – you have to 
play simple, get pucks deep and wear them down.” 

Noel Gunler lead the Wolves’ offense with two goals and an 
assist while LaBate, Griffin Mendel, Zack Hayes, Tuukka 
Tieksola and Max Lajoie also scored. William Lagesson, 
Malte Stromwall and Vasily Ponomarev each added two 
assists. 

Mendel got things going when the defenseman stepped into 
a shot from the top of the right circle and powered it past 
Griffins goaltender Sebastian Cossa for his fourth goal of the 
season. 

Gunler followed with his first goal of the game – and fifth of 
the season – when he knocked in a rebound of a Lagesson 
shot. 

Grand Rapids got on the board with an Alex Chiasson goal, 
but the Wolves kept coming as LaBate scored his second 
goal of the season. The winger banged home a shot after a 
nifty backhanded pass from behind the net from Logan 
Lambdin to give Chicago a 3-1 advantage. 

Gunler struck again with the Wolves holding a two-man 
advantage. Stromwall sent a cross-crease pass that Gunler 
redirected past Cossa. 

Later in the period, the Wolves were on another power play 
when Tieksola notched his second goal of the season. The 
forward sent a one-timer off a pass from Ponomarev that 
eluded Cossa to the glove side and the lead was 5-1. 

Grand Rapids’ Danny O’Regan scored to cut the advantage 
to 5-2 but Chicago wasn’t done in the first as Hayes tallied 
his first goal in a Wolves uniform. The defenseman’s shot 
from the top of the left circle eluded Cossa to the stick side 
and the Wolves had soared past their highest goal output in 
a game (five) in the opening period alone. 

The six-goal period was the Wolves’ fifth in franchise history 
and the first since they scored a half-dozen in the first period 
of a game against the Houston Aeros on Feb. 20, 2010. 

“We were playing direct and playing the right way,” LaBate 
said. “When we do that things open up. It pushes the ‘D’ 
back and our skill takes over and we were able to make 
plays.” 

The Griffins changed goalies to start the second, with Jussi 
Olkinoura taking over. That seemed to spark Grand Rapids 
as it pulled to within 6-4 on goals by Chiasson and Tyler 
Spezia. 

Early in the third, Lajoie’s blast from the high slot sailed by 
Olkinoura for the Wolves captain’s first goal of the season 
and a 7-4 Chicago lead. 

Again, the Griffins kept coming and cut the Wolves’ 
advantage to one on scores by O’Regan and Spezia found 
the back of the net a short time later. 

Grand Rapids tied it while on the power play on a goal by 
Joel L’Esperance and won it in OT on Austin Czarnik’s score. 

Cale Morris (24 saves) suffered the loss for the Wolves while 
Olkinoura (13 saves) earned the win for the Griffins. 

The Wolves fell to 8-14-3-0 on the season Grand Rapids 
improved to 11-14-1-0. 

Up next: The Wolves will host the Rockford IceHogs on 
Friday at Allstate Arena (7 p.m.; My50 Chicago, AHLTV). 
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TODAY’S LINKS 
https://theathletic.com/4027055/2022/12/23/nhl-holiday-wish-list/ 

https://nsjonline.com/article/2022/12/slavins-ot-winner-extends-hurricanes-point-streak-to-13/ 
https://www.nhl.com/hurricanes/news/recap-canes-win-seventh-straight-extend-point-streak-to-13/c-339111530 

https://www.nhl.com/news/carolina-hurricanes-pittsburgh-penguins-game-recap/c-339014436 
https://apnews.com/article/nhl-sports-brent-burns-pittsburgh-penguins-carolina-hurricanes-4cc5739a56993d7eac3ef02eea52df30 

https://apnews.com/article/nhl-sports-soccer-hockey-carolina-hurricanes-3ce03e037d5342bb8cc9b9fa8f9969db 
https://www.espn.com/nhl/story/_/id/35306833/nhl-power-rankings-1-32-poll-reason-hope-all-teams 

https://www.canescountry.com/2022/12/22/23523573/slavin-carolina-hurricanes-win-yet-another-close-game-against-the-pittsburgh-penguins-
necas-staal 

https://www.technicianonline.com/sports/staal-s-three-peat-burns-800th-point-leads-carolina-to-seventh-straight-win/article_386a9d28-8276-11ed-
9e63-9ba204d06391.html 

https://www.chicagowolves.com/2022/12/22/wolves-drop-slugfest-to-griffins-8-7-in-ot/ 
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Flyers fight back late but come up just short in 4-3 loss to the Maple 
Leafs 

 

by Giana Han 

Published Dec 22, 2022 

 

TORONTO — With the youth of Toronto cheering them on, the Toronto 
Maple Leafs took down the Flyers, 4-3, in their “Next Gen” game on 
Thursday afternoon. 

The game, which started at 2 p.m., featured the next generation of 
hockey fans in every aspect of the game, from the jerseys to the DJ to 
the dance team. It also featured the next generation of NHL players. 
Between the two teams, there were 19 players who are 25 or younger. 
One of those, the Flyers’ Morgan Frost, once was one of the kids in the 
crowd cheering on the Maple Leafs as his father announced the games. 

However, until the final minutes, it was the veterans who stepped up and 
showed the kids how it’s done. 

Tony DeAngelo, 27, got the Flyers on the board first with a first-period 
power-play goal. James van Riemsdyk, 33, and Kevin Hayes, 30, 
registered the assists on the goal. 

When the Maple Leafs tied it in the second, just after a power play 
expired, it was Calle Järnkrok, 31, who tipped home a point shot from 
Mitch Marner. Marner, one of only two Maple Leafs 25 years old or under 
to score a goal or assist, scored the next goal, and veteran John 
Tavares, 32, got the assist. 

The Maple Leafs’ third goal came when William Nylander, 26, and 
Auston Matthews, 25, assisted 27-year-old Michael Bunting, who beat 
Carter Hart with a quick one-timer. Their fourth, scored by Nylander and 
assisted by Mark Giordano (39) and Justin Holl (30), was the Leafs’ 
oldest combination. 

But with the Flyers down, 4-1, DeAngelo and Travis Konecny, 25, 
connected with the 23-year-old Frost for a breakaway goal in the third 
period. 

“It’s really special for me. A lot of memories for me here,” Frost said of 
scoring a goal at home. 

Just over a minute later, Joel Farabee, 22, scored to bring the Flyers 
within one. They pushed on from there, but despite a few near misses on 
golden opportunities, they were ultimately unable to find a late tying goal. 
Coach John Tortorella said after the game that he didn’t see enough from 
the Flyers’ top players in terms of generating chances. 

“I thought our offensive guys struggled through a lot of the game, but 
they came alive at the end,” Tortorella said. 

Back on the board 

The Flyers came into the game with a 15.6% success rate on the power 
play, the third-worst in the league. DeAngelo’s power-play goal was the 
Flyers’ first in three games and seven power plays. The Flyers failed to 
build on that early tally, going 0-for-3 with the man advantage the rest of 
the way. Tortorella wasn’t happy with the power plays after the opening 
goal, saying the team struggled to get it set up and calling a failed five-
on-three opportunity in the third period “frustrating.” 

DeAngelo’s goal was his first in three games and more significantly his 
first goal since before Tortorella scratched him on Dec. 9 against the 
Vegas Golden Knights. The benching snapped his four-game point 
streak. When DeAngelo returned, Tortorella said he thought the 
defenseman looked rusty, and he failed to register a point for the next 
two games. The goal marked his first point since the Dec. 7 game 
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against the Washington Capitals and his first goal since his power-play 
tally against the Colorado Avalanche on Dec. 5. 

Hart on his head 

Hart once again stood on his head to give his outplayed team a chance. 
Early on, his teammates controlled the pace of play and had longer 
offensive possessions. However, they failed to create scoring 
opportunities. For more than nine minutes, their only shot on goal was 
DeAngelo’s goal. 

The Maple Leafs more than tripled the Flyers’ shot count through two 
periods (26-7). In addition to the initial shots, Hart also had to stop 
rebound attempts because his teammates weren’t clearing the puck out 
of the danger zone. 

Once the Maple Leafs got into a rhythm late in the second period, they 
peppered Hart with even more shots. He made some big saves (30 
saves on 34 shots overall), but he couldn’t stop every high-danger 
chance his teammates gave up as the Leafs scored twice in the final four 
minutes of the second period to pull ahead. 

Run ragged 

When Farabee was called for a delayed penalty for holding against 
Matthews, the Maple Leafs still had the puck on their sticks. And they 
kept it there. By the time the play was whistled dead and the Maple 
Leafs’ power play actually started, the Flyers had already been 
shorthanded for more than a minute and 30 seconds. 

The Flyers had rendered the Maple Leafs’ power play ineffective on its 
first two opportunities. While they technically killed this penalty, they let 
up a goal the second it ended. That goal tied the game, but it spelled the 
end for the Flyers. 

Already tired, they had to kill another power play five minutes later when 
Rasmus Ristolainen was whistled for holding. The four players out there 
had weary legs and weren’t able to get out to Marner at the point. 
Marner’s shot trickled through Hart and gave the Leafs a 2-1 lead 
entering the third period. With the momentum from the power plays, the 
Maple Leafs were able to assert their dominance from there. 

“I think that killed us,” Frost said. “Their power play is obviously really 
special. I thought we were playing a really good game up until that part in 
the second.” 

The Flyers found a late burst of energy at the end, but it was too late as 
the long stretches when they were dominated proved to be their downfall. 
Despite the late comeback effort, the Flyers didn’t want to talk about 
moral victories following the loss. 

“It doesn’t really mean much,” Farabee said of scoring in defeat. “I’d 
rather not score the rest of the year and win every game than score 
every game and lose.” 
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Late Flyers comeback falls short in Toronto 

 

Staff Report 

ASSOCIATED PRESS  

PUBLISHED December 22, 2022 at 8:30 p.m. | UPDATED: December 
22, 2022 at 8:37 p.m. 

 

TORONTO — Goals from Calle Jarnkrok and Mitchell Marner ignited the 
Toronto Maple Leafs late in the second period. They then survived a late-
game scare to score a 4-3 win over the Flyers on Thursday. 

In their final outing before the Christmas break, the Maple Leafs (21-7-6) 
increased their victory string at Scotiabank Arena to six games and a 
perfect 5-0 in December. 

Only the Boston Bruins, who were scheduled to play the Winnipeg Jets 
later Thursday, have a better home record at 17-0-2 to the Maple Leafs’ 
13-2-3. 

The Flyers (11-16-7) arrived in Toronto with the second-worst record in 
the Eastern Conference. 

But after the Maple Leafs built a 4-1 advantage, Morgan Frost and Joel 
Farabee scored 83 seconds apart to make it a one-goal game with 6:36 
left in the third period. 

“I don’t think his game was anywhere near (where) it should be 
throughout most of the game. But towards the end, he gets involved in a 
few scoring chances and we get an opportunity to try to win. Or at least 
tie,” Flyers coach John Tortorella said of Frost. 

Toronto buzzed around the visitors before a matinee crowd of 18,908, 
but Flyers goalie Carter Hart stopped the first 23 shots he faced. 

“I liked this kind of game, a two o’clock game, get the kids out, and it was 
nice to get a win for them,” said Toronto forward Michael Bunting. 

The 24th shot, a Jarnkrok redirect from a Marner shot, finally beat Hart 
with 3:10 left in the second period. Pierre Engvall, playing in his 200th 
career game, recorded the secondary assist on Jarnkrok’s goal. 

Marner slid a shot underneath Hart’s right pad 2:47 later for Toronto’s 
second goal, 13 seconds into a power play. 

Bunting kept the good vibrations moving by completing a William 
Nylander to Auston Matthews passing play for a two-goal lead. 

Nylander hit the 20-goal mark in the third period before Frost tucked in a 
wrist shot on the next shift. 

The Maple Leafs outshot the visitors 34-19 and Hart had a five-game 
personal win streak halted. Toronto’s Ilya Samsonov faced only eight 
shots in the first two periods. 

“Those are hard games to play, especially after the one in Washington,” 
said Samsonov, referring to the 28 shots he faced in a 5-2 loss to the 
Capitals on Saturday. 

“Getting the extra time, it’s important no matter what,” Toronto coach 
Sheldon Keefe said of the upcoming break. “I know every team in the 
league has their own things going on, and the schedule is not easy. 

“So time to breathe, recover, and have fun with your family is important.” 
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Chaotic finish makes it interesting, but support for Hart too late as Flyers 
lose 

 

BY JORDAN HALL 

 

Despite a third-period push, the Flyers simply didn't do enough to win 
Thursday afternoon at Scotiabank Arena in Toronto. 

They lost to the Maple Leafs, 4-3, and were outshot 34-19. 
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The Flyers were down 4-1 with under eight and a half minutes left in the 
game, but quick strikes from Morgan Frost and Joel Farabee made 
things interesting.  

With 5:26 minutes remaining and a chance to tie the game, Farabee 
misfired on a wide-open net. He appeared to have trouble handling the 
pass, which delayed his shot. 

The Flyers had a power play in the final minute-plus and emptied their 
net for the two-man advantage. A questionable roughing penalty on 
Farabee quelled the Flyers' opportunity up a pair of skaters. 

The Flyers (11-16-7) haven't won consecutive games since Nov. 5-8. 

William Nylander pinned John Tortorella's club in the 4-1 deficit with what 
turned out to be the game-winning goal. 

Travis Konecny (two assists) and Tony DeAngelo (one goal, one assist) 
finished with multi-point performances for the Flyers. 

The Maple Leafs (21-7-6) are 17-3-4 since the beginning of November, a 
stretch that started with a 5-2 win over the Flyers. 

The two clubs meet once more next month in Philadelphia. 

• The gap in talent level was clear in this game. 

When Michael Bunting extended Toronto's lead to 3-1 just 33 seconds 
into the third period, the Flyers were being outshot 27-8. 

The Flyers had a 5-on-3 power play for 1:01 minutes in the final stanza 
but failed to convert. Nylander then scored and the Flyers needed a near-
perfect comeback attempt if they wanted to win. 

To their credit, the Flyers didn't quit on the game. But they were 
outplayed for a good majority of it and Carter Hart was once again 
heavily relied upon. 

"I think we have to get better with skill. I do. I'm not talking out of turn 
here, I'm not trying to be the general manager, but we have to get more 
skill here," Tortorella said Wednesday about the Flyers' future. 

• Hart entered the game with the most saves (729) and shots faced (799) 
in the NHL. 

He turned away the Maple Leafs 30 times. He held off Toronto until Calle 
Jarnkrok got one past him with a redirection just three seconds after a 
Maple Leafs power play expired. The goal came with 3:10 minutes left in 
the second period and knotted the game 1-1. 

Mitchell Marner handed Toronto its lead with under a minute remaining in 
the middle stanza on a power play goal. 

Toronto netminder Ilya Samsonov, who entered with a 1.98 goals-against 
average, had to stop just 16 of the Flyers' 19 shots. 

• Much of the Flyers' youth was quieted until the back half of the third 
period after it enjoyed a big-time performance in the team's 5-3 win 
Tuesday over the Blue Jackets. 

Farabee's goal was his first in 12 games. Frost has eight points (four 
goals, four assists) in his last nine games. 

Owen Tippett and Cam York were held scoreless after putting up two 
points apiece against Columbus. 

• DeAngelo matched a career high with his third power play goal on a 
blast from the point. It gave the Flyers a 1-0 lead at first intermission. 

The lead was all possible because of a key save by Hart 33 seconds 
prior to DeAngelo's goal. Marner was sprung for a shorthanded 
breakaway but Hart denied him. 
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How Flyers’ Cam York clicked with John Tortorella’s demands and is 
making a difference 

 

By Charlie O'Connor 

Dec 22, 2022 

 

Cam York didn’t have a good training camp. That’s undeniable. 

Entering Philadelphia Flyers camp in September, York was essentially 
viewed as an NHL lineup lock. He had played in 30 games with the big 
club the previous season, more than holding his own in the process. He 
was general manager Chuck Fletcher’s first draft pick with the 
organization. The Flyers had even brought back Justin Braun on a cheap 
free-agent deal in the summer in large part to serve as York’s regular 
partner. 

But as camp came to a close, everyone could tell that York wasn’t living 
up to expectations — even York himself. 

“I knew that I didn’t have the best camp,” he said earlier this month after 
earning his long-awaited recall to the NHL. “That wasn’t who I am.” 

So why wasn’t York his usual dynamic self at camp? Now that York is 
back in the NHL — and thriving — he thinks he’s pinpointed the reason 
why. 

“I was thinking about that the other day,” York told The Athletic earlier 
this week. “I mean, maybe with the new coaching staff coming in, maybe 
I was a little intimidated by who was behind the bench. I’m not sure. I just 
didn’t feel right. I felt like I was playing summer hockey still.” 

The prospect of playing under new Flyers head coach John Tortorella, 
you mean? 

“I wasn’t shocked, but I was kind of alarmed — it was weird — when I 
heard that he was being (named) the head coach,” York said. “I knew 
that I would have to be really good defensively with him or else I probably 
wasn’t going to play.” 

The irony, as it turned out, was that Tortorella’s message and plan for 
York — and the team as a whole — was the opposite of what York 
feared it might be. 

It’s little surprise that some Flyers players entered camp wary of 
Tortorella and his coaching approach. 

They’d all heard the stories of his demanding methods and saw the video 
clips of him railing against flashy plays like Trevor Zegras’ Michigan goal 
the previous season for the Anaheim Ducks while Tortorella was a TV 
analyst for ESPN. The perception of Tortorella as an old-school dinosaur 
of a coach didn’t originate out of nowhere. 

So when the players showed up for a camp that they expected (rightfully) 
would be a physical gauntlet meant to test their conditioning, drive and 
will, quite a few of them — particularly those younger and more 
offensively oriented — toned down their creativity and played not to make 
mistakes, lest they end up on the feared Tortorella’s bad side before the 
season even began. 

“I think early on, I was really trying to focus on that side of the game and 
trying to be sound defensively,” Travis Sanheim said. 

“I think that was a huge part of it,” Noah Cates added. “Especially being 
younger, with (Tortorella) and with the league and everything, not 
wanting to make mistakes.” 

And there was truth to their fears, of course — Tortorella does preach the 
importance of defensive effort and structure, and one of his focuses 
entering the season was to make the life of goaltender Carter Hart just a 
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bit easier by working to halt the deluge of Grade-A scoring chances that 
he had faced the previous two seasons. 

But that wasn’t the whole story. If anything, Tortorella found himself 
spending the first month of the season pleading with his players to open 
things up. 

“(Early on), we were still kind of maybe a little bit afraid to make plays,” 
Cates continued. “But he was — for a good stretch of 10, 15 games — 
telling us to make plays, try to go through the middle. Just try it, whether 
it works or not, just try it, and just get in that mindset.” 

“He kept bringing that up in meetings, that I needed to be skating and 
using my feet,” Sanheim added. 

The reality was that Tortorella wasn’t the slow-it-down, defense-over-
everything coach that many of the players expected he would be. 

“I think every player thinks if you make a mistake, the coach is gonna 
lean on you. And with me, I think even more so,” Tortorella said. “Listen, 
I’ve made mistakes along the way. There’s a reputation (of what) people 
think I am as a coach. I don’t agree with it, (but) I can’t fight the 
perception of it all. They have to experience me as a coach to 
understand what I am as a coach, and I hope it’s in a positive way.” 

And it was that misconception that helped to shape York’s disappointing 
camp, by his own admission. 

“I think going into it, I knew that I had to be so perfect defensively. 
Obviously, with Torts, that was kind of the only thing on my mind, I feel 
like,” York said. “That might have been why I got off to a rough start. I 
was thinking so much about defense and trying to be perfect, that I think 
it kinda affected me a little bit.” 

For a new coach looking for unfamiliar faces to make an impression on 
him during camp, it proved to be the worst possible approach — 
even/especially with Tortorella. It wasn’t that York made a bad 
impression, necessarily. It was that he made little impression at all. 

“He just lied in the weeds for me throughout camp and throughout 
exhibition and all that,” Tortorella recalled. “I didn’t even know who he 
was.” 

So after York was sent down the morning after the 21-year-old was 
completely outmuscled by Casey Cizikas en route to a short-handed goal 
— with nearly a week left in training camp — the general expectation was 
that Tortorella would justify the demotion by arguing that York needed to 
clean up his work away from the puck before playing on his NHL team. 

Instead, Tortorella went a different route, lamenting that during the 
preseason, he never got to see the skilled puck-mover that he had heard 
so much about before camp. 

“I don’t think we got to the abilities where he could help us right now with 
our defensive core,” Tortorella said on the day of York’s demotion in early 
October. “I think it’s him learning, first of all, wanting to be a guy that’s 
going to make a difference, and then being the player to make a 
difference.” 

York got the message quickly. 

“I think the day I got sent down, I was like, ‘OK, like, let’s get back to what 
we did before,'” York said. “And I think as soon as Game 1 (in the AHL) 
rolled around, I felt like I was much better in that area.” 

His stay in the AHL wasn’t short — York would spend two months with 
the Lehigh Valley Phantoms, racking up 13 points in 20 games. But more 
importantly, he was back to taking chances. Back to trying to “make a 
difference.” 

And waiting for his next chance to impress Tortorella the way he should 
have in the first place. 

That chance would come on Dec. 8, when in anticipation of a road trip 
out west, the Flyers sent fellow rookie Egor Zamula down to the AHL and 
brought York along with them. 

His time in Allentown may have lasted a bit longer than both fans and 
York himself would have hoped. But he was never going to stay in the 
minors forever. 

“I think everybody got up in a little bit of dander because we were 
sending Yorkie down there. ‘We don’t like him,’ or whatever it may be,” 
Tortorella said later. “It was the right thing for him at that time.” 

The onus was on York to prove that it was now the right time for him to 
be up with the big club. 

This time, York didn’t falter. This time, he aimed to make a difference. 

It took York three games to pick up his first NHL point of the season. But 
from the start, he was a far cry from the conservative, play-it-safe 
blueliner that invaded York’s body during training camp. He looked like 
himself again. 

“The more that I just got comfortable with (Tortorella) and everything, I 
feel like I kind of played a little bit looser, and things started to feel more 
normal for me,” York said. “I don’t know. It was a weird start for me, but 
I’m just happy to be back.” 

It didn’t hurt that Tortorella was living up to his post-demotion words in 
meetings with York and the team, repeatedly emphasizing the 
importance of playmaking and intelligent risk-taking. 

“Mistakes are part of the game,” Tortorella said. “If you’re making 
mistakes, then you’re not treading water, you’re trying to make a 
difference. That’s the way I feel about it. I want these guys to try to make 
a difference.” 

And York is doing just that. 

In six NHL games so far this season, York already has four points — 40 
percent of the way to his 30-game scoring total from his rookie year. But 
he’s not just helping out on the scoresheet. With York on the ice at five-
on-five, they’ve collected 57.12 percent of the expected goals (per 
Evolving-Hockey’s public model) — easily the best on the Flyers thus far 
in 2022-23. And his isolated impact (per the RAPM model) on his team’s 
expected goal differential sits at +0.144, in the 85th percentile among 
NHL defensemen. 

It’s a small sample, but York is checking every statistical box thus far. 
He’s scoring, he’s driving play and he’s doing so while averaging nearly 
19 minutes per game. 

“He’s done a great job since coming up, and I can just see how much 
more confident he is now than earlier in the year,” Sanheim said. “Looks 
like he feels like he belongs, and (he’s) just letting his game take over 
and make plays. His ability to do that is next level. He’s kind of letting 
himself play his game.” 

And far be it from trying to rein York in, Tortorella is encouraging York 
both privately and publicly to keep taking chances, in the mold of another 
young American defenseman that he successfully developed: Zach 
Werenski in Columbus. 

“He wants me to almost kind of be a rover out there, and be all over,” 
York said. “I like that. I prefer that, obviously that’s my game. So I’m 
happy to do that.” 

A rover-style defenseman is inevitably going to find himself out of 
position at times. That’s fine with Tortorella for now. It’s a far superior 
alternative to the version of York that so underwhelmed him in camp. 

“The biggest thing with Cam is I don’t want him worrying about mistakes,” 
Tortorella reiterated. “I want him to have the right mindset. That’s what 
bothered me the most — I just watched him through camp and (with a) 
just kind of ‘get through camp’ (mindset.) I want him to have a mindset of 
making a difference. And I think that’s what he’s brought here. That’s 
what he has to stay on top of. Mistakes are going to be made. I just want 
him to … if he makes a mistake, I want him to go right back out there and 
try to make a difference, not hide in the weeds.” 
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The Flyers head coach is even using an oft-derided word in hockey 
circles to describe what he wants to see out of York’s approach. 

“I’m looking for Yorkie to be selfish and worry about his game and 
continue to work at his game,” Tortorella said. “People think selfish is a 
bad word, calling a player selfish. You want to be a really good player in 
the National Hockey League? You have to have some selfishness. He 
just has to worry about himself, and what he has to do as a player to stick 
here.” 

Perhaps in a perfect world, York would have begun camp with that 
“selfish” mentality. He wouldn’t have allowed preconceived notions of his 
new coach color his pre-camp mindset so much that it would require a 
remedial trip to the minors before his 2022-23 campaign could begin in 
earnest. 

But in fairness to York, his trepidation wasn’t totally irrational — just ask 
Kevin Hayes, who was recently scratched by Tortorella for an apparent 
lack of attention to detail away from the puck. Reports of Tortorella’s 
demanding nature aren’t fantasy. 

Still, York learned quickly that the perception of Tortorella as a defense-
only, anti-fun dinosaur of a coach wasn’t accurate or fair. His treatment of 
York in particular has proven that. 

“Obviously, defense is first (with Tortorella). I think you want to have 
good structure, good defense,” Sanheim said. “But in saying that, you’ve 
got to be able to make plays. And I think that’s something that we learned 
early on with him, was he wants us to have the ability to make plays, hit 
the middle, join offensively.” 

“You kind of get put in a box sometimes as a coach, as what (people) 
think that coach is, I guess,” Tortorella added. “I think the players have to 
work through that. I think we’ve gone through that, through most of the 
organization. We’ve been here long enough — all of us, all the new 
coaches. I’m hoping the relationship grows. I still think there’s a lot of 
work to do in growing those relationships with all the players. There’s so 
many we deal with. But I think we’re on the right road there.” 

York certainly seems to have gotten the message, finding out in the 
process that the coach he dreaded entering camp might actually be one 
more willing than most to let him play to his strengths. 

“I think I like where my game’s at, really, since the start of the regular 
season,” York said. “I feel like I’ve been doing the right things, and 
maybe haven’t 100 percent been rewarded for it. But I feel like if I just 
continue to do what I’m doing, I think I’ll continue to have success.” 

So long he holds to his current mindset and Tortorella remains true to his 
word, that shouldn’t be a problem anymore. 
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Another ugly loss: 5 takeaways from the Chicago Blackhawks’ 4-2 loss to 
the Nashville Predators 

 

Phil Thompson 

9-12 minutes 22/12/2022 

 

Since a win against the New York Rangers on Dec. 3, it took the Chicago 
Blackhawks 456 minutes, 40 seconds to get another lead — 2-1 — in the 
second period Wednesday against the Nashville Predators at the United 
Center. 

They lost that advantage five seconds before the intermission when 
Mattias Ekholm passed to Matt Duchene for a goal. 

What took 27,400 seconds to build, the Hawks couldn’t protect for five 
more seconds. 

“Yeah, that can’t happen and it really hurts,” Hawks coach Luke 
Richardson said. 

Added defenseman Connor Murphy: “Winning’s hard, especially the way 
it’s going with us right now, so moments like that are huge.” 

What followed were some other unflattering numbers for the Hawks: 

Roman Josi scored just 1:27 seconds into the third period. 

Max Domi committed interference, and on the Hawks penalty kill, 
Thomas Novak scored 6 seconds after the faceoff to send the Hawks to 
the 4-2 loss, their eighth straight. 

The Hawks are 1-15-1 in their last 17 games. 

“We talked about still having a big chance going into the third (period) at 
home to pull it through and we didn’t,” Murphy said. 

Before the game, Murphy resurrected a word he hadn’t mentioned since 
last season: fragile. 

“There’s never one thing, just one thing,” he said. “You can look at some 
trends. Specifically, we haven’t had the best starts, but the start of last 
game (against the New York Rangers) it seemed like we were OK, just 
we’re getting a little fragile, we let in a goal or two to start. And not us 
sticking with our momentum and our aggression into the game once we 
give up a goal.” 

Murphy, who scored and assisted on the Hawks’ two goals, said it’s not 
just about giving up goals but how. 

“It’s not just an unlucky bounce, it’s times we miss coverage or we don’t 
sort the rush right,” he said. “Or even (in the) third period, it’s times that 
we just don’t band together and we turn pucks over when we’re trying to 
get out of our end. 

“And then the penalty kill we haven’t been strong lately, so those things, 
they’re daggers when you let in goals that are certain coverage issues 
that we know better.” 

Here are five takeaways. 

Blackhawks goalie Petr Mrazek reacts after allowing a goal by the 
Predators' Roman Josi during the third period at United Center on Dec. 
21, 2022. 

Duchene’s goal with five seconds left in the second period, from behind 
Taylor Raddysh for a back-door goal down low. 

It is (partially on Raddysh),” Richardson said, “but I think (Philipp) 
Kurashev … has to go harder at Ekholm and be on the underneath side 
so (Ekholm) can’t slide off and go down the wall. 

”Then Seth (Jones) is looking to protect the middle with Isaak (Phillips), 
because there’s a guy there for a one-timer. But Raddysh, you can see 
on the replay, he looks over his left shoulder and (Duchene) goes over 
and drives by his right shoulder. 

“It’s only a second delay, but all you need is a second in this league.” 

Novak’s power-play goal put the Predators up by two and greatly shrank 
the chances of a Hawks rally. The Hawks penalty kill has allowed a goal 
in seven straight games. 

“I thought they kind of ran a little bit of a pick on (Jason) Dickinson, which 
isn’t the biggest thing,” Richardson said. “He has to learn to roll out of 
that harder. 

“But (Sam) Lafferty takes the wrong route. He has to come underneath 
(Filip Forsberg), especially on a (faceoff) clean loss.” 

Forsberg muscled his way inside of Lafferty, who had to move above him 
to pick up Novak. But by then it was too late as Novak slipped down and 
away from defenders for a closer shot. 
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“We call it leaking out,” Richardson said. “It wasn’t a one-timer, but it’s a 
guy coming downhill and (Lafferty) kind of goes inside out instead of the 
outside to keep him out there. I think our (defenseman) was Murphy. We 
could’ve had a bit of a switch off there where Jack (Johnson) stayed on 
that side because Murphy got picked right into the goal crease. 

It was — guess who — Forsberg who took out Murphy as he was trying 
to position himself between Novak and Petr Mrázek. 

“So again, it’s one-on-one battles,” Richardson said. “We have to play in 
front of them and block shots or at least, force shots earlier to the outside 
and not let guys walk in like that. it’s just missed assignments.” 

Tanner Jeannot smacked McCabe square in the face with the flat of his 
blade 10 minutes into the game. 

McCabe grabbed his face and hunched over for a few seconds before 
heading to the locker room. Jeannot received a double minor. 

“He got a few stitches and they just had to check out the eye,” 
Richardson said of McCabe. “They put some dye into do all those tests 
and checks and ... he should be fine going forward.” 

McCabe’s luck seems similar to fellow defenseman Jarred Tinordi’s. A 
skate gashed Tinordi’s chin, requiring more than 100 stitches, then a 
week later he took a hard puck to the face, which landed him on injured 
reserve with a facial fracture. 

“Back in the old days, the old guys didn’t like the new guys wearing 
helmets,” Richardson, a former defenseman, said before the game. “It’s 
just the way the world’s going. It is a faster game but you know, 
unfortunately two unlucky bounces in a couple of games for Tinner. … 

“He’s a tall guy but he skates kind of engaged, bent over. He’s right in the 
play. ... He can probably go another couple of years sometimes without 
getting hit, then you get hit two games in a row. It’s just a fast game and 
unfortunate bounce.” 

He paired mainly with Murphy and, with McCabe out early with a facial 
injury, Phillips played 18 minutes. 

“I felt good,” Phillips said. “I felt my skating (went) well and my passes 
were good. Not the best game I’ve ever played, not the worst game I’ve 
ever played, but I felt comfortable out there, more than last year, so I was 
happy with it.” 

“I felt good. I felt my skating was well and my passes were good. Not the 
best game I've ever played, not the worst game I've ever played, but I felt 
comfortable out there.” 

Phillips played four games last season, mostly alongside Murphy. 

“He was good,” Murphy said of Phillips’ season’s debut. “He’s aggressive 
and he’s a physical guy that can skate well. So I enjoyed playing with 
him.” 

Phillips was on the ice for two Predators goals but neither was his fault. 
However, you could tell at times he was reacting and not always 
anticipating where to be. That comes with reps. 

He said he’s learning about “just closing quick, getting to the corners, 
moving it fast, finishing checks, not overhandling it, pretty much.” 

Added Richardson: “There’s a couple of reads where he’s just going to 
have to get a little quicker, but he got up on the play a few times, got 
shots on net, I think one guy surprised him, knocked him over, but that’s 
just a welcome back to the league. 

“He was in position where he had to play probably more than we 
would’ve normally, with Jake being out. But I thought he battled hard and 
added a little bit of offense.” 

The Predators' Nino Niederreiter is congratulated for his goal against the 
Blackhawks during the first period on Dec. 21, 2022. 

For the 26th time in 31 games, a Hawks opponent scored the game’s first 
goal and for the 22nd time, that goal came in the first period. 

Murphy was asked before the game whether negative thoughts creep in, 
like “Here we go again.” 

“You don’t think that way, but sometimes it can be in the back of guys’ 
minds a little bit maybe,” Murphy said. “But I think more so we trust that 
we’re going to pull through in some of those games and then think more 
so when the scoring doesn’t come for us — combined with letting in a 
couple goals — we can get frustrated and then we seem to let up (with) 
more mistakes after that. 

“So it’s just about keeping it from compounding and knowing that you’re 
going to get scored on, but just to limit those chances and play confident 
with the puck so that we don’t end up having to defend and having 
breakdowns.” 

Predators goalie Kevin Lankinen makes a save against the Oilers on 
Dec. 13, 2022. 

Before the game, the Nashville Predators backup goalie told Chicago 
reporters it was great to be back at the United Center for the first time 
since last season. 

“I went through some emotions yesterday,” said Lankinen, who signed a 
one-year, $1.5 million contract with the Predators in July after spending 
two seasons in Chicago. “It means a lot. I have some great memories 
from here — my first win, my first shutout, first game. 

“Such great people here too,” Lankinen said. “I’ll forever be thankful to 
the (Hawks) organization for giving me the opportunity to fulfill my 
childhood dream. It’s great. It’s fun to be back and see all the familiar 
faces.” 

Lankinen had a .901 save percentage and 3.23 goals-against average 
over two seasons with the Hawks, but he’s at a career-best pace .925 
and 2.64 in eight games this season. 

“It’s a good spot, good group of guys,” said Lankinen, who’s one of four 
Finns on the Predators, including starter Juuse Saros. 

Lankinen said he put in extra work this summer. 

“The goalie coach (Ben Vanderklok) does a really good job and added a 
couple things to my game,” he said. “How you move and when there’s an 
attack, how you read plays … making sure you don’t lock down on 
shooters.” 

“It’s just a different mindset almost.” 
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Blackhawks’ penalty kill bleeding goals with aggressiveness long gone 

 

Ben Pope 

4-5 minutes 22/12/2022 

 

Connor Murphy fights for the puck. 

The Blackhawks’ penalty kill allowed another goal Wednesday against 
the Predators. 

The Blackhawks’ penalty killers all made mistakes simultaneously after a 
faceoff loss in the third -period Wednesday. 

Not surprisingly, the Predators’ power play scored in six seconds, 
providing the insurance goal in their 4-2 victory. 

And that has been a recurring theme for the Hawks lately. For the first 
time since October 2016, they’ve conceded a power-play goal in seven 
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consecutive games — an especially remarkable feat considering their 
opponents have had only one power-play opportunity in three of those 
games. 

Coach Luke Richardson said Thursday that the Hawks’ PK coverage 
breakdowns are similar to their five-on-five coverage breakdowns — 
which are also prevalent — but “more glorified” because they’re 
happening against top opposing players, who are more likely to take 
advantage. 

On Wednesday, Nashville’s Ryan Johansen won the draw in the right 
circle against Jason Dickinson. The puck went back to Roman Josi at the 
right point. Josi passed across to fellow Predators defenseman Thomas 
Novak, who was skating down from the left point in a likely set play. 

Johansen curled around and somewhat blocked Dickinson’s and Connor 
Murphy’s routes to the left side of the zone. The big mistakes, however, 
were made by Jack Johnson and Sam Lafferty. 

Originally, Johnson was assigned to cover the right side and Murphy the 
left side, but they could’ve switched in the moment once Murphy was 
held up getting across. Instead, Johnson simply pointed with his stick at 
Novak’s open lane but stayed on the right side. 

And Lafferty, from his starting position on the inside of the faceoff circle, 
tried to get across into Novak’s lane from the goal side of Predators 
forward Filip Forsberg, which allowed Forsberg to essentially box him 
out. Richardson called it “borderline interference” but clarified that every 
team does it, including the Hawks. 

Lafferty should’ve taken an outside route — up toward the blue line — to 
evade Forsberg and take away the Josi-to-Novak passing lane. 
Richardson said they call it “leaking out.” 

“It’s just a missed assignment,” he added. “The next penalty kill was 
much better. But we’ve got to make sure we do it better every time, not 
do it better the next time.” 

The Hawks’ recent penalty-killing struggles are somewhat surprising, 
considering what a bright spot the unit was earlier this season. 

During training camp, Richardson installed a PK system that emphasized 
aggressive forechecking, and it yielded plenty of fruit at first. Through 
Nov. 16, the Hawks were tied for 12th in the NHL with an 83.3% net PK 
rate — a stat that factors in power-play goals allowed as well as short-
handed goals scored — and were allowing the fourth-fewest scoring 
chances per minute. 

But since Nov. 17 against the Bruins, the Hawks rank 31st with a 61.1% 
net PK rate (leading only the Kraken) and have allowed the second-most 
scoring chances per minute (leading only the Coyotes). They’ve 
conceded 14 goals on 36 power plays. 

Their supposed aggressiveness isn’t failing; it’s nonexistent. That’s partly 
because their short-handed faceoff winning percentage has regressed, 
too, falling from a league-leading 59.3% through Nov. 16 to just 45.9% 
since. 

“Because they’ve been lit up lately, we can talk about it all we want, but 
there’s an insecurity inside to play aggressive,” Richardson said. 

“Early in the season, when we were so aggressive up ice, part of it is we 
got clears off faceoffs when we had fresh legs. It created disruption on 
[opposing power plays], and it kept us out of the D-zone. Now it seems 
like we’re in the D-zone the whole time on the PK. So then you’re tired, 
and when you get [the puck] out, you have to change, and you don’t 
really have that opportunity to get up ice. So it’s kind of a trickle effect.” 
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Coach: How Ex-Blackhawk Ben Eager made journey from Ottawa to 
Glenview 

 

Jon Cohn 

5-7 minutes 22/12/2022 

 

Many years ago, former Chicago Blackhawks star Ben Eager was 
skating on one of many outdoor rinks in his hometown of Ottawa, 
Canada. He, like so many other young Canadians, took to the sport of 
hockey and dreamed of playing the game at the big-time level. 

Eager had a clear talent for the sport as well as a passion for the game, 
and it led him on a long, curving journey from Ontario's beautiful outdoor 
rinks to their minor league system, to then playing in the Canadian Junior 
Hockey League and the Ontario Hockey League. Following that, it was a 
step up to bigger things: the AHL (including a stint with our beloved 
Chicago Wolves) and finally making it to the NHL -- the dream realized -- 
for 10 years with not only the Blackhawks but also the Philadelphia 
Flyers, Atlanta Thrashers, San Jose Sharks, and finally the Edmonton 
Oilers. 

It was a long and successful 10-year NHL career, highlighted by being a 
member of the Hawks 2010 Stanley Cup winning championship team -- 
and famously scoring the game-winning goal in game 2 of those playoffs 
against his old team, the Flyers. 

Amazingly, after that long geographical journey, somehow, someway, 
Eager has landed right here in our hometown of Glenview. He can now 
be found not in the glaring lights of professional hockey but instead 
tucked away quietly in a small, unassuming industrial section of Glenview 
right off West Lake Avenue, where he is the owner of a small hockey 
instruction facility called Jet Hockey. 

"I really enjoy it," says Eager. "Gives me a chance to work with young 
kids and pass on some of my experience in the game. I love helping 
them become better players and better persons." 

Here is the real beauty of it: Eager doesn't just put his name to the center 
and let others teach. 

Nope, not his style. He is more hands-on. More often than not, it is the 
ex-NHL star himself instructing the small group or running individual 
training sessions -- no "big-timing" for this former professional star. 

"Oh ya, I do pretty much everything around here," Eager said. "I even 
drive the Zamboni machine that helps keep the ice in good shape." 

Ya gotta love it. From the bright lights of the NHL to small-rink Zamboni 
driver. You never know the twist and turns life will take. 

So how did the left winger come about running the hockey facility? 

"My playing career had come to an end, and we were settling with the 
family here in Chicago. I heard about this Jet Hockey facility being for 
sale and was intrigued. So, I checked it out and thought it might be a 
good opportunity and something I would enjoy." 

That was back in 2016, and since then, Eager has really expanded the 
Jet Hockey programming. It is a smaller rink, so they don't host traditional 
games or big travel leagues but instead concentrate on individual lessons 
and skill development, as well as small-group sessions. They will also do 
video reviews with players and offer 3-on-3 leagues, parties, ice rental 
time and even host practice time for some of our top local travel teams, 
such as the Glenview Stars, The Northbrook Blue Hawks, The 
Northbrook Warhawks, and the Northern Express. 

Actually, and surprisingly, the smaller rink can be a benefit in improving a 
player's skill level, as players get more touches in this tighter 
environment, requiring more technical prowess, thus increasing 
development in areas such as puck possession, stickhandling, and 
skating agility. 
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"We get all ages in our facility, from beginners all the way up to age 50," 
said Eager. "Some of the top high school kids will come in for extra 
instruction, and we even have a little kids program open to ages 4 
through 9 called Little Blackhawks." 

And if you're looking to fill up some holiday down time? The Jet Hockey 
Training Arena is right there for you offering specialized shooting clinics 
starting Dec. 28-30 and another one beginning Jan. 3. All, it should be 
noted, with Eager himself, on the ice directly involved offering his advice 
and tutelage. 

Eager emphasizes that Jet Hockey is not just about skill development. 
"We want each of the players to leave the ice when they're done with a 
smile on their face. Enjoying the experience and learning to love the 
game -- and that goes for the parents as well!" 

Finally, how does coach Ben see today's young players compared to his 
generation? 

"Oh, my goodness, they are so good at such a young age now. I am 
constantly amazed at the skill level and the creativity that these kids have 
today. Much better than when I first started playing." 

Jet Hockey is located at 1820 Pickwick Ave. in Glenview. You can reach 
them at jethockeyarena.com or (224) 616-3086. More often than not, 
when you call the number, it will be the ex-NHL'er himself answering the 
phones. That's just the way he runs. 

And if coach Ben doesn't answer the phone? He's probably out on the ice 
driving the Zamboni machine -- with a big smile on his face. 
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Kane's production is down, but he hasn't lost a step 

 

Jeff Vukovich 

 

Going into Wednesday, Patrick Kane ranked tied for 121st in the NHL 
this season with 22 points. His production is down, and it's very weird to 
see. But it's most certainly not because he's lost a step. 

I watched Kane closely on Wednesday in a 4-2 loss to the Nashville 
Predators and it was legitimately one of his best games of the season. 
He was generating chances all night, and yet he had absolutely nothing 
to show for it with zero points. 

That's been a microcosm of the season for Kane, and you could see his 
frustration after the game when he smashed his stick over the bench. He 
deserved at least three or four points, and the video backs it up. 

Towards the end of the first period, Kane set up Max Domi with a perfect 
pass in the slot but Domi's shot went off Predators goaltender Juuse 
Saros' shoulder, then off his mask and out. I'm not sure how the puck 
took that kind of bounce, but it should've been a goal: 

Early in the second period, Kane nearly connected with Domi again. His 
no-look backhand pass from behind the goal line went right to Domi, who 
did the best he could to get off a shot off-balance but it went wide: 

Later in the period, Kane teed up Domi with a one-timer on the power 
play but he whiffed on the shot. The same thing happened with Andreas 
Athanasiou that came from a more low-danger area but his stick 
snapped. 

Just before the Blackhawks scored two goals in 37 seconds, Kane rang 
one off the pipe that he thought was in. He was the one who started the 
play from his own end, too. 

One of Kane's best chances of the night came early in the third period 
when Domi fed him a beautiful pass but Saros made a terrific stop. Kane 
scores on this nine out of 10 times. 

In the final minutes of the game with the extra attacker on, Kane found 
Athanasiou with a ridiculous pass but the puck flubbed off Athanasiou's 
stick. If it didn't, it would've been a tap-in goal for Athanasiou. 

And finally, perhaps a perfect encapsulation of how the night went for 
Kane, he was robbed by Saros in the dying seconds of the game with a 
desperation glove save. It was his ninth shot of the night, which is a new 
season-high. You can see Kane pick up the blade he snapped over the 
bench at the end of the clip below: 

Patrick Kane nearly scored in the final seconds of the game. Again, he 
did everything but appear on the scoresheet tonight. 

Kane's expected goals this season before Wednesday, according to 
Money Puck: 8.2. His actual goals? 4. I wouldn't be surprised if his 
expected goals rose to 9 after Wednesday's game. He's snakebitten right 
now, and it might only be a matter of time before he goes on a little 
heater for a course correction. 

So yeah, if you think Kane's production isn't where it normally is because 
he's lost a step, you're sadly mistaken. 

"I’m sure he’s frustrated," Blackhawks head coach Luke Richardson said. 
"He’s used to winning and having success just personally. He’s frustrated 
and everybody feels for him. 

"But you know what, he’s pretty positive and vocal on the bench the next 
shift and talking to his linemates. Give him credit that he’s not showing 
that it’s a distraction for everybody else. He’s pissed that he’s not 
executing but he’s still generating chances. Until that doesn’t happen, I 
think there’s still always hope for the player, the team, and we have to 
make sure we support him just as we expect him to kind of lead us." 
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Lazerus: Blackhawks fans, it could be worse — you could be Nashville 

 

Mark Lazerus 

8-11 minutes 22/12/2022 

 

CHICAGO — Whenever Patrick Kane’s career ends, you’re more likely to 
find him at the school pickup line than in an NHL front office. At least, for 
a little while. 

“Maybe something in the front office when it’s all said and done, but it’d 
be fun to focus on being a dad,” Kane said. “If my kid’s doing something, 
if he’s playing something, or if we had another kid, it’d be nice to go 
wherever they’re going, enjoy time with them a little bit. Give (partner) 
Amanda a little break. She’s been like a single mom here for the past 
couple of years.” 

An admirable sentiment, to be sure. But it’s hard to imagine Kane staying 
away forever. Kane has “future general manager” written all over him. His 
seemingly bottomless knowledge of the league, his knack for scouting 
other players, his understanding of what kind of players separate good 
teams from great teams, and his almost freakish retention of every play 
in every game make him a natural in a league where it’s customary for 
former players to become future GMs. 

So surely he has to see that, despite half as many wins as Nashville and 
being 14 points further out of the playoff picture than the Predators are 
after they handed Chicago its eighth straight loss Wednesday night, 4-2, 
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the Blackhawks are in a far more favorable position than the team that 
beat them. Neither team is anywhere near being a contender, or even a 
playoff-caliber squad. But Chicago GM Kyle Davidson has all but wiped 
the slate clean. Nashville GM David Poile has all but guaranteed years of 
mediocrity by locking in a mediocre core. 

Filip Forsberg is signed through 2030. Roman Josi is signed through 
2028. Matt Duchene, Mattias Ekholm and Ryan McDonagh are signed 
through 2026. Ryan Johansen and Mikael Granlund are signed through 
2025. All at premium prices, too. For years, the Predators will be exactly 
what they’ve already been for years — kinda OK. Competitive. Fine. Too 
good to get a top draft pick, not good enough to accomplish anything 
other than an occasional first-round exit (achieved largely on the strength 
of Juuse Saros’ brilliance in net). Everything the Blackhawks have been 
the last frustrating handful of seasons. Everything they’re trying to avoid. 

Davidson’s Blackhawks only have Seth Jones and Connor Murphy 
signed long term, and have four first-round picks in the next two drafts — 
with as many as three more possibly coming at the trade deadline. Plus, 
four second-round picks and four third-round picks. And a real shot at 
Connor Bedard or Adam Fantilli next summer. And all the cap space in 
the world. 

From a team-building standpoint, it’s all but inarguable that the 
Blackhawks are better set up for future contention than the Predators. 

Right? 

“Yeah, I don’t really know,” Kane said. “You can think of the game the 
way you think it, but I feel like it’s always beneficial to put your best team 
on the ice and try to win, right? Obviously, we traded away or didn’t sign 
some pieces that maybe could have helped us this year. And that’s the 
way it is, and that’s the way it goes, and so we’re in the situation we’re 
in.” 

Clearly, he’s no GM just yet. As a player, losing is miserable, and 
intolerable. Davidson trading away Alex DeBrincat, Brandon Hagel and 
Kirby Dach, and letting Dylan Strome and Dominik Kubalik walk, are 
almost unforgivable to a player. But as this dreadful slog of a season 
continues, Davidson’s plan looks more and more sound, even if the very 
idea of tanking remains as cynical and detestable as ever. 

Because honestly, would you really prefer to be a Predators fan right 
now? Doomed to the periphery of the playoff picture for years to come? 

“I guess if you’re a fan, or if you’re someone from the outside looking in, 
you can maybe see the advantages of having prospects and draft picks 
and high picks, and being able to build that way,” Kane said with a shrug. 
“But a lot has to go right, you know? You have to have good, young core 
players and you have to have prospects that are coming up, and you also 
have to hit on those draft picks, too. We were in a good situation back in 
the day, where this team had a lot of pieces with (Brent) Seabrook and 
(Duncan) Keith and (Patrick) Sharp. You draft a couple guys at the top of 
the draft and then you find some free agents and you’re there. But it 
doesn’t happen overnight.” 

Kane wasn’t done. 

“And you have to hit on some of those later picks, too, right?” he 
continued. “Even Tampa, they have a lot of guys that weren’t super-high 
picks, right? (Nikita) Kucherov was a second-rounder, and (Brayden) 
Point was a third-rounder.” 

He’s right, of course. He almost always is when it comes to this stuff. The 
Blackhawks, like the Lightning after them, caught, well, lightning in a 
bottle. Keith was a second-rounder, as were Dave Bolland, Corey 
Crawford and Brandon Saad. Niklas Hjalmarsson was a fourth-rounder. 
Andrew Shaw and Marcus Kruger were fifth-rounders. Without those long 
shots panning out, Jonathan Toews and Kane aren’t nearly enough to 
make the Blackhawks true contenders, or maybe even to lure top free 
agents such as Brian Campbell and Marian Hossa. The amount of skill — 
and luck — it takes to build a team like that is almost unfathomable. And 
it feels almost unrepeatable. 

And yet, at least the Blackhawks have that chance. The possibility exists. 
For Nashville? It really doesn’t. The Predators are not one player away 
from greatness. Free agency won’t get them there, and they won’t have 
the draft capital to expedite the process much, either. 

Yes, Nashville is far better than Chicago is right now. It’s not even close. 
So it’s understandable as a player why Kane would love to see the 
franchises trade places. But when he’s up in that GM’s box some day in 
the distant future (and here’s betting he will be), he’ll see the whole 
picture. And the fact is, as awful as things are in Chicago right now, the 
Blackhawks are in the more enviable position. In this case, the unknown 
is more appealing than the known. 

Quick thoughts 

• Kane might not love the Blackhawks’ situation, but the team’s prospects 
see the rebuild as a huge opportunity. If this were a Stanley Cup 
contender, Isaak Phillips probably isn’t making his season debut 
Wednesday night. 

“If they’re a first-place team, no matter how good you’re playing in the 
minors, sometimes there’s just no spot,” he said. “They announced 
they’re in a rebuild, and they’re projecting like three, four, five years. For 
a defenseman like me, I’m happy with that. I think they’re going to give 
young guys shots, and I have one right now. Hopefully I can make the 
best of it,” 

• Phillips has been focusing on the IceHogs’ successful season so far, 
but he’s always kept an eye on what the Blackhawks are doing. Nearly all 
the IceHogs do. 

“We’re watching the games, for sure,” he said. “We’re obviously keeping 
a close eye. Seeing their tendencies and stuff like that. If we’re hanging 
out and getting dinner, or making dinner, we’ll go over to someone’s 
house and watch the game and talk about it. It’s not always on your 
mind, but it’s in the back of your mind.” 

Watching the Blackhawks has allowed Phillips to keep tabs on the team’s 
defensemen. So he was ready to step in as Murphy’s partner 
Wednesday night with Jarred Tinordi out with a facial fracture. And when 
Jake McCabe took a high stick in the first period and left the game, 
Phillips was able to adapt as the rotation changed. 

• Only seven goalies in the league have a higher save percentage than 
Predators backup Kevin Lankinen’s .925. The former Blackhawks 
netminder is stuck behind one of the league’s best in Saros, but he’s 
making the most of his opportunities. 

“He gets along really well with (Saros),” Predators coach John Hynes 
said. “What I’ve been most impressed with him is his attitude, and the 
way that he works in between games (when) he doesn’t get his starts. He 
prepares himself so when he gets in, he’s ready to play well.” 

•  Tinordi is out indefinitely after taking a slap shot to the face, shortly 
after needing some 75 stitches after taking a skate to the face. Given the 
speed of the game and the ease with which players elevate the puck with 
composite sticks, full-face shields might seem like the way to go. Luke 
Richardson said it’s a “personal choice,” at least for now. 

Richardson once broke his jaw and had it wired shut a few days before 
Christmas on a similar shot to the one Tinordi took. Later in the year, 
while defending, the puck ran up his stick and caught him in the face 
again. 

“I wasn’t totally recovered, nerve-wise,” he said. “I was still numb, so it 
didn’t hurt as bad as the first time.” 

Hockey, man. 
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Anton Lundell’s return a needed first step as Panthers try to get healthy, 
competitive 

 

BY JORDAN MCPHERSON 

 

It did not take long for Anton Lundell to get into the middle of the action 
Wednesday in his first game back on the ice in nearly three weeks. 

But not in the way he is usually seen. 

Just shy of seven minutes in to the first period of the Florida Panthers’ 4-
2 loss to the New Jersey Devils, Lundell checked forward Erik Haula in 
Florida’s defensive zone. Haula took exception to it. The two dropped 
gloves and were sent off the ice for fighting — Lundell’s first in the NHL. 

“I was not expecting that,” Lundell said afterward, “but what can you do? 
It just happened. I guess I gave a reason. He didn’t like me pushing him. 
and that’s just something where you have to stand up. I don’t know if that 
counts as a fight or a wrestling match or whatever.” 

For official tracking purposes, it did count as a fight and a five-minute 
major penalty. Lundell also received a two-minute minor penalty for high-
sticking. 

Fight, wrestling match or whatever aside, Lundell’s return to the lineup 
after a nine-day absence due to a combination of an illness and an 
upper-body injury is a critical addition to the Panthers’ roster. Florida has 
dealt with a slew of injuries among its forwards over the past month and 
enters Friday’s game against the New York Islanders with a 15-15-4 
record — the first time since the 2018-19 season the Panthers have a 
points percentage of .500 or worse this late into the season. 

“It’s been a long time and a tough time to be out,” Lundell said. “A lot of 
rehab and just trying to get myself back to games as soon as possible. 
I’m finally happy that I’m able to rejoin the team, bring positive energy 
and help the team to create chances.” 

Lundell did that on Wednesday. The 21-year-old center was on the ice 
for 14:10, recorded a secondary assist on Eetu Luostarinen’s power-play 
goal in the second period, logged two shots on goal and won 57 percent 
of his faceoffs. When Lundell’s line with wingers Luostarinen and Sam 
Reinhart was on the ice at full strength, the Panthers led the Devils 18-5 
in shot attempts, 5-3 in shots on goal and 8-2 in scoring chances. 

On the season, Lundell has 14 points (four goals, 10 assists) in 25 
games played. 

“With the injury that he had, he couldn’t do a lot of work while he was 
healing,” Panthers head coach Paul Maurice said. “I thought he was real 
good. ... That line was good.” 

While Lundell returned, the Panthers are still without key players. 

Star center and team captain Aleksander Barkov will miss his third 
consecutive game Friday after sustaining a knee injury in the first period 
against the Devils on Saturday. This comes after he also missed seven 
games in an eight-game span before that with an illness. Barkov has 
been skating and, along with defenseman Radko Gudas, could 
potentially return as early as Dec. 29 against the Montreal Canadiens. 

Veteran winger Patric Hornqvist remains on long-term injured reserve 
due to a concussion. Chris Tierney (concussion) will miss a fifth 
consecutive. And that’s not even including winger Anthony Duclair, who 
hasn’t played yet this season while recovering from offseason Achilles 
surgery. 

The Panthers, though, know they have to focus on the present and who 
they have available as they prepare to face the Islanders on Friday and 
attempt to head into the five-day Christmas break on a positive note. 

“We need one,” Maurice said after a brief practice Thursday. “They’ll be 
good and you know that by the practice you have before [the game]. ... 
They’re still year. They haven’t gone home for Christmas yet.” 

BOBROVSKY’S STRONG DECEMBER 

Sergei Bobrovsky will start for the eighth time in nine games on Friday 
against the Islanders. 

Bobrovsky stopped 29 of 32 shots he faced on Wednesday and has a 
.921 save percentage overall this month since entering in the second 
period against the Winnipeg Jets on Dec. 6 after having just an .878 save 
percentage in his first 12 games of the season before the calendar 
flipped to December. 
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Matthew Tkachuk Fights Nico Hischier in Payback for Barkov Hit 

 

By George Richards  

 

SUNRISE — A scrum broke out along the backboards in the final 
seconds of Wednesday night’s 4-2 loss to the New Jersey Devils and 
that is when Matthew Tkachuk spotted Nic Hirshier. 

In case anyone thought the Panthers forgot the New Jersey captain’s hit 
to the knee of Sasha Barkov a few days prior, well, Tkachuk made it 
clear they had not. 

With Sam Bennett wrapped up with Damon Severson following Tomas 
Tatar’s empty-net goal, a few more players jumped into the mix. 

Then Tkachuk found Hirshier and started throwing. 

The two went at it for a bit until the officials broke it up, Tkachuk saying 
on Thursday afternoon that he was simply “sticking up for our best player 
and captain.’’ 

Hischier, one may recall, was in the faceoff circle against Barkov with 2.2 
seconds left in the first period on Saturday night in Newark. 

When the puck was dropped, both players went down to play it but 
Hischier dropped low and cross-checked Barkov in the knee. 

Barkov was slow to the room and has not played since. 

“That was a huge draw. I take pride in my draws and obviously I didn’t do 
it on purpose,’’ Hischier said afterward. “I didn’t even see it until the 
second period. I definitely hit his knee but it was not something I wanted 
to do or a dirty play.” 

Another look at the draw where Hischier goes right at Barkov's knee. 

Barkov was able to leave the ice on his own but did so 
gingerly#TimeToHunt pic.twitter.com/aDE5CPnphC 

— Alex Slemp (@AlexSlemp) December 18, 2022 

The Panthers are hopeful Barkov will be back next week following the 
Christmas break but he will not play Friday on Long Island. 

“We obviously were not happy with that play and we still don’t have 
Barkov back,” Tkachuk said. “It is frustrating for us. We know (Hischier) 
isn’t a dirty player but we did not like that play at all. You really can’t do 
anything crazy anymore but I thought our team did a good enough job 
making it clear we were not happy with that.” 

In total, four players were kicked out of the game including Tkachuk, 
Severson, Aaron Ekblad and Sam Reinhart. 
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The Panthers miss their captain and Tkachuk wanted it to be made clear 
there would be a price to pay for messing with him. 

Hischier was banged around a little bit during Saturday’s game including 
early in the second and throughout the third when the Panthers built a 
lead — but it was not until Wednesday night’s contest had been decided 
when Tkachuk got his. 

”We really did not like what he did,” Tkachuk said. 

When asked about the scrum, Florida coach Paul Maurice smiled. 

”I think the game has changed,” Maurice said. “Because everyone still 
had their gloves on and still had their teeth at the end. It was a mild get-
together.” 

PANTHERS ON DECK 

FLORIDA PANTHERS AT NEW YORK ISLANDERS 

When: Friday, 7:30 p.m. 

Where: UBS Arena; Elmont, N.Y. 

TV/Streaming: Bally Sports Florida, ESPN+ 

Radio: WPOW 96.5-FM2; WBZT 1230-AM (Palm Beach); WCTH 100.3-
FM (Florida Keys); SiriusXM 

Panthers Radio Streaming: SiriusXM 932 

Last season: Florida won 3-0 

This season (Florida 1-0): Florida 3, Islanders 1 (Oct. 13); Florida 3, 
Islanders 2 (Oct. 23) 

All-time regular season series: Panthers lead 56-32-11, 8 ties 

Next Up for the Panthers: Dec. 29 vs. Montreal Canadiens, 7 p.m. 
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FHN Today: Another Unhappy Ending for the Florida Panthers 

 

By George Richards  

 

SUNRISE — The New Jersey Devils know a thing or two about streaks 
as do the Florida Panthers. 

At least the Devils have a 13-game heater on their 2022-23 resume. 

The Panthers have only won two straight four times this season — and 
have no ‘official’ winning streak (three games minimum) to speak about. 

Wednesday night, the Devils snapped their six-game slide and kept the 
Panthers on their treadmill of mediocrity. 

The Panthers have now lost two straight and five of seven heading to 
Long Island for a game Friday night. 

Then it is the holiday break. This team could probably use one. 

All of us probably can. 

Florida was looking in good shape to get a home win and extend the 
Devils’ losing streak to seven when Ryan Lomberg was stopped by 
MacKenzie Blackwood early in the third. 

New Jersey ended up scoring three goals in the the period and beat the 
Panthers 4-2 on Andrew Brunette Night in Sunrise. 

At least Matthew Tkachuk got his licks in. 

— Patric Hornqvist could come back to the Panthers next week against 
the Canadiens but coach Paul Maurice said he is going to be out for a 
while after sustaining his second concussion in a month. 

What this means for the Panthers — and their salary cap situation 
moving forward. 

— Anton Lundell returned for the Panthers on Wednesday night and 
played a nice game after missing the past nine. 

— Wednesday night postgame reactions from Maurice, Lundell and Josh 
Mahura is up on the FHN YouTube Channel. 

We also have the Panthers’ video tribute to Brunette up there. 

Check out all of our FHN videos RIGHT HERE or just click on the videos 
below and enjoy them whenever you want. 

NATIONAL HOCKEY NOW 

Hey, here is a idea: Give John Tortorella credit for developing some of 
the Philadelphia Flyers’ top young players. 

— Washington Capitals goalie Darcy Kuemper opens up about his injury. 

— The Calgary Flames want you to know something: Dillon Dube is 
pretty, pretty good. 

— We have some pretty good entertainment options for the Boston 
Bruins at Fenway. 

— The Vegas Golden Knight break through and get themselves a nice 
win against Arizona. 
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Devils End Losing Streak, Drop Florida Panthers in Third 

 

By Colby Guy  

 

SUNRISE — The Florida Panthers thought they had the New Jersey 
Devils right where they wanted them. 

Ryan Lomberg cut into a wide open crease 2:06 into the third period with 
a chance to put his team up two when he let go of a backhand shot. 

He thought he caught Mackenzie Blackwood out of position. The Devils 
netminder had other plans. 

Blackwood sprawled across the crease to make a glove save that would 
keep his team in the game and to swing the momentum of what was his 
first start since Nov. 3. 

Thirty-six seconds later, the Devils tied the score at 2. 

That moment proved to be a momentum killer for a Panthers team that 
could not solve Blackwood in the final period and watched the Devils 
snap a six-game losing streak with a 4-2 win at FLA Live Arena. 

Give the Gift of Daily Coverage of the Florida Panthers: 

Get a Subscription to Florida Hockey Now! 

”It’s a tough one for us to eat,’’ Josh Mahura said, “so we will have to 
correct it before the break here.” 

Florida fell to 15-15-4 with their fifth loss in the last seven games and 
their second-straight loss since losing captain Sasha Barkov to a lower-
body injury against the Devils on Saturday. 
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Albeit with a heavily-injured lineup, the Panthers are in danger of entering 
the holiday break with a points percentage under .500 just six months 
after winning the Presidents’ Trophy. 

“I think we have said before it’s always next-man up regardless of who is 
in the lineup,” Mahura said. 

“We expect to play our best and whoever is in is expected to pick up 
goals so it’s tough but we have one more game before we head home for 
the break” 

The Panthers’ third line set the tone early on with a hard forecheck that 
resulted in an Eric Staal goal to open the scoring 4:45 into the contest. 

After going without a goal in his first 21 games this season, Staal now 
has three in his last six games — including two in as many games. 

Jesper Bratt tied the game up with a quick goal five seconds into a Devils 
power play — seconds after current New Jersey power play coach and 
ex-Panthers interim coach Andrew Brunette was honored with a video 
tribute. 

Brunette was busy shouting direction to his power play units as the video 
played on before waving to the crowd when it ended. 

Following the game, he met with Barkov for a long time near the visiting 
room. 

It turned out to be a good night for the Devils — and for Brunette. 

The Devils appeared to take the lead with 8:42 to go in the opening 
frame off of a Miles Wood deflection but video review proved that he did 
so with a high stick and it was quickly waved off. 

Late in a slow second period, the Panthers broke the deadlock in style. 

Florida found themselves pinned in their defensive zone with a power 
play opportunity quickly going to waste when Bennett took matters into 
his own hands. 

He sped past a defender and juked around another and found a wide-
open Eetu Luostarinen for what was the game-winning goal. 

All Luostarinen had to do was cork up a wrist shot from the top of the 
circle and Florida suddenly found themselves in the lead with 3:48 to go 
in the second period. 

Anton Lundell picked up an assist on the goal  in his return from what 
was a nine-game absence from an upper-body injury. 

”From the amount of time off he had, he couldn’t do a whole lot of work 
while he was healing so I thought he was really good,” Panthers coach 
Paul Maurice said. 

After what looked to be a surefire 3-1 lead swung to a 2-2 tie in a matter 
of seconds, the Devils kept their foot on the gas. 

Yegor Sharngovich tipped a Jonas Siegenthaler shot that bounced past 
Sergei Bobrovsky to give New Jersey the lead. 

Bobrovsky finished the game with 29 saves on 32 shots. 

”He has been unbelievable and everyone has been echoing that he gives 
us a chance to win every night,” Mahura said. 

”All you can expect from your goalie is to give yourself a chance and he 
is doing that every night for us, so it’s a tough one to let that slip for him.” 

The Panthers generated a few scoring chances with the net empty but 
Tomas Tatar ended their hopes with an empty netter with 39.1 seconds 
to go. 

After the empty net goal, a brawl broke out with Matthew Tkachuk going 
after Nico Hischier likely in retaliation for his hit on Barkov’s knee in 
Newark last Saturday night. 

Three Florida players — Aaron Ekblad, Sam Reinhart and Brandon 
Montour — were tossed out. 

Florida will head to Long Island to take on the New York Islanders on 
Dec. 23 before they take a five-day break for the holidays. 

COLBY’S THREE STARS OF THE GAME 

1. Jesper Bratt, New Jersey (two goals) 

2. Yegor Sharangovich, New Jersey (game-winning goal) 

3. Mackenzie Blackwood, New Jersey (34 saves, win) 
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NHL99: The evolution of Al MacInnis, from a big shot to the Norris 
Trophy 

 

Jeremy Rutherford 

15-20 minutes 23/12/2022 

 

Welcome to NHL99, The Athletic’s countdown of the best 100 players in 
modern NHL history. We’re ranking 100 players but calling it 99 because 
we all know who’s No. 1 — it’s the 99 spots behind No. 99 we have to 
figure out. Every Monday through Saturday until February we’ll unveil 
new members of the list. 

Al MacInnis’ father, Alex, was a coal miner. He would be so blanketed in 
coal dust when he came home from a day’s work that you could only see 
the whites of his eyes. He later worked at an oil refinery, but there was a 
bad accident in which he was hit by a steel beam, and it limited him 
physically. 

So he took a job managing a small ice rink in the family’s hometown of 
Port Hood, Nova Scotia. His wife, Annie Mae, didn’t like the idea of him 
cleaning up and locking up alone, so she would send Al, the second-
youngest of the six MacInnis boys, to work with him. 

It was an opportunity for young MacInnis to make some extra money, 
too. He’d get offers to be a linesman, a referee or even to run the clock 
for $5. On the days he had clock duty, there were added perks. 

“I would walk around and gather all the pucks that went over the 
screens,” MacInnis says. “So at the end of the hockey season, I might’ve 
had over 100 pucks.” 

He also collected a few sticks. Sure, some of the old wooden models 
were broken when he took them home, but he’d wrap them thick in tape 
and squeeze a few more shots out of them. 

The family grew up on a beach, but MacInnis wasn’t much for the sand. 
So in the summer, he’d grab a sheet of plywood and place it about 100 
feet away from the barn, and using those taped-up sticks, he’d take aim 
for two or three hours at a time. When he ran out of pucks, he’d walk his 
empty bucket to the barn, fill it up, carry it back to the plywood and start 
over again. 

“That’s how the shot started,” MacInnis says. “You didn’t have phones. 
You didn’t have the internet. You were outside, and I was just shooting 
pucks to pass the time in the summer. 

“It had nothing to do with thinking that would be my ticket to play in the 
National Hockey League. It ended up being my calling card, but back 
when I was a young boy, never did I think it was going to happen.” 

A shot that was clocked over 100 mph, won the NHL’s hardest-shot 
contest seven times, once knocked the mask off Hartford goalie Mike Liut 
and broke the finger of Chicago goalie Jocelyn Thibault, however, isn’t 
the only reason MacInnis had a 23-year career that was worthy of 
Hockey Hall of Fame induction in 2007. 
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His mind for the game, his development into one of its best all-around 
defensemen and his dedication to conditioning were all factors, and the 
combination of those qualities is what makes MacInnis No. 37 on our list 
of the top 100 post-1967 expansion NHL players. 

MacInnis’ rise to become the third-most-prolific defenseman in NHL 
history in both goals (340) and points (1,274) wouldn’t have happened if 
not for a coach’s keen eye early in his career — and a break, being in the 
right place and the right time. 

MacInnis was 15 years old and in his first season with Don MacIsaac’s 
Nova Midgets. He was playing right wing and, he felt, doing well. But 
about halfway through the season, MacIssac approached him. 

“He said, ‘I like a lot of things about your game. You can shoot a puck, 
you can pass, but your skating is fricking horrendous and you can’t keep 
pace,” MacInnis remembers. “So he said, ‘I’m going to try you back on 
defense.’ What was I going to say? ‘No’? So I go, ‘Sure, put me back on 
defense.’ That’s when I started playing defense.” 

That season, the Nova Midgets played in the provincial playoffs. With two 
minutes left in a game, the team was awarded a penalty shot. Looking for 
someone to take it, MacIssac pointed to, not one, not two, but three of his 
forwards and each declined. 

So he asked MacInnis. 

Fake shot, backhand, forehand, upstairs and goal. 

The victory meant the team would represent Nova Scotia at the Air 
Canada Cup in Winnipeg, where MacInnis would begin to catch the 
attention of scouts. He was eventually drafted by the OHL’s Kitchener 
Rangers and eventually the Calgary Flames (at No. 15 in 1981). 

“I tell people all the time, if I don’t score on that penalty shot and we don’t 
go to Winnipeg and represent the province, where do I end up?” 
MacInnis says. “Do I end up in the paper mill with my brothers? It just 
blows my mind to think what that one penalty shot did.” 

After winning a Memorial Cup with Kitchener in 1982, MacInnis turned 
pro and played 14 games with Calgary in 1983. 

The following summer, Flames coach Al MacNeil made MacInnis move 
to Halifax and work with a boxing trainer named Tom McCluskey. 
McCluskey had worked with big names such as former Canadian 
heavyweight champion Trevor Berbick. 

“He had me running at the track, sparring, skipping, you name it,” 
MacInnis says. “He had to get me in better shape before he put me in the 
ring. Then once I got in the ring, I was getting s— kicked, so I figured I 
better become a better hockey player because I’m not a very good 
fighter. I understood what work was after that summer.” 

MacInnis began the 1983-84 season with Calgary’s minor-league 
affiliate, but the Flames needed a power-play guy when they lost 
defenseman Paul Reinhart to an injury. They summoned MacInnis and 
his hard shot to the NHL. 

For a while, the only time the 20-year-old prospect was getting on the ice 
was for power plays. He was enjoying playing defense, but because he’d 
been on so many good junior hockey teams and hadn’t been forced to 
play a lot in his own zone, his development was behind. 

Former Calgary forward Lanny McDonald, who was 30 years old and an 
11-year NHL veteran in MacInnis’ first full season, laughs at the memory 
of that. “Al knew nothing about defense,” he says. “He had this cannon of 
a shot, but he might not have been the most accurate shooter when he 
first got there. You weren’t sure if he was going to hit you, hit the net or 
hit the end of the rink. 

“But more importantly, through that transition, he was trying to find a way 
to be able to play against the other team’s top forwards. And to his credit, 
he went from a very shaky defenseman to a standout.” 

It would be a crash course on defense for MacInnis. In “Battle of Alberta” 
games against the Oilers alone, he’d face future Hall of Famers Wayne 

Gretzky (205 points that season), Mark Messier (101), Jari Kurri (113), 
Glenn Anderson (99) and Paul Coffey (126). 

“When you’re playing against the five and six best players in the game, it 
was a hard task,” MacInnis says. “My first couple of years, they’d get up 
about 5- or 6-0 about 10 minutes into the game and then they’d spend 
the next 45 minutes kicking the snot out of you. They had quite a 
dynasty, and more times than not, we ended up on the wrong end. But 
they made us a better team.” 

The Flames lost in the playoffs to the Oilers in 1984 and the Jets in 1985 
before breaking through in 1986 with a series win over the Oilers en 
route to being runners-up to the Canadiens for the Stanley Cup. A year 
later, they would bring in a player who jelled with MacInnis and soon had 
them back in the Final. 

Joe Niewendyk won the Calder Trophy as the NHL’s rookie of the year in 
1987-88, with 51 goals, including 31 on the power play, 17 of which were 
assisted by MacInnis. 

“His reputation was the big shot from the point, and boy did I ever reap 
the benefits of that,” Nieuwendyk says. “He was able to have that big 
wind-up, where it was almost like a parting of the Red Sea, because guys 
didn’t want to get in the way of that. He could score from back there, but 
really he was looking for me in the front of the net.” 

In his first six seasons in the NHL, MacInnis had 260 assists and 158 of 
them were on the man advantage. 

“He became one of the best passers in the league, especially on the 
power play,” McDonald says. “Al could put it on your stick all the time. He 
was unbelievable.” 

In 1989, Calgary won its first Stanley Cup and MacInnis won the Conn 
Smythe Trophy as playoff MVP. In 22 playoff games, he had seven goals 
and 31 points, making him the first defenseman to lead the league in 
postseason scoring. He was just the fourth defenseman to win the Conn 
Smythe and the first since Larry Robinson in 1978. 

“He really carried the load and took his game to another level that playoff 
run,” Nieuwendyk says. “I remember some of the goals that he scored — 
just big-moment goals. His reputation was very real in that playoff run, 
and it was difficult for those goalies when he had open looks. 

“But there was so much more to his game. He would probably say 
skating was not his best asset, but he understood how to play the 
position. There wasn’t any situation he couldn’t be out there in. There 
were so many elements of his game that were good, but they got 
overlooked by the fact that he had a great shot.” 

In one  

Published piece after the Cup, Calgary general manager Cliff Fletcher 
was asked about MacInnis turning into a good all-around defenseman. 

“Cliff’s answer was, ‘He’s been doing it for a number of years and you 
guys just don’t notice,’” MacInnis remembers. “When you hear that, you 
feel good about what you’re doing.” 

It was billed as “Fourth of July fireworks” in St. Louis, when the Blues 
acquired MacInnis from the Flames on July 4, 1994. 

Calgary had offered a five-year contract extension, but the proposed 
salary wasn’t what he’d been hoping for. The club had traded Doug 
Gilmour to Toronto and Mike Vernon to Detroit, so it seemed like a 
rebuild might be coming. 

MacInnis became a restricted free agent and signed with St. Louis, but 
with the way the rules worked back then, the Flames had the right to 
match. They might have matched, but his deal with the Blues included a 
hefty signing bonus. With a lockout looming and limited revenue 
expected, they decided to work out a deal. 

The Blues received MacInnis and a fourth-round pick, while the Flames 
got Phil Housley and two second-round picks. 
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MacInnis was re-energized and was looking forward to his new home. 
The Blues and Flames had made several trades over the years and 
many of the players coming from St. Louis had spoken highly of the city. 
And the Blues had a lot of good players, including Brett Hull, Curtis 
Joseph and Brendan Shanahan. 

“I thought I could go in there and be a piece of the puzzle and try to get to 
the next level,” MacInnis says. 

The Blues were coming off a fourth-place finish in the Central Division 
and a first-round playoff exit after being swept by Dallas. But now they 
were adding a defenseman who finished third in the Norris Trophy voting 
in his final season with the Flames. 

“He was a tremendous all-around player,” Hull says. “Everyone talks 
about his shot, which he’s the greatest shooting defenseman who has 
ever played the game as far as I’m concerned, but he was very smart as 
well. He always moved the puck to the right spot.” 

It was the result of MacInnis’ preparation even before the puck dropped 
for a faceoff. 

“The way he communicated on the ice was incredible,” said former Blues 
center Pierre Turgeon, who became teammates with MacInnis in the mid-
1990s. “He was on it all the time: ‘Go in that corner. Come back. Stay 
here. I’ll get this guy.’ His vision was incredible and he knew what he was 
doing with that puck. You really wanted to give it to him a lot because you 
knew he was going to do something good with it.” 

Coffey and Boston’s Ray Bourque were the NHL’s preeminent offensive 
defensemen at the time, but from 1983-94, no blueliner had more power-
play goals (104) or points (493) than MacInnis. 

It was just muscle memory from all those afternoons firing away at the 
barn in Nova Scotia. 

“I remember back then, you’d shoot puck after puck and puck, and all of 
a sudden there’d be like one out of 25 that would come off the stick and 
you’d go, ‘Holy s—!'” he says. “Then you’d do it again and there might be 
another one that comes off. Then you’d repeat that and it just came 
natural.” 

In St. Louis, MacInnis’ defensive game became more natural, too, but it 
took a lot of work. He credits former Blues coach Joel Quenneville for 
teaching him the importance of body position and having sticks in lanes. 

Of course, it also helped playing on a team with ex-Blues defenseman 
Chris Pronger, who was traded to St. Louis from Hartford a year after 
MacInnis arrived. 

“Al was a student of the game and somebody who worked extremely 
hard,” Pronger says. “By the time I got here, you see the competitive 
nature, and you see how hard he defended. He wasn’t an overly physical 
player, but he played hard. 

“He was very efficient in how he managed the puck, how he warded off 
defenders, how he moved the puck in a simple manner. He didn’t try to 
get too cute, didn’t try to do things out of his skill set.” 

Pronger and MacInnis will be forever linked for their time together with 
the Blues, but it should be remembered that they weren’t actually paired 
together much at five-on-five. They divvied up the 60 minutes each night, 
with one on the ice nearly at all times. 

“As some of the guys would joke, it’s easy,” Pronger says, laughing. “You 
just say, ‘Al, you’re up. Prongs, you’re up. Al, you’re up.’” 

MacInnis was 32 years old at the time, and managing the minutes meant 
continued focus on his fitness. Later in his career, he was introduced to 
renowned Canadian strength coach Charles Poliquin, who took his 
training to another level. 

“My goal was to come into training camp and be one of the top three 
conditioned athletes,” MacInnis says. “No. 1, to become a better player, 
and No. 2, I was scared to death to lose my job. I didn’t have Plan B.” 

That had a dramatic effect on teammates, too. 

“Imagine Al MacInnis comes to training camp ready. You’d better be 
ready!” Turgeon says. “He was a great example for younger guys, for 
sure, and for all of us. He cared about it, and he made you accountable.” 

If MacInnis hadn’t stayed in great shape, he never would have won the 
top honor for his position. 

The Norris Trophy, which has been handed out to the NHL’s best 
defenseman since 1953-54, was passed around between Coffey, 
Bourque and Chris Chelios throughout MacInnis’ career. But in 1999, at 
age 35, he became the second-oldest player behind Doug Harvey (42) to 
take home the honor. 

“Al deserved the Norris, and I’m really glad he got it in St. Louis,” 
Nieuwendyk says. “He probably could’ve won in those Calgary years. He 
was always right there in the conversation with all those great 
defensemen. But in St. Louis, watching from afar, he really took his game 
to a more mature level and put it together in that Norris Trophy season.” 

In 2005, MacInnis was forced to retire because of a serious eye injury. 

Four years earlier, he was hit in the left eye by the stick of San Jose’s 
Scott Hannan. There was a lot of damage, including to his retina, which 
doctors said would eventually detach. Two years later, after the Blues’ 
third game of the 2003-04 season in Nashville, it did. 

“I’ll never forget, I was coming home on the plane and it was like a black 
curtain coming down on my eye,” MacInnis says. “I’m like, ‘I’m going 
blind!’” 

He had surgery and began wearing strong contacts, but only about 40 
percent of the vision returned, and a lot of his peripheral vision was lost 
for good. 

There was a lockout in the NHL in 2004-05, but it wasn’t the challenges 
of missing a full season at age 40 that ended his career. It was the eye 
issue that was too much to overcome. 

“You look at the length of his career and what he was able to accomplish, 
he obviously had nothing to prove,” Pronger says. “You go through 
something like that, and you’re like, ‘I need to be extremely cautious.’ Not 
just being able to see as the league gets faster and faster, but that 
makes you susceptible to injury in ways other than that.” 

“There’s no way I could’ve risked playing again,” MacInnis says. “Yeah, it 
was a disappointment. Everybody wants to go out on their own terms, but 
at the end of the day, hey, I played 23 years, and that’s life, so I can’t 
complain.” 

Likewise, MacInnis can’t complain that his career will always be 
remembered by his shot. 

“Oh yeah, listen, it’ll be tied to me regardless when my name comes up. 
It’s tied to the shot,” he says. “But when I do reflect on it, there’s no 
question I put the work and the time in to become a better player. 

“I was very fortunate to play with the great people, great coaches and 
managers that always wanted to win. To play with two organizations my 
entire career, that did everything to win a Cup, it makes a huge 
difference.” 
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If at first one doesn’t succeed at taking the top spot in our NHL style 
power rankings, try, try again. Or, just go super hard with your holiday 
apparel, and that also will do the trick for me. 

There is no time of the year I enjoy more than this stretch when 
Hanukkah, Christmas, Kwanzaa and the new year all collide with one 
another. I dive deep into all things related to holiday cheer — the movies, 
the ideals of the season and places that exude those sentiments. I love 
holiday restaurants. I love the food. I love the ugly sweaters. You name it, 
and I promise you, I soak it up. 

If a player or team shows the same level of vested interest in the holidays 
as I do, I’m a sucker for it. And speaking of the holidays, there is one 
team that made an unparalleled push to be crowned top of the NHL style 
power rankings this week. I applaud the team for going back to the 
drawing board and coming up with an approach to earning the top spot 
that I couldn’t overlook. 

Beyond that, I believe I’ve discovered the best-dressed friend tandem in 
the NHL, and I’ve now seen someone normally viewed as more of a 
Grinch on the ice showing he can be holly and jolly, too. 

10. Michael Bunting 

I absolutely love the consistency and effort the Toronto Maple Leafs 
winger not only puts into picking socks for the occasion but also to show 
them off. Nice to see you again, Rudolph. At this point, I wonder whether 
the team photographer simply knows to give him an opportunity to reveal 
what socks he has or whether it’s a conversation. I think I’d enjoy being a 
fly on the wall either way. 

9. Charlie Lindgren 

Anything that makes looking fashionable easy, I’m all in. Case in point, 
this lovely coat sported by the Washington Capitals goaltender. It’s 
simple but classy. It pairs well with the baby-blue shirt he has tucked 
away and the navy blue trousers. I’m a big fan of the collar, because it is 
a little different from your standard coat, and it captured my attention 
looking through the post. Also, do I spy with my little eye some cowboy 
boots with this fit? Bold choice, but with the handlebar mustache, he 
pretty much lands this one. 

8. Troy Stecher 

James Bond would never let his hair get as long as the Arizona Coyotes 
defenseman, but I do believe he’d appreciate — and like — this three-
piece suit. Some people find all-black too boring or simple, and I disagree 
if there’s a way you can add flair to it. In this situation, Stecher brings in a 
velvet suit jacket and a patterned black tie to make this game day 
ensemble really pop. The shades and the way the photographer caught 
him walking in give him this air of suave sophistication. I think 007 would 
want to add it to his wardrobe. 

7. Nick Suzuki and Cole Caufield 

Teammates who commit to coming in together obviously get their fits off 
together, too. The fact the NHL could make an entire slideshow 
dedicated to the friendship of the Montreal Canadiens center and winger 
is tremendous. If you go through the slideshow, take a look at the second 
picture. These two look like they have a great time together and make a 
point to show up at the same time. This time, they coordinated so they’re 
both wearing the main colors for Christmas, with Suzuki in the forest 
green suit and Caufield in the burgundy one. 

6. Kasperi Kapanen 

For a second, the Pittsburgh Penguins winger had me stumped. Now, 
I’ve said I like hats with suits, even really nice ones, but only if they 
match the aesthetic of the overall outfit. So at first glance, the hat didn’t 
seem to fit the double-breasted suit. I moved past the copper color 
throughout the suit to the secondary color — a shadow gray. Upon 

further review, I realized the hat actually does match well. A tie or pocket 
square in line with that color would’ve made this easier to see, if they 
were all put together, but where’s the fun in easily seeing what someone 
is doing? 

5. Nate Schmidt 

The design and texture on the shirt of the Winnipeg Jets defenseman 
made his inclusion a no-brainer. I saw the light purple shirt married with 
the paisley tie, and I knew he was going to be one of my top 10 for the 
last two weeks. It’s difficult to tier a trio of different colors to make it look 
seamless, but that’s exactly what Schmidt did here. The primary color is 
blue, the tie combines a lighter blue and purple, and the shirt is light 
purple. I can’t call it gradient exactly, but that’s the effect you get working 
from blue to a lighter blue/purple to a lighter purple. It all melds into a 
tasteful outfit. 

4. Nikita Zadorov 

This is possibly one of the more subtle cases of matching a tie to a suit 
jacket that I’ve seen while doing style rankings. Initially, I thought the tie 
was black, and that would’ve worked fine with this traditional royal blue 
suit jacket. The secondary color appears to be black, but look closer, and 
you’ll find it’s actually an even darker shade of blue. That brings me back 
to the tie — which isn’t black, actually. It’s a similarly dark shade of blue 
to work with the background color of the suit. Well done by the Calgary 
Flames defenseman. 

3. Kirill Kaprizov and Ryan Reaves 

As I said in my last edition, I’ve always thought of Reaves as an enforcer. 
Well, it’s not just my thought, it’s his reputation over the years as 
somebody who has laid some huge hits on his opponents. I did not have 
the Minnesota Wild winger as the bringer of holiday cheer or purveyor of 
gifts, but ahead of the holiday season, he dressed up as old St. Nick. And 
who better to be his helpful aide in the North Pole than his teammate who 
plays on the left wing. 

2. Nick Foligno 

This, my friends, is art. Not adding a tie absolutely was the correct 
decision here, unless it matched the festiveness of the rest of the outfit. 
I’m glad we have nothing obscuring our view of this masterpiece sported 
by the Boston Bruins winger. I would have no shortage of questions if I 
saw someone wearing an outfit like this. In fact, seeing this would put me 
in the best of moods. I love Christmas that much, and I appreciate other 
people who indulge in the holiday cheer as much as I do. 

1. Hampus Lindholm and Jake DeBrusk 

Lindholm and DeBrusk were a part of an entire team effort to show off 
the excitement for the most wonderful time of the year. I list the 
defenseman and winger as the ones receiving the accolade because 
they’re the first in the slideshow, but in reality, this is a win for the Bruins 
overall. The top team in hockey dug deep in their closets, and there was 
no denying the Bruins deserved the top spot this week. The creativity 
behind each player’s suit was a breath of fresh air. The commitment by 
Boston to have each of its players get into the holiday spirit, in whatever 
way they celebrate, made my day as I scrolled through each picture in 
the slideshow. I want to know who designed these remarkable suits and 
who coordinated this effort. 
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The excitement of the NHL season is starting to build for some fan 
bases. 

As we get closer to the halfway point, it’s becoming clearer which teams 
could be real Stanley Cup contenders. If you’re a fan of the Bruins, 
Hurricanes or Devils, there’s reason to believe. And plenty of others are 
right there behind them, looking like playoff teams or like they’ll at least 
be in the mix. 

And then there are the fan bases whose hopes for 2022-23 are nearly 
decimated already. Thirty-plus games in, it’s also become pretty apparent 
which teams have little to no shot at the playoffs. 

The silver lining for those fans is the 2023 draft. The expected top pick, 
Connor Bedard, is projected to be a generational talent. And even if your 
loser team isn’t fortunate enough to land the No. 1 pick, there are a 
handful of other players who are projected to be future stars, as well. 
Adam Fantilli, Matvei Michkov and Leo Carlsson are all thought to be 
good enough that they could be No. 1 picks in other years. 

The NHL’s lottery system gives the worst team the best odds of receiving 
the No. 1 pick, but it doesn’t guarantee that selection. The lottery did 
present the No. 1 pick to the worst team in the past two lotteries, but it 
did not in 2020. Finishing last does guarantee a top-three pick, and in the 
next draft, that’s huge. 

With the league’s holiday break starting Saturday, this feels like the ideal 
time to take a closer look at the teams that have a realistic shot at 
increasing their odds for Bedard and company. Right now, it appears to 
be a six-team race, between the Blackhawks, Ducks, Blue Jackets, 
Sharks, Coyotes and Flyers. 

Can those teams pull off a tank? Do they want to? How will the trade 
deadline play into who goes in which direction? Who needs Bedard the 
most? 

We’ve gathered staff writers Mark Lazerus, Corey Masisak, Charlie 
O’Connor, Aaron Portzline, Scott Powers and Eric Stephens to answer 
those questions and more about the race for Bedard. 

(Note: Stats are prior to Wednesday’s late games) 

Are these teams really as bad as their records? 

Blackhawks: Yes, they’re really this bad. There were a few weeks at the 
beginning of the season when the Blackhawks seemed as if they might 
be better than expected, starting with a 4-2-0 record, but it’s turned for 
the worst in a big way since. They went 3-17-4 over their next 24 games. 
There might be a few hard-luck results in that batch, but all the 
underlying numbers have been pointing to them being this type of team. 
They’re among the worst teams in nearly every major category, 
especially offensively. There haven’t been many teams in recent history 
as bad at scoring in five-on-five play as this season’s Blackhawks. 
They’re averaging 1.51 goals per 60 minutes. The worst team in the past 
decade was the 2013-14 Sabres, which finished at 1.48 per 60. 

Ducks: If you look at the obvious statistics and those that go beyond, 
yeah, they are that bad — near or at the bottom of the league in a lot of 
categories. They’re not very big or physical, and they get pushed around 
at both ends of the ice. But I still think the offensive talent can produce 
more. Troy Terry and Trevor Zegras are getting points, and Mason 
McTavish is coming on quickly as a rookie, and they’ve got veterans in 
Adam Henrique, Ryan Strome and Frank Vatrano, who have been 
decent complementary scorers. I’m surprised they aren’t better than 31st 
in scoring. 

Blue Jackets: It’s hard to argue that a club ranked 28th in scoring (2.72 
goals per game), tied for 30th on the power play (15.1 percent), 31st in 

goals against (4.03 per game) and 27th in save percentage (.886) 
deserves a better fate. The one thing you can say about the Blue 
Jackets, though, is that they would almost certainly be more competitive 
if they hadn’t been gutted by injuries to key spots. The season-ending 
shoulder injury to Zach Werenski is the big one, but they’re also without 
last season’s leading scorer, Jakub Voracek, whose career might be 
finished due to lingering concussion issues, and No. 1 center Boone 
Jenner, who’s out for a month with a broken thumb. At one point, they 
had $38.6 million of contracts out of their lineup with injuries. In 
Tuesday’s loss to Philadelphia, the Blue Jackets had 10 (!) rookies in 
their lineup. 

Sharks: They haven’t been, for the most part. After an 0-5 start, the 
Sharks had about a 20-game stretch where they were playing quite well 
… and still found ways to lose a lot. And it wasn’t one particular thing that 
was the issue. The biggest problem shifted from game to game, which 
made it even more frustrating for the coaches and the players. The top 
players have been better than last season. The power play has been 
better. But the Sharks are also still hemorrhaging goals some nights and 
making big mistakes at the worst times … or the best times for members 
of the fanbase who put Bedard’s name in my mentions during every 
game. 

Coyotes: They’re actually quite worse, which is almost impressive given 
they’re 28th in the league standings. The Coyotes have the worst 
expected-goals-for percentage in the league at 39.53 and they average 
the fewest shots on goal per game at a meager 24. And perhaps even 
more alarming — or encouraging, if we’re talking tanking — they’re doing 
all this with a likely unsustainable 11.7 shooting percentage, second-best 
in the league. So how are the Coyotes only the fifth-worst team in the 
league? Two words: Karel Vejmelka. The second-year goalie is having a 
spectacular season behind an awful team, with a 9-8-3 record and 13.84 
goals saved above expected, per Evolving-Hockey. That’s fifth in the 
league, ahead of the likes of Jake Oettinger and Igor Shesterkin. He’s 
singlehandedly tanking the tank. 

Flyers: Oh yes, especially with both Sean Couturier and Cam Atkinson 
very likely out for the season. Carter Hart appears to be back in form and 
is fully capable of flat-out stealing a game every couple of weeks, but the 
hard truth is that this Flyers club just doesn’t have nearly enough 
offensive talent up front to score at a competitive level. Add in the fact 
that coach John Tortorella has prioritized the reimplementation of 
structure and defensive soundness, and the Flyers aren’t going to score 
enough goals to win most nights. Their five-on-five advanced metrics 
(26th in Corsi For, 28th in xG For) are a bit misleadingly low, because 
since Nov. 7 (after the early Torts adjustment period came to a close), 
they’ve merely been underwhelming at five-on-five rather than dumpster-
fire-level bad. But their 31st rank in goals per game and 29th rank in 
power-play efficiency? Those are very, very real, and no amount of Hart 
heroics will be able to fully erase those inherent weaknesses. 

Any reason to believe things will get better? 

Blackhawks: This is the team GM Kyle Davidson hoped he was building 
over the offseason. He stripped away any optimism by trading Alex 
DeBrincat and Kirby Dach and not re-signing other key players like Dylan 
Strome and Dominik Kubalik. There aren’t a lot of players or areas on 
this team you’d point to them getting better over the course of the 
season. If anything, it’ll probably get worse considering who could be 
traded in the coming months. Even if their goaltending got hot, the 
Blackhawks have already seen that their lack of offense, no matter what 
Patrick Kane does, is too much to overcome. 

Ducks: The goal was to be more competitive and play more meaningful 
games in the final months. Though GM Pat Verbeek may not want them 
to win too much, they can still nail the first part of that objective. This 
season is about the development of Zegras and McTavish, who is 
starting to make players around him better of late. Unfortunately, Jamie 
Drysdale’s progress stalled after suffering a shoulder injury that required 
surgery. However, a bright spot that has emerged is 22-year-old Lukas 
Dostal. He just delivered a 46-save performance to beat Edmonton but is 
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blocked by John Gibson and Anthony Stolarz. A change in either 
Gibson’s or Stolarz’s situation could open the door. 

Blue Jackets: It’s the Columbus way to “finish strong” in seasons like this 
and blow any chance at landing a real difference-maker at the top of the 
draft board, so maybe the Blue Jackets go down that road again. (Let’s 
make something clear, though: A strong finish one season is not a 
springboard to the next season! It does not work that way.) It does feel 
like management is keenly aware of how stocked next summer’s draft is, 
so don’t expect any liferafts down the stretch. The Blue Jackets should 
improve with some of the injured defensemen returning to the lineup, but 
this club faces a road-heavy second half. This won’t be pretty. 

Sharks: There was a theory that if the Sharks kept playing that well, 
eventually the results might catch up to the process. Well, the process 
has taken a hit over the past couple of weeks. The team’s general level 
of play has declined. There have been a couple of key injuries/absences, 
and the goaltending just hasn’t been good enough. It’s entirely possible 
that the mental strain from playing well but losing, combined with it 
becoming increasingly obvious that the chances of a surge back into 
playoff contention are low, will lead to more subpar performances. And 
we’re not that far from Trade SZN, where the Sharks should be active. 

Coyotes: Not particularly. Certainly not this season, and likely not for a 
few years, until the Coyotes get their new arena in Tempe (assuming the 
public approves the measure this spring, that is). It doesn’t help that their 
recent draft history has been spotty at best. Barrett Hayton, the No. 5 
pick in 2018, has one goal in 29 games. Defenseman Victor Soderstrom, 
the No. 11 pick in 2019, is back in the AHL after an uninspiring 16-game 
NHL stint last season. Dylan Guenther, the No. 9 pick in 2021, has had a 
modest start to his rookie season with three goals and 11 points in 21 
games. And the less said about the 2020 draft, the better. If any or all of 
those youngsters take a leap in the coming months, things could get 
better. But don’t hold your breath. 

Flyers: It’s at least possible that the Flyers could be better in the second 
half. Their schedule gets a bit easier, Couturier maybe could come back 
in March, and Tortorella might be able to squeeze more out of this club 
given a couple more months of teaching/discipline. It wouldn’t totally 
shock me if they moved out of “plucky team that almost always loses” 
territory and into “plucky team that wins about as often as it loses.” That 
said, there’s just not enough talent on hand for the Flyers to make things 
interesting from a standings perspective. They could end up more in the 
bottom-six-to-eight range than the bottom three to five, but either way, 
they’re a bottom-10 team. 

The good news? 

Since the Flyers took apart the Blues on Nov. 8, they’ve been playing 
more structured hockey. 

The bad news? 

How do you anticipate them being impacted by the trade deadline? 

Blackhawks: This is where the Blackhawks may separate themselves 
from the pack. Other teams may move players, but no one with as big an 
impact as the Blackhawks. It’s possible Kane, Jonathan Toews, Max 
Domi and Andreas Athanasiou are all dealt at the deadline. Kane, Domi 
and Toews are one, two and three in points on the team, and Athanasiou 
is fourth in goals. The Blackhawks could have at least 21 games with a 
roster minus all those players. The trade rumors around Kane and Toews 
have been ongoing since the offseason, and it’s only going to increase as 
the deadline approaches. Both have no-movement clauses, so it’s largely 
up to them if they want to leave. As the season wears on, you’d think 
they’d be more open to saying goodbye. 

Ducks: It could be another year of the roster getting gutted, particularly 
on defense. Veterans John Klingberg, Dmitry Kulikov and Kevin 
Shattenkirk are all impending UFAs, and solid play from them should 
garner interest from contending teams looking to add depth to their 
bluelines for potential playoff runs. I wouldn’t rule out Henrique being a 
possibility even though he has another year left on his deal. It’s about 

fortifying the future in Anaheim. I’ll be curious if they give any AHL 
prospects — like Jacob Perreault, Drew Helleson or Brayden Tracey — a 
look after the deadline. But it’s also been a horrific season for the San 
Diego Gulls, and it’s not like any of them are tearing up the league. 

Blue Jackets: They’re already such a young roster that wholesale 
changes should not be expected. But the Blue Jackets have three UFAs 
who could be on the move: defenseman Vladislav Gavrikov, forward Gus 
Nyquist and goaltender Joonas Korpisalo. Their strong preference would 
be to re-sign Gavrikov — the defense is a nightmare without him — but if 
he can’t reach terms on a deal by March 3, they’ll have to move him. One 
other thing to watch is how the Blue Jackets handle their youngest 
players: Cole Sillinger, Kent Johnson, Kirill Marchenko, Yegor 
Chinakhov, etc. They could all be sent to AHL Cleveland to take on big 
roles with a very good AHL club rather than stew in a toxic environment 
in Columbus if the losing continues. 

Sharks: San Jose has a few pending UFAs who could be intriguing to 
other teams, including forwards Nick Bonino and Matthew Nieto and 
goaltender James Reimer. If the Sharks just trade those three guys, they 
will likely be worse down the stretch (because Reimer has been the 
club’s best goalie). But the real intrigue is what other parts first-year GM 
Mike Grier might be willing to sell off. The biggest one is Timo Meier, who 
could be the best player available at the deadline and bring back a large 
return. What will Grier do if a contender comes after one of his 
complementary players on team-friendly contracts beyond this season, 
like Matt Benning or Nico Sturm? That’s where we could learn just how 
far off the new regime thinks this club is from being a contender again 
(and improve the chances of slipping further in the standings). 

Coyotes: Arizona has one of the biggest names on the trade market in 
defenseman Jakob Chychrun, who returned to the lineup from a wrist 
injury last month. After something of a down season (by his standards) 
last season, Chychrun is looking like his old self, averaging nearly a point 
per game since rejoining the team. He’s been on the block since last 
season, and Coyotes GM Bill Armstrong is reportedly looking for at least 
two first-round picks for him. A rejuvenated Shayne Gostisbehere, on an 
expiring contract, could be moved out, too. Maybe without their top two 
defensemen, not even Vejmelka will be able to keep the Coyotes in 
games. Christian Fischer could be another intriguing option as a rental 
for a contender. 

Flyers: At the very least, the Flyers will sell off their expiring contracts, 
with James van Riemsdyk the primary prize for a contender looking for 
depth goal-scoring and power play help. Justin Braun could also be 
shipped out of Philadelphia for the second straight deadline if anyone has 
an interest in picking up a useful bottom-of-the-lineup blueliner with 
postseason experience. The bigger question is whether the Flyers will 
use the deadline in an attempt to accelerate a rebuild by trying to move 
players with more term. It would make sense, given the strength of the 
2023 draft class and the importance of stocking up on picks for it. But 
that would require the front office and ownership to fully commit to a 
rebuild mentality, which to this point, they’ve refused to do. My guess is 
that if Chuck Fletcher is still the GM in Philadelphia at the deadline, he’ll 
ship out the rentals and stop there. But if they do a midseason 
restructuring and pivot their overarching, organizational mentality? All 
bets are off. 

How would you predict them finishing the season? 

Blackhawks: It’s feeling more and more likely that the Blackhawks will be 
the league’s worst team after 82 games. The thought was as long as they 
were near the bottom at the deadline, they’d have a pretty good shot at 
finishing last considering what they stand to lose. They plummeted earlier 
than expected, and it could be a long fall the rest of the way. 

Ducks: They started out on a horrific 1-6-1 note and have been 
uncompetitive on a number of nights. The compete level has risen, and 
it’s possible with a more favorable home schedule upcoming — along 
with some teams hitting the midseason doldrums — that they could 
garner a few more wins and points. Deep down, there’s a good number 
of Ducks fans (and maybe some within the organization) who aren’t crazy 
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about Dostal stealing games and probably don’t want too many more 
victories ahead of another deadline sell-off. But what was once a good 
possibility of being the worst team and landing the No. 1 pick isn’t nearly 
as sure now, with Chicago making a hard push for both. The key is to at 
least remain among the top three or four picks. 

Blue Jackets: This is not a good road team (2-8-1), and it has one stretch 
from late February through March where it will play 12 of 15 on the road. 
I’m not sure I can see the Blue Jackets cratering all the way below 
Chicago, which could get gutted at the trade deadline, but I don’t think 
they’ll have much gumption to rattle off wins down the stretch. This has 
the feel of a club that will finish with one of the five worst records in the 
league, then cross its fingers and hope for the best in the lottery. 

Sharks: They are a better team right now than the other teams in this 
group, which is reflected by Dom Luszczyszyn’s projection model, which 
says they should finish sixth from the bottom. You’d almost have to pick 
them in a seven-game series against any of these clubs, unless you 
wanted to make an argument that Hart or Vejmelka would steal it. That 
said, the Sharks have already put in some of the groundwork for a high 
pick by losing a bunch of games they could have won, and they are 
probably going to keep losing. I predict that they will finish 29th and have 
the fourth-best odds in the lottery. And then there will be a lot of sweating 
on lottery day, hoping that they don’t fall back a spot or two. 

Coyotes: Does it matter? Do we really think the NHL is going to have 
Bedard playing at Mullett Arena for the next three years? 

*takes off tin hat, logs off of 4chan* 

Goaltending is everything, and Vejmelka’s making it awfully difficult for 
the Coyotes to keep up (keep down?) with the likes of Chicago and 
Anaheim. As they seem perpetually doomed to be, the Coyotes are 
probably going to be not good enough to compete, but not bad enough to 
land the No. 1 pick. 

Flyers: The Flyers just haven’t committed to the tank the way that many 
of the other teams in the Bedard sweepstakes have, so the smart money 
is on them staying out of the bottom three. That said, Hart has been 
carrying this club thus far — he’s stopped 15.25 more shots than 
expected, per Evolving-Hockey — and if he either dropped off or got hurt, 
things could get ugly fast. Assuming Hart stays healthy and effective, 
though, the Flyers will likely remain bad — but not bad enough to ensure 
maximum Bedard odds. 

What would drafting Bedard mean to the team? 

Blackhawks: Bedard would certainly accelerate the Blackhawks’ rebuild. 
His addition wouldn’t completely fix things — it’s likely the Blackhawks 
could be in the running for the No. 1 pick in 2024, too — but he would 
give them an anchor to build around and someone who could start filling 
the marketing void if Kane and Toews move on. They’ll need to start 
selling someone’s jerseys. Davidson does already have a group of 
defensemen he likes for the future. He set himself up there by taking 
Kevin Korchinski with the No. 7 pick last year. The forward prospect 
pipeline needs work, though. Frank Nazar, who was drafted 13th last 
year, and Lukas Reichel, their 2020 first-round pick, also headline the 
group. Bedard would obviously jump to the front of the line. 

Ducks: To add Bedard to a core that includes Terry, Zegras and 
McTavish would give their future forward mix some serious heft. They’ve 
already got a young face of the franchise in the personable Zegras, so 
there wouldn’t be pressure on Bedard to become that. And he wouldn’t 
solve all their issues — their defense is going to need a lot of work, and 
having Drysdale back next season is only the start — but he could just 
come to Southern California and ball out. What I’d be interested to see is 
how the top of the Anaheim lineup would look. Would Bedard be slotted 
in at the 1C? Would Zegras be moved to left wing? Would Bedard start at 
right wing? Could McTavish be bumped to 1C and have Zegras and/or 
Terry on his wings? Might Bedard play with McTavish or be a 2C? The 
Ducks have to land him first, though, and they’ve never won the lottery. 

Blue Jackets: Everything. Bedard would be the generational No. 1 talent 
this franchise has never had. He would be the franchise center the Blue 
Jackets have spent most of their existence pursuing. He would be 
Johnny Gaudreau’s partner in crime for the next six seasons on the top 
line. The Blue Jackets have used spackle and duct tape to patch leaks 
down the middle of the ice ever since Pierre-Luc Dubois forced his way 
out of town. Bedard can’t fix all of their woes, but help is on the way 
defensively with three first-round picks spent on blueliners in the past two 
drafts. The goaltender of the future appears to be Daniil Tarasov. What 
Bedard can do, almost singlehandedly, is reconfigure the forward lines in 
a way that makes sense. Boone Jenner could move back to left wing, for 
instance. Fantilli would be welcomed in Columbus, too, of course. 

Sharks: If this franchise still believes it can win again with the current 
core and a better supporting cast — which was the general messaging 
before Grier took over — then landing Bedard might provide some 
ammunition for that belief. If Meier is gone via trade before winning the 
lottery, maybe not. Obviously, the Sharks would love to have Bedard. He 
could become the face of the next generation, headlining a group that 
would include William Eklund, Thomas Bordeleau and maybe another 
high pick in 2024. It’s been a long four seasons since the Sharks were 
two wins shy of the Stanley Cup Final in 2019, but adding Bedard would 
certainly offer some hope that a return to contention is coming in the near 
future. Just how near would become a fascinating thing to watch this 
offseason. 

Coyotes: It’d be massive, just as it would be for any struggling team. It 
would give Clayton Keller a true No. 1 center to play with and allow Nick 
Schmaltz to be what he really is: a fine middle-six center. It would also 
give the Coyotes a desperately needed star attraction as they try to get a 
foothold in a new part of town. Bedard would make it easier to sell those 
very expensive Mullett Arena tickets, and he would give Arizona the 
centerpiece it needs to ensure a successful (and lucrative) transition to a 
new arena. Perhaps no team needs Bedard more than Arizona, but given 
the franchise’s track record, it can’t possibly be the league’s top choice. 

Flyers: The question of whether Bedard would help the Flyers on the ice 
is frankly unnecessary: of course he would. The organization has so few 
quality NHL-caliber centers at the moment that it’s currently trying to shift 
Noah Cates — a 23-year-old rookie and natural left winger — to the 
middle, and he’s playing in their top-six. A one-two punch down the 
middle of Bedard and physical specimen (and 2022 No. 5 pick) Cutter 
Gauthier could — in a best-case scenario — turn into the East’s version 
of McDavid and Draisaitl. But adding Bedard would be huge for another 
reason. This is an organization and a fanbase in desperate need of 
legitimate hope for the future. The front office is stuck in a half-in, half-out 
rebuild/retool mentality, with cap problems in the present and no clear-cut 
superstars in the pipeline for the future. Bedard would finally, at long last, 
give the Flyers a blue-chipper to build their franchise around, making up 
for the Nolan Patrick flop in 2017 and the past decade of broken 
management promises and general on-ice mediocrity. Flyers fans crave 
hope. Bedard would bring just that and make the Flyers relevant in 
Philadelphia once again. 
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Sportsnet.ca / Huberdeau’s refusal to shoot isn’t just impeding his 
progress — it’s costing the Flames 

 

Eric Francis | @EricFrancis 

December 23, 2022, 2:34 AM 
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Adrian Kempe scored on a two-man rush with Viktor Arvidsson to play 
the hero as the Los Angeles Kings triumphed over the Calgary Flames 4-
3 in overtime. 

For a time, it appeared the difference would be a pair of goals the L.A. 
Kings scored just ten seconds apart to open the third period. 

However, in the end it would be a pair of Jonathan Huberdeau passing 
gaffes that ultimately led to the Flames’ demise Thursday night as they 
fell 4-3. 

After valiantly erasing a two-goal deficit in the third period, the Flames 
found themselves on the brink of winning an overtime game as 
Huberdeau scrambled in front of the net with a chance to test Pheonix 
Copley. 

Instead, the gifted passer elected to try a no-look backhand, drop pass 
for Nazem Kadri that was intercepted. 

Moments later, Huberdeau gave up another shot opportunity to make an 
extra pass across to Mikael Backlund that turned into the game-ending 2-
on-1 buried by Adrian Kempe. 

“I think you saw it, I’ve got to shoot,” Huberdeau told reporters 
afterwards. 

“It’s always been like that. It sucks. I gotta shoot.  

“Obviously, I try to make a pass for an empty net for the other guy, but I 
have to keep it simple, shoot the puck.” 

He’s vowed over and over to shoot the puck more. 

He refuses to do so. 

And it played a role in the Flames extending their woeful record in 
overtime/shootouts to 2-7. 

Those are valuable points they’ve squandered, as they try to hit the 
Christmas break in a playoff spot.  

It was an unfortunate ending for the 29-year-old winger whose play has 
steadily improved over the last few weeks. 

Moved to the second line with Nazem Kadri five games earlier, 
Huberdeau has responded well, getting more involved in the action and 
finding increased chemistry with the veteran centre and Milan Lucic. 

It was Lucic who sent Huberdeau in alone just three minutes into the 
game for his sixth of the season, a nifty five-hole finish in front of his 
brother and dad, who ventured to California for the four-game roadie as 
the Traveling Hubys.  

It was, not surprisingly, his only shot on goal. 

In the midst of a 14-game binge in which he has three goals and 11 
assists, Huberdeau has thrown just 17 shots on net.  

Not nearly enough. 

“Probably the only thing you’d want back is shoot the puck in overtime,” 
said Darryl Sutter. 

“Their top goal-scorer shot it in the net.” 

What was a tight, playoff style game tied 1-1 after two periods, turned 
into a slugfest after the Kings took advantage of two blue line 
breakdowns in a span of ten seconds. 

There were still 18 minutes left, and the Flames refused to give up on a 
game they dubbed earlier in the day as the most important of the season 
to date.   

A Tyler Toffoli power play snipe five minutes later was followed by a 
Dillon Dube goal with six minutes remaining to give the Flames a point in 
15 of their last 21 outings. 

Alas, a stellar evening by Dan Vladar was spoiled with a minute-and-a-
half left in overtime when Kempe converted the odd-man rush that 
started with Huberdeau’s poor decision. 

Vladar had stopped a Kevin Fiala penalty shot with eight minutes left, not 
to mention a stellar save on Anze Kopitar in the dying minutes. 

Had Huberdeau buried one of his chances, the mood would be a whole 
lot better heading into the final game of this four-game trip through 
California Friday in Anaheim. 

Collecting five of six points thus far, the Flames have to be thrilled with 
the play of Elias Lindholm’s line, which has clicked ever since it was 
formed five games ago. 

Dube has eight points in those five games and Toffoli has four goals and 
six points in his last three.  
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Sportsnet.ca / Holiday break ‘vital’ for Maple Leafs, especially Ilya 
Samsonov 

 

Luke Fox | @lukefoxjukebox 

December 22, 2022, 6:49 PM 

 

TORONTO — Whether you’re operating breezily at the height of your 
powers (like Toronto’s elite forwards), battling your way through another 
nail-biting 60 minutes (like Ilya Samsonov), or finally get to hit pause on 
the video autopsies for four days (like Sheldon Keefe), the Christmas 
break provides a welcome breather in the relentless 82-game marathon. 

“Vital,” Toronto Maple Leafs coach Keefe said, following Thursday’s 4-3 
matinee win over the Philadelphia Flyers.  

“With the early game here today, it's great. I’m still gonna get to see both 
my kids play hockey games tonight. This is good stuff.  

“The schedule is not easy. So, the time to breathe and recover and have 
some fun and be with your family, I think is terrific. And it’s needed.” 

Perhaps no one needs a respite more than fan favourite Samsonov, who 
gathered his ninth consecutive victory inside his new home barn in spite 
of himself. 

Last time we saw the smiling Russian, he was nervous and taking blame 
for a loss in Washington. On Thursday, he let in the Flyers’ first shot — a 
power-play point blast by Tony DeAngelo — and gave up two more in the 
final eight minutes, making the contest much tighter than necessary. 

The Maple Leafs in front of him executed another defensive clinic, 
building a 4-1 lead and limiting their visitors to a scant eight shots 
through the first 40 minutes. 

Keefe wants his skaters to limit chances and keep shot counts low, yet 
Samsonov suggests cold feet contributed to performance.  

“That’s hardest game for goalie,” Samsonov said. “It’s OK. It’s hockey. 

“Sometimes we have bad days, yeah. It’s life. I will be back on 
(December) 27th and do a little bit of work on my mental in the Christmas 
break. Maybe fishing. New energy. New power.” 

Samsonov’s most recent starts have resulted in save percentages of 
.821 and .842, his two worst as a Leaf. The goaltender realizes the run 
support from his star forwards is bailing him out: “Little bit Christmas gift 
for me, yeah?” 
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William Nylander arrived at his post-game scrum decked out in one of 
those festive Ryan Reynolds Christmas sweaters. Having just tucked the 
game-winner and registering a fifth 20-goal season (in 34 games), his 
game is as loud as his outfits. 

Michael Bunting handed the player-of-the-game belt to his fellow top-line 
winger. 

“Three points, 20 goals. He’s rolling,” Bunting smiled. “An easy choice.” 

The Maple Leafs cruise into a hard-earned holiday break with a sparkling 
21-7-6 record and plus-29 goal differential. 

Solid performances that were so scarce in October are becoming routine. 
Expected. 

Yet even in a ho-ho-ho-hum win over a talent-deprived Flyers squad, one 
can spot new wrinkles. 

Keefe’s experimental five-forward power-play clicked. And during an 
extended Flyers’ 5-on-3 opportunity late, penalty killer Mitch Marner, 
realizing he had some extra time, peeled back with the puck in the 
neutral zone and passed back to his defenceman instead of dumping it 
in. 

The smart but unusual decision in a close game allowed Toronto to kill a 
few more precious seconds. 

A small detail, sure. But it was one of those detailed plays you only see 
from a group brimming with confidence. 

“It’s next-level stuff,” Keefe said. “Not many guys are processing the 
game in that manner, in terms of timing and space and all those things. 
It's a little dangerous, just in the fact that the other guys on the ice 
probably aren't thinking the same way. But in that case, huge by him.” 

After proclaiming his love for afternoon games, Marner skipped off for his 
holiday, but not before wishing everyone within earshot a merry one. 

“You want to go into Christmas with a win under your belt,” Marner said. 

“It’s about enjoying your time with friends and family and having a great 
time with one another.” 

And fishing, apparently. 

Fox’s Fast 5 

• Dryden Hunt told reporters he was “shocked” to get dealt by Colorado 
simply because he was so new to the Mile High City.  

“Didn’t even seem like two months,” said the B.C.-born Hunt, a reformed 
Canucks fan who is ready to embrace life as a Leaf.  

“Just a really good team. You’re a little bit nervous to come in. They’ve 
been playing so well, you don’t want to disrupt anything. Just really 
excited. I’m a Canadian guy. Playing in a Canadian city is pretty special.” 

Hunt should debut on the fourth line following the break. He vows to 
inject a jolt of energy and a hard forecheck. Any uptick in production will 
be a bonus. 

“Lots of personality to him,” Keefe said. 

• No official wants to become a story. 

The NHL had a chat with linesman Dan Kelly after he got handsy with 
Michael Bunting Tuesday. 

No reprimand. Instead, a reminder to slow down and don’t get too 
aggressive. The sense is that Kelly was trying to rush Bunting off the ice 
so he could skate back and help with the rest of the scrum. 

Kelly, 33, is what they refer to as a “40/40 guy,” meaning he spends half 
his season working AHL games. As a young man trying to earn his 
stripes, he should learn from the incident. 

Bunting did everyone a solid by publicly saying it wasn’t a big deal. 

• Stray thought: Next time the Leafs need to recall a goaltender, I wonder 
if Joseph Woll gets a look. 

Shoulder and ankle ailments delayed the 24-year-old prospect’s season, 
but Woll is now 5-0-0 with a 2.00 goals-against average and 0.932 save 
percentage in the AHL. 

“He’s beyond (where he was last season),” Marlies coach Greg Moore 
said. “It’s really impressive right now how calm and easy he’s making the 
game look. You wouldn’t think that he’s been out with the injuries he’s 
had and missed the games that he’s missed.  

“He looks like he’s midseason form, been playing every day for the last 
four years.” 

• Rasmus Sandin (neck) was placed on injured reserve and will not play 
Dec. 27 in St. Louis. There is no timeline for his return. The club will 
evaluate his injury following some holiday rest. He plans to celebrate 
Christmas in Toronto with the Nylander family. 

• Happy holidays! 
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Sportsnet.ca / Special teams, not ‘unbelievable’ first goal by Bruins, 
ruined Jets’ momentum in defeat 

 

Ken Wiebe | @WiebesWorld 

December 22, 2022, 11:50 PM 

 

WINNIPEG — Blame the ghosts of the Boston Garden, if you must, at 
least for opening the door. 

Brenden Dillion wasn’t looking for anyone in particular to point the finger 
at, but it was obvious the Winnipeg Jets defenceman was in complete 
and utter disbelief at the bounce off the stanchion that opened the door 
for this Boston Bruins comeback. 

But a harmless-looking dump-in from just inside the red line took a wild 
bounce right into the slot and with Jets goalie Connor Hellebuyck hustling 
to try and knock the puck down and leave it for a D-man, the net was 
vacated. 

Conveniently, the biscuit landed right on the tape of David Pastrnak and 
he wasn’t about to misfire on this shot at the yawning cage. 

“I mean, unbelievable, really,” Dillon told reporters in Boston. “All six of us 
(on the ice), including Helly, are looking at each other, like, draw that play 
up 100 times and maybe it happens once. Yeah, obviously that sucks. 

“We understood we have to keep playing; there was still half a hockey 
game left when that happens. Again, we took more penalties and 
unfortunately they were able to capitalize there.” 

Pastrnak puts Bruins on board benefitting from wild bounce off stanchion 

Jets head coach Rick Bowness did his best to shake off the unfortunate 
bounce, dropping “that’s hockey” when asked about the impact of the 
play in question. 

Eventually, he got around to sharing his disbelief as well. 

“You've got to overcome those things. There's not much you can do 
about it (chuckling). It's a harmless shoot-in that goes to their best goal 
scorer. Sometimes those things just happen and you just have to find a 
way to overcome them,” said Bowness, who then turned his attention to 
another area of concern. “We did a really good job in the first. The first 
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goal, there's not much you can do about that. That's hockey. But it was 
the penalties, the three penalties in nine minutes, that took away all our 
momentum. And that hurt us, without a doubt. And then the faceoffs were 
a big factor as well.” 

There’s no doubt the Jets have reason to be disappointed. 

Prior to the crazy carom, they seemed to be mostly in control of the 
contest, building a 2-0 lead on goals from Mark Scheifele (his team-
leading 20th) and Jansen Harkins (who got to the front of the net and had 
a point shot from Josh Morrissey go in off him). 

The other factor for the Jets was that they had a pair of power plays of 
their own during the first period to extend the lead to 3-0, but were unable 
to convert. 

Pastrnak got things going, then set up Jake DeBrusk for a power play 
marker that came on a perfect redirection, with Scheifele sitting in the 
box after a ticky-tack call for tripping Charlie McAvoy. 

That offensive zone minor proved to be costly as it allowed the Bruins to 
score the equalizer, making it two goals in two minutes and 52 seconds 
for Boston to steal back the momentum. 

Scheifele wisely chose to bite his tongue when asked about officiating, 
knowing full well that he’s been given a pair of misconducts this season 
for voicing his displeasure. 

“I’m not going to comment on that,” said Scheifele. “We got a tough 
bounce on that first one. They’re a good team, they’re where they are for 
a reason. We had our chances, but we battled to the end.” 

Bowness wasn’t about to risk a fine either, simply shrugging his 
shoulders when asked about the men in stripes. 

“They call what they see,” said Bowness. 

On the game-winner, the Jets got caught paying a bit too much attention 
to puck carrier Charlie Coyle, who lured three defenders to him, leaving 
Foligno open in the high slot for a clean shot. 

“We knew how big this game was. We knew it was going to be a 
measuring stick between two really good teams. Obviously, we got the 
start we wanted. A little bit of penalty trouble there in the second and they 
got some momentum and then a breakdown on their game-winning goal.” 

Just before the final buzzer, the Jets actually created a good look for Kyle 
Connor in the slot, but his shot just sailed wide and the Bruins hung on 
for another victory on home ice, winning this battle between teams that 
led their respective conference in points percentage heading into the tilt. 

“That's the best team in the league right now, and we battled them right 
to the end. Our guys worked very, very hard. They battled hard. So that's 
all you can ask,” said Bowness. “You'd like to see a few more shots on 
net. A little more pressure. But the guys did work hard. But we were right 
there with them right to the end. And our best goal scorer had a Grade A. 
They scored on their best chance from the slot. We had the same 
opportunity, and we just missed the net.” 

Jets goalie Connor Hellebuyck was sensational in his return to the 
crease, finishing with 36 saves after missing Tuesday’s start due to an 
illness. 

The Jets will face the Washington Capitals on Friday night in what will be 
the final game before the holiday break. 

“We know (the Bruins) haven’t lost in this building in regulation, so we 
knew it was going to be a good test. We know (Friday) is going to be a 
tough game too,” said Dillon. “Washington came into our building here a 
couple of weeks ago and beat us. It’s our last one before Christmas and 
we want to earn our couple of days off.” 
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TSN.CA / Snakebitten Guenther hopes he's saving his goals for World 
Juniors 

 

Mark Masters 

 

TSN SportsCentre Reporter Mark Masters reports on the 2023 IIHF 
World Junior Championship, running Dec. 26-Jan. 5 in Halifax, N.S, and 
Moncton, N.B. Team Canada travelled from Moncton to Halifax on 
Thursday.  

Dylan Guenther scored one goal on Wednesday night. How many could 
he have scored?  

  "A lot more," he said quietly and with a small smile. "A lot more." 

  Guenther actually apologized to linemates Logan Stankoven and Adam 
Fantilli. 

  "I'm telling Stanks and Fantilli, 'Sorry guys, I haven't scored as much 
this year as I have in the past.'" 

  Guenther has three goals in 21 games with the Arizona Coyotes this 
season. All three came on the power play as did Wednesday's tally.  

  "Their goalie played well," Guenther said following Canada's 6-1 tune-
up win over Slovakia. "I got to score a couple of them. Off the knob at the 
end, that's a lucky save. The first shift I had a chance there. I mean, if I 
score that one on the first shift I'm sure it goes a bit smoother, but it's the 
pre-tournament and I'm saving them for the real one." 

  Canada's second line has yet to break through on the scoresheet 
through two tune-up games, but Wednesday's performance was better 
than Monday's 6-0 debut victory against Switzerland.  

  "When it all comes together and clicks they're going to be very 
dominant," predicted Team Canada head coach Dennis Williams. "I did 
see a lot of great opportunities, great movement by that group throughout 
it. When you get into this type of event there's pressure and everyone 
starts gripping the sticks. I said to the guys, 'You just got to loosen the 
grip.'" 

    — /Cam Robinson/ (@Hockey_Robinson) December 22, 2022 

 This is where Guenther's professional experience should come in handy. 

  "I've kind of learned to evaluate my games differently playing up," the 
19-year-old from Edmonton said.  

  Guenther scored 45 goals in 59 games with the WHL’s Edmonton Oil 
Kings last season.  

  "In junior I'm like, 'Okay, how many chances did I have today?' In the 
NHL sometimes you'll go a game or two or three without getting a Grade 
A chance so you have to be able to evaluate on the rest of your game 
and I'm going to continue to do that," he said. "While getting chances is 
important, I think it's important for me to continue that pro way and play 
the right way." 

  And Guenther is still producing. He had two assists on the power play 
on Monday night in the win over the Swiss. He plays on the flank of 
Canada's top unit.  

  Fantilli picked up his first point of the pre-tournament on Wednesday. 
The 6-foot-2 freshman notched the second assist on the Brandt Clarke 
goal, which came at the end of a power play.  

  "He's a big body who's got skill," Guenther said. "I can see how he's 
such a dominant player in his league and how he's so highly touted. He's 
going to be huge for us. Once we click and hopefully get some goals 
here it's going to be exciting." 
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Guenther: If we play like we did in the second period, we're going to be 
just fine 

Team Canada forward Dylan Guenther discusses what the biggest 
difference between the first period and the rest of the game for the team, 
how many goals he feels he could have had against Slovakia, what kind 
of progress he feels his line made, and much more. 

 --- 

  Fantilli's longest goal drought in the NCAA this season is two games. 
He's scored 11 times in 16 outings.    

  "He dominates men," gushed Team USA forward Rutger McGroarty, 
who plays with Fantilli at Michigan. "There's only one word for him and 
it's just 'domination.' He dominates every game, every practice, whatever 
it is. He's a great player and I'm looking forward to, hopefully, playing 
him." 

  Canada and the United States are in different groups so any reunion will 
have to wait until the knockout stage.  

  "It would be intense," McGroarty said. "We're both competitive guys. We 
were talking about it and we're just like, 'No friends.' We're going after 
each other." 

  The pair formed a fast friendship this season.  

  "We're very driven people," McGroarty explained. "He's very committed 
to the game. I'm very committed to the game. I feel like we're always 
doing extra stuff together whatever it is. If it's stretching after practice or 
running the stairs, I feel like we're doing a lot of things together and 
having that internal competition with each other. It's fun, honestly. It's 
making both of us better." 

  Fantilli is projected to be among the top picks in the 2023 NHL draft.  

  "He's loaded with interviews, loaded with all these different things and 
he's handling it well," McGroarty said. "He could come in and be a cocky 
guy, be whatever, but he hasn't been that at all. He's been a great team 
guy and you couldn't even tell it's his draft year. He's just another one of 
the boys. He's awesome about it."  
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McGroarty brings 'a bit of everything' to USA; hopes to face dominant 
Fantilli 

Team USA forward Rutger McGroarty explains what he's looking to be a 
Swiss Army Knife for the team at the World Juniors and play in a number 
of different roles. McGroarty also discusses how much he's looking 
forward to playing Michigan teammate Adam Fantilli, and much more. 

--- 

  Connor Bedard, the projected first overall pick in the 2023 NHL draft, 
took four penalties in Wednesday's game.  

  "I got to stay out of the box," he said. "That's eight minutes for me kind 
of wasted in there, but I guess it happens." 

  Although it's never happened in the Western Hockey League. Bedard 
does have one game with three minors with the Regina Pats. He's had 
seven multi-penalty nights over his 105-game run.  

  "He definitely has to stay out of the box more," Williams said. "Spending 
eight minutes in the penalty box doesn't help our team or himself. It's 
something we'll obviously talk about and address. Even some of the stuff 
after the whistle. We don't need to get involved in that. We want to play 
60 minutes hard and we want to have a whistle-to-whistle mindset and 
not give any teams any opportunity on power plays, especially when the 
game is still a 3-0 game. It's a hard lead in hockey. You can create 
separation. Definitely some of the discipline needs to be cleaned up." 

  Bedard took a goalie interference penalty late in the second period with 
Canada leading 3-0.  

  "I kind of just fell," he said of the contact with Patrik Andrisik.  

  Slovakia ended up with five power plays. Canada only had one more 
despite dominating possession.  

  Bedard admits that three of his penalties were "not the brightest" but he 
has no regrets about the roughing call that came after linemate Brennan 
Othmann took a high stick to the face.  

  "I saw the stick and it's kind of the unwritten rule that you got to get in 
there a bit," he said. "I was happy with that penalty. I didn't want to just 
stand there and look kind of soft." 

  Bedard and Frantisek Dej were assessed rouging minors for their part in 
the ensuing scrum.  

  "I appreciate him stepping in like that," said Othmann. "He doesn't need 
to do that. He's a top guy. He's a top prospect and for him to do that, it 
means a lot to me. It means a lot to the guys on our bench to see. If he 
can do it, then anyone else can do it. I know it's not natural at these 
tournaments, but when stuff happens like that it's good to stick up for 
your teammates in that way."  

--- 

  Othmann arrived at his media session with a fat lip.  

  "I think I still have my teeth," the Peterborough Petes left winger said. 
"We'll find out what happens or at the meal if I bite down on something 
too hard. It's part of the game. It is what it is. I mean, I'm not happy about 
it. I'm happy we won, but not happy I may lose my teeth. At the end of the 
day, it's part of the game." 

  Othmann returned for the third period wearing a cage and scored 
immediately.  

  "When you go from wearing a visor for so long and you throw the cage 
on, you can hardly see," Othmann said. "It was a joke in the room that I 
said I wasn't going to be able to see the puck or the net or anything. The 
boys were saying I should go get one right away." 

As for the celebration?  

  "I just did the John Cena, 'You can't see me,'" Othmann said. 

  He grinned and then quickly grimaced.  

  "I can't even smile," he said.  
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Othmann: 'I'm happy we won, not happy I may lose my teeth tomorrow' 

Team Canada forward Brennan Othmann shows off the damage done on 
the high stick he took against Slovakia, whether he thought about not 
coming back into the game, if he's thought about wearing a cage or going 
to a bubble like Connor Bedard, and much more. 

 --- 

  Canada led 1-0 after the first period on Wednesday, but Williams wasn't 
happy and let the players know it.  

  "He was honest and we knew we needed to improve," Bedard said.  

  Canada outshot Slovakia 12-7 in the first period.  

  "I didn't like our first," Williams said. "We were just a little off. We had to 
hit a reset."  

  In the second period, Canada outshot Slovakia 23-1 and scored twice. 

  "We had a good discussion between the first and second," Williams 
noted. "We came out and played a much harder, proper Canadian way. I 
thought we deserved more than what we got on the scoresheet. I said to 
the players, 'Your offence is kind of like a cat, it will come and go, but our 
defence has to be like a dog and it has to be loyal out there.' And we did 
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a good job of holding them to one shot. If we just keep getting those 
opportunities then eventually they'll fall."  

  Bedard feels the team simplified its approach.  

  "There's so much skill on this team," he said. "If we get into the O-zone 
it's going to be tough to stop us and we were doing that well and moving 
pucks quick and getting pucks behind their D."  

  "We're playing against ourselves out there too," Guenther said. "When 
we play the right way and everyone's playing connected then I think we 
can do good things. You saw that in the second. If we play like that the 
whole tournament then I think we'll be just fine."  

  "We bounced back in the second," said Sherbrooke forward Joshua 
Roy, who had a goal and an assist. "If we work hard and execute the 
game plan, we're going to win every game in the tournament." 
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Williams believes Canada still has things to clean up before World 
Juniors starts 

Team Canada head coach Dennis Williams discusses his team's 
performance against Slovakia and what the Canadian squad needs to 
clean up before the tournament starts on Boxing Day. 

 ---  

  Bedard isn't the only player struggling to adapt to the way international 
hockey is called. McGroarty was whistled twice in Team USA's game 
against Sweden on Wednesday afternoon.  

  "I haven't taken a penalty in a long time and I took two and they were 
hooking," the Winnipeg Jets prospect said. "They were bad penalties on 
my part. It can't happen."  

  McGroarty has only taken two minors in 20 games at Michigan this 
season.  

  For players who prioritize physical play the adjustment to the IIHF 
standard can be tricky. 

  "It's annoying, if I'm being honest," said Team USA power forward Tyler 
Boucher. "But that's international hockey. Playing at the NTDP, it's been 
the same the whole time. I got to walk the line and make sure you don't 
cross it. I'll be looking out for that." 

  Boucher was assessed a charging call just one minute into his first pre-
tournament game against Finland.  

  "I tested it the first shift just to see where the line was," the Ottawa 
Senators prospect said. "I thought it was clean but, I don't know, I guess 
they were cracking down on big hits. So, I'll have to pick my spots. 
Wouldn't want to hurt the team in any way, but definitely won't shy away 
from the physicality." 

  Boucher has 28 penalty minutes in 17 games with the Ottawa 67's this 
season. He has also been suspended twice. He received a six-game ban 
for a hit on Luc Brzustowski of the Soo Greyhounds. He sat two games 
for being the aggressor in a fight against Marc Boudreau of the Sudbury 
Wolves.  
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'It's annoying' but Sens prospect Boucher will 'walk the line' at World 
Juniors 

Team USA forward Tyler Boucher, who likes to play with a physical edge, 
says he will try and dial it back at the World Juniors, describes how the 
team is feeling heading into the tournament, shares his expectations for 
what he can bring to the club, and much more. 

 --- 

  Like McGroarty, Boucher has a teammate on Canada's roster in Jack 
Matier.   

  "Great guy," Boucher said with a smile. "Big leader for our 67's squad. 
Plays a real solid game, mean game, so he'll be a big part of that D core 
for Canada. Definitely a hard player to play against." 

  As for a potential reunion in the medal round?  

  "I told him I'm going to run him," Boucher said with a smile. "So, we'll 
see."   

  Boucher's coach in Ottawa, Dave Cameron, guided Canada to the gold 
medal at the summer World Juniors.  

  "He said he wants me to come home with a silver and not a gold so he 
can walk around with a gold," Boucher said. "I'll try my best to make that 
not happen."  

  --- 

  The only goal Canada has allowed so far came off the stick of Shane 
Wright, who accidentally banked a puck in off Ben Gaudreau on 
Wednesday.  

  "I saw Otter far side and I tried to throw one cross ice and it just hit 
Benny and it went in," Wright said with a laugh. "I told him I owe him a 
dinner later this week or later this month. A bit of a fluke play. Kind of 
sucks, but it is what it is. It happens sometimes." 

  Gaudreau isn't looking for food, though.  

  "We talked a little bit about it and I think we landed on I'm going to get a 
signed stick from Shane Wright," the Sarnia Sting goalie said. "That's 
better than a dinner for sure." 

  The own goal spoiled the shutout bid by Gaudreau, who stopped all 16 
shots off Slovak sticks.  

  "I'll take responsibility for that one," Gaudreau said. "It goes in off my 
feet so it's definitely on me. Just talking to him a little bit after at the TV 
timeout, I don't think he scored on me in junior so I had to give him one, 
right." 

Gaudreau struggled to maintain focus during the second period as the 
puck remained in the Slovak zone basically the entire time.  

  "I try to follow the puck even when it's in the other end just to keep my 
eyes going and my head in it," the 19-year-old from Corbeil, Ont., said. "If 
they dump it down, I try and go play it if I can and talk to my defencemen 
and talk to anybody, really, to stay in it. You got to stay warm so there's a 
little bit of moving around and stuff. It's tough when you only get one shot 
in a period and it comes with a minute left. It makes for a long period for 
me, but if guys are going to play that good then there's no complaints on 
my end."  

  Williams points out that Gaudreau made the saves that really mattered 
in the first period when the game was close.  

  "He stopped a couple that we needed there," Williams said. "We 
probably gave up only a couple Grade A opportunities. Tough one when 
we had nobody net front and Wrighter throws it out and it goes in off his 
left skate. That's how it goes sometimes, but it wasn't anything that he 
could do. He played a great game and we'll have to make a decision on 
who's going to play Friday."  

  Seattle Thunderbirds goalie Thomas Milic stopped all 19 shots he faced 
on Monday.  
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Gaudreau on Wright own goal: Didn't score on me in junior so I had to 
give him one right? 

Team Canada netminder Benjamin Gaudreau allowed one goal against 
Slovakia, and it came off the stick of his own teammate Shane Wright. 
Gaudreau takes the blame for the own goal and sums up his overall 
performance in the pre-tournament game. 
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TSN.CA / Flames’ blueliner Zadorov talks on-ice growth, off-ice interests 
and his Miami Vice style - TSN.ca 

 

Salim Valji 

 

Through the first 33 games of the season, the Calgary Flames are still 
searching for the right chemistry and mix for a group that looks radically 
different than the one that won the Pacific Division last season. 

While there have been some growing pains, the group is showing signs 
that it may have turned the corner. After early struggles, goaltender 
Jacob Markstrom is again playing up to his lofty standards, Jonathan 
Huberdeau is starting to produce offensively, and Nazem Kadri, Tyler 
Toffoli, and Elias Lindholm have all found their game in recent weeks as 
well. 

One player who has earned coach Darryl Sutter’s praise consistently is 
defenceman Nikita Zadorov. Sutter called him the team’s best blueliner 
out of camp and has constantly lauded him for playing tough minutes on 
Calgary’s back end. 

The 27-year-old Russian, drafted 16th overall in 2013 by Buffalo, was 
acquired from the Chicago Blackhawks by Brad Treliving last summer 
and promptly set career highs in assists and points. He came to the 
Flames with a penchant for big open-ice hits and creative chirps and has 
since expanded his repertoire. In Calgary, he’s found a role under Sutter, 
playing the most minutes per game of his career (19:51, almost three 
more minutes than last season) and has already tied his career high in 
goals.  

Zadorov sat down with TSN to chat about his growth on the ice, the 
toughest player to defend in the league, and fashion. 

TSN: You’re off to a great start this season so far. There’s a line of 
thinking that an NHL defenceman needs 200 games to understand his 
identity and who he is. How do you feel about that? Your game is at a 
really high level. Do you feel like you’re establishing yourself now? 

Zadorov: “How many games?” 

TSN: They say 200, but that’s the media. (Zadorov has played 518 
games) 

Zadorov: [laughs] “Did Cale Makar need 200 games to see his identity? I 
think it just depends on the player. I feel like it took me more than 200 for 
sure. Some guys it takes them quick, right off the drop, so it just depends 
on your mentality. You’re learning from something, the coaches you 
have, the teammates you have, what kinds of teams you’re on – if you’re 
coming to a winning team with good veteran guys who help you 
understand the league and the way to play. I think that’s so much easier. 
For me, it was kind of hard because in my first four years in the league, I 
was with the worst teams in the league, so it was hard to learn. Then we 
started building something in Colorado and it took time to figure out, but 
the coaches are the big difference. I feel like right now, the way Darryl’s 
taught me from last year, it’s helped me way more than the coaches from 
before.” 

TSN: Did you try to pattern your game after different guys growing up? 
Did you have role models? 

Zadorov: “No, not really. I’ve always had a Nikita Zadorov game. I don’t 
think you can compare me with anybody either. My style is very individual 
and unique, especially right now. There’s not many big guys left who can 
skate and be physical and everything. It’s all small, young defencemen, 
puck movers and everything. I think I’m playing like a dying breed.” 

TSN: So, you’re a bit of a throwback. That’s how you try and approach 
things? 

Zadorov: “Yeah. I mean, I’d probably get paid way more if I were playing 
in the 1990s or early 2000s.” 

TSN: Is it tricky when you’re a high draft pick and the expectations that 
come with that?  Does that make it a little more challenging for a guy, 
when there’s that additional pressure for a guy to find his way when 
there’s that type of expectation? 

Zadorov: “I feel like it’s better. You get more chances. I think coaches 
and GMs, they’re looking at you. They’ll be like, ‘That guy was a high 
pick, so he deserves more because that’s why he was drafted.’ So, I feel 
like it’s a good thing. You use it to your advantage.” 

TSN: I asked MacKenzie Weegar this…was there a moment where a 
coach or someone said you had to get your $%^ together? Was there a 
moment, whether it was a coach or teammate, who said that you’re 
capable of more, a turning point where someone gave you the stuff you 
needed to hear? 

Zadorov: “You kind of get those messages throughout the year, 
throughout your career. You have ups and downs. It’s hard to play 82 
games and be at the top level. Sometimes, you’re going to have bad 
games, bad breaks. I think it’s more how you respond to that mentally. 
The coach helps with that. He tells you some things you need to fix, get 
the details going. At the end of the day, you have to be honest with 
yourself. You have to come here, work hard, give everything and if the 
game doesn’t go your way, something isn’t working, you still have to work 
hard. That starts with those building blocks and your confidence goes up 
and you play better hockey. For me, it’s all hard work and what I do in the 
summer to come into the season and start playing.”  

TSN: And where’s the biggest area of growth the past couple of seasons 
now in Calgary? 

Zadorov: “I think it’s mental. I think it’s preparation off the ice as well. 
There’s so many resources now off the ice…how you can recover and 
feel better for the game, train better, eat better, sleep better, train better. 
There’s so many new tricks. The guys who were in the league 10, 15 
years ago didn’t have that. I think that definitely helps right now. I think I 
had some great teammates who I’ve played with in the past and learned 
lots of things from, about recovery and preparation, taking care of your 
body, mental preparation. It’s a combination. I just grew as a person. I 
put different priorities on myself and different focus before the games. 
When you have 500 games, you still have some experience. You know 
where the guys are on the ice, where to put the puck, blocking the puck, 
where to be in positioning. That helps.” 

TSN: It seems like you’re the leader in the room. Does your role off the 
ice change, and finding your voice a little more? 

Zadorov: “I feel like I was the same person I was when I was 18 and 
entered the league. I don’t shut up [laughs]. You can ask the guys around 
the room too. I think I like to be vocal, chirp or chirp back. That’s who I 
am.” 

TSN: Who’s the toughest guy to defend one-on-one in the league? 

Zadorov: “Connor [McDavid] is up there, definitely. But I’d say, we don’t 
play them much, but he’s been hard for me in the past, but Matthew 
Barzal. He’s a really good skater and shifty and he gives the puck away 
right away. He doesn’t try to hold it, the passing. I think he’s a really 
smart player. He’s in my head when I play against him.”  

TSN: Hardest shot? 

Zadorov: “Hardest shot? [Pauses] Obviously on the power play, it’s Ovi, 
greatest goal scorer of all time. On five on five, you know who you’re on 
the ice against, so you try to be close to them and then they cannot get 
the shot away. You’ve gotta bring Ovechkin in there for sure.” 

TSN: Toughest goalie to score on? 
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Zadorov: “Well, I’ve only scored 30 goals. I would say Vasilevskiy is the 
best goalie in the world for sure, by far. Every time we play Tampa, he’s 
making it really hard for us to score on him.”  

TSN: And away from the rink, what would you be doing if you weren’t in 
the NHL? 

Zadorov: “I don’t know. Too many things. There’s too many cool things to 
do in this world. It’s hard to pick one. Obviously, I love sports, so I could 
play another sport. There’s just too many things. Learning, teaching, I 
don’t know. I like history. I like to get to know peoples’ backgrounds and 
where they came from and everything. I really like that stuff. I like 
geography as well. Probably traveling is the best thing in the best world, 
to explore different cultures, different people, see different places, the 
most beautiful places in the world. I think traveling would be my thing.” 

TSN: Finally, you’re getting noticed as one of the more fashionable 
players around the league and have made some style rankings lists. Is 
that new for you? 

Zadorov: “Where’s the list?”  

TSN: Bleacher Report 

Zadorov: “Well, they make awful lists. They put guys that wear pajamas 
to the game.” 

TSN: So, what’s your style?  

Zadorov: “Well, you have to be classy. You have to wear a suit, tie, white 
shirt. That’s how you got to go. When the tie fits you, it looks good. When 
it doesn’t fit you, it doesn’t look good. Some guys like to mix it up, put in 
hockey pads and what not, they shouldn’t be on the list. I don’t think that 
rating gives me anything.” 

TSN: Do you have a favourite suit or one that’s lucky? 

Zadorov: “No, I’m not that superstitious. I like my white suit, but it’s hard 
to wear it in Calgary. So, when we go to Florida or California road trips, I 
usually bring it then. I think that’s the Miami Vice style. That’s the one.” 
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